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How to Make the Best Use
of This Teaching Guide

Leading a class in studying the Bible is a sacred trust. This Teaching Guide
has been prepared to help you as you give your best to this important task.
In each lesson, you will find first “Bible Comments” for teachers, to
aid you in your study and preparation. The three sections of “Bible Comments” are “Understanding the Context,” “Interpreting the Scriptures,” and
“Focusing on the Meaning.” “Understanding the Context” provides a summary overview of the entire background passage that also sets the passage
in the context of the Bible book being studied. “Interpreting the Scriptures”
provides verse-by-verse comments on the focal passage. “Focusing on the
Meaning” offers help with the meaning and application of the focal text.
The second main part of each lesson is “Teaching Plans.” You’ll find two
complete teaching plans in this section. The first is called the “Discovery
Plan,” which emphasizes discovery learning techniques; and the second is
called the “Discussion Plan,” which provides questions and suggestions for
dialogue about the Scriptures. Choose the plan that best fits your class and
your style of teaching. You may also use and adapt ideas from both. Each
plan is intended to be practical, helpful, and immediately useful as you prepare to teach.
The major headings in each teaching plan are intended to help you
sequence how you teach to follow the flow of how people tend to learn.
The first major heading, “Connect With Life,” provides ideas that will help
you begin the class session where your class is and draw your class into the
study. The second major heading, “Guide Bible Study,” offers suggestions
for helping your class engage the Scriptures actively and develop a greater
understanding of this portion of the Bible’s message. The third major heading, “Encourage Application,” is meant to help participants focus on how to
respond with their lives to this message.
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As you begin the study with your class, be sure to find a way to help your
class know the date on which each lesson will be studied. You might use one
or more of the following methods:
• In the first session of the study, brief ly overview the study by
identifying for your class the date on which each lesson will be studied.
Lead your class to write the date in the table of contents in their Study
Guides and on the first page of each lesson.
• Make and post a chart that indicates the date on which each lesson
will be studied.
• If all of your class has e-mail, send them an e-mail with the dates the
lessons will be studied.
• Provide a bookmark with the lesson dates. You may want to include
information about your church and then use the bookmark as an
outreach tool, too. A model for a bookmark can be downloaded from
www.baptistwaypress.org under the “Teacher Helps” tab.
• Develop a sticker with the lesson dates, and place it on the table of
contents or on the back cover.
Here are some steps you can take to help you prepare well to teach each
lesson and save time in doing so:
1. Start early in the week before your class meets.
2. If your church’s adult Bible study teachers meet for lesson overview and
preparation, plan to participate. If your church’s adult Bible study teachers don’t have this planning time now, look for ways to begin. You, your
fellow teachers, and your church will benefit from this mutual encouragement and preparation.
3. Overview the study in the Study Guide. Look at the table of contents and
see where this lesson fits in the overall study. Then read or review the
study introduction to the book that is being studied.
4. Consider carefully the suggested Main Idea, Question to Explore, and
Teaching Aim. These can help you discover the main thrust of this particular lesson.
5. Use your Bible to read and consider prayerfully the Scripture passages
for the lesson. Using your Bible in your study and in the class session
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can provide a positive model to class members to use their own Bibles
and give more attention to Bible study themselves. (Each writer of the
Bible comments in both the Teaching Guide and the Study Guide has
chosen a favorite translation. You’re free to use the Bible translation you
prefer and compare it with the translations chosen, of course.)
6. After reading all the Scripture passages in your Bible, then read the
Bible comments in the Study Guide. The Bible comments are intended
to be an aid to your study of the Bible. Read also the small articles—
”sidebars”—in each lesson. They are intended to provide additional,
enrichment information and inspiration and to encourage thought and
application. Try to answer for yourself the questions included in each
lesson. They’re intended to encourage further thought and application,
and you can also use them in the class session itself. Continue your Bible
study with the aid of the Bible comments included in this Teaching Guide.
7. Review the “Teaching Plans” in this Teaching Guide. Consider how these
suggestions would help you teach this Bible passage in your class to
accomplish the teaching aim.
8. Consider prayerfully the needs of your class and think about how to
teach so you can help your class learn best.
9. Develop and follow a lesson plan based on the suggestions in this
Teaching Guide, with alterations as needed for your class.
10. Enjoy leading your class in discovering the meaning of the Scripture
passages and in applying these passages to their lives.
Premium Commentary. Plan to get the additional Bible study comments
available online. Visit our website, call 1–866–249–1799, or e-mail baptistway@texasbaptists.org to order the Premium Commentary. It is available only
in electronic format (PDF) from our website. The price of these comments
is $5 per person. A church or class that participates in our advance order
program for free shipping can receive the Premium Commentary free. Call
1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistwaypress.org for information on participating in our free shipping program for the next study.
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Premium Teaching Plans. An additional teaching plan is also available in
electronic format (PDF) by visiting our website or calling 1–866–249–1799.
The price of these plans for an entire study is $5 per person. It is available
only in electronic format (PDF) from our website. A church or class that
participates in our advance order program for free shipping can receive the
Premium Teaching Plans free. Call 1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistwaypress.org for information on participating in our free shipping program for
the next study.
FREE! Downloadable teaching resource items for use in your class are available at www.baptistwaypress.org. Watch for them in the “Teaching Plans”
for each lesson. Then go online to www.baptistwaypress.org and click on
“Teaching Resource Items” under the “Teacher Helps” tab for this study.
These items are selected from the “Teaching Plans.” They are provided online
to make lesson preparation easier for handouts and similar items. Permission is granted to download these teaching resource items, print them out,
copy them as needed, and use them in your class.

Writers for this Teaching Guide

Kevin Harris wrote the Bible Comments for lessons one through four.
Kevin is a bilingual Baptist pastor in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas. He is
currently a Resident Chaplain at Valley Baptist Medical Center in Brownsville, Texas. He has pastored at First Baptist Church of Los Fresnos and served
the Rio Grande Valley Baptist Association in leadership. He has volunteered
in church work and missions for more than forty years and transitioned into
full-time Christian ministry after a 20-year career in business technology.
He is currently enrolled at Stark College and Seminary.
Craig West wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons one through four. Dr.
West holds graduate degrees from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. He currently resides in
West Monroe, Louisiana, with his wife and their two children. Craig serves
as a bi-vocational minister of music and is the Executive Director of the
Monroe Symphony Orchestra.
Michael Evans Jr. wrote the Bible Comments for lessons five through
seven. Michael is from Mansfield, Texas and was licensed to preach at the
Bethlehem Baptist Church, where his father, Dr. Michael Evans Sr., serves
as Senior Pastor. Michael graduated Cum Laude, with his B.A. in Political
Science from Morehouse College and graduated with his Master of Divinity
from Princeton Theological Seminary. While at Princeton, Michael met his
beautiful wife Jade Evans, who graduated with her Master of Divinity from
Princeton as well. Rev. Evans is currently serving as Director of Public Policy
for Texas Baptists’ Christian Life Commission.
Vivian Conrad wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons five through ten.
Since returning to the United States after twenty-four years as missionaries in Asia, Vivian and her husband John have served as staff musicians at
Clear Fork Baptist Church in Weatherford, Texas. Vivian teaches at Weatherford Christian School. She is a graduate of Southwestern Baptist Theological
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Seminary (M.A.Th.) and Dallas Baptist University (B.A. in Christian Education). As parents of five, she and John have recently welcomed their fifteenth
grandchild.
Ben Simpson wrote the Bible Comments for lessons eight through ten.
Ben serves as the Assistant Director of Spiritual Formation at George W.
Truett Theological Seminary where he coordinates and helps to oversee the
Spiritual Formation program. He assists Dr. Angela Reed in leading Truett’s
Spiritual Direction Training courses and is a certified spiritual director. Ben
has a B.A. from Baylor University, a M.A.C.E. from Dallas Theological Seminary, and a M.A. in Religious Studies from the University of Kansas. He
is ordained in the Baptist tradition and has served as a pastor to children,
youth, and college students.
Ed Jordan wrote the Bible Comments for lessons eleven through thirteen, plus the Bonus Easter Lesson. Dr. Jordan is a graduate of Golden
Gate Baptist Theological Seminary. He has written and edited a 52-lesson
curriculum for new church plants, and two hermeneutic books. He writes a
weekly award-winning column for the Idaho State Journal and the Gloucester Gazette-Journal, a quarterly column for the Danville Register and Bee’s
Southern Virginia Living Magazine, and a weekly blog for the Baptist General
Association of Virginia (BGAV.org). He and his wife live in Virginia where he
serves as pastor of the Gwynn’s Island Baptist Church in Gwynn, Virginia.
Chuck Gartman wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons eleven through
thirteen, plus the Bonus Easter Lesson. Chuck serves as the Director of
Ministry Guidance and as an Assistant Professor of Christian Studies at
Howard Payne University in Brownwood, Texas. Chuck has served in a variety of local churches, universities, seminaries, and denominational entities.
He has distinguished himself as an expert in local church student ministry,
and in numerous other aspects of church leadership. Chuck and his wife,
Connie, have three grown daughters.
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When God Says
“No”
MAIN IDEA

We must realize it is God who is in
control.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How should I react when God says
“no?”
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that God
is infinitely wiser than they are
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The books of Samuel and Kings cover the story of David and his son, Solomon, in rich detail. However, Chronicles provides a unique perspective on
the history. The book is written from a priestly scribe’s point of view1 by an
unknown author, commonly referred to as “the Chronicler” by theologians.2
David’s story is familiar to many who have read the Bible. Nathan, God’s
prophet, selected David, the young shepherd boy, out of his modest existence
and anointed him as the King of Israel (1 Samuel 16:1-13).3 However, he had
to survive to overthrow the existing king who had turned against God, before
he could claim the throne. As king, David conquered Jerusalem (2 Samuel
5:6-10), established it as his capital city, and united the southern and northern kingdoms under his reign.
David set about to build a temple to house the Ark of the Covenant and
serve as a resting place for God among His people. However, God’s plans did
not match up with David’s plans. God told David he was not the man to build
the Temple and the task was passed to David’s son, Solomon (1 Chronicles
22). The Bible has many examples showing us that God is not always interested in meeting our own expectations as much as He focuses on accomplishing
His purposes. We can look to Job 38:1-8 to read how God responded to Job,
who had asked God to explain why He was allowing such deep suffering in
his life. God established His position as the Almighty Creator and put Job in
his place.
When we attempt to commit God to our plans rather than submitting to
His plans, we are missing a blessing. In fact, the wisdom of Solomon (Proverbs 16:3) tells us that when our plans are based upon a trust of God, they
will have a far better chance of success. The only way we can secure our plans
is when they align completely with the will of the Father.4
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Interpreting the Scriptures
David Gathers Israel’s Royal Court (1 Chronicles 28:1)
In our study of Solomon, we begin by looking at the end of King David’s
reign. Chapter 28 comprises David’s last speech as King of Israel. Looking
to previous chapters, we find recorded in chapter 22 a private conversation
that David had with Solomon. He explained his desire to build the Temple for
God and God’s message that David would not complete the Temple, but Solomon would. Chapter 23 appears to depict Solomon being crowned as King
of Israel. However, there follows a long listing outlining all the royal offices
and duties of the royal court. This long listing, which is typical for Chronicles,
stretches through chapter 27 and culminates in David’s final speech, given in
chapter 28, recording David’s public proclamation to the United Kingdom of
Israel that Solomon will be his appointed builder for the Temple of the Lord
and will replace him as king.
This passage begins with David, as the elder statesmen of Israel and father to Solomon, calling together the entire royal court of Israel. The list of
those called to attend includes David’s mighty men (1 Chronicles 11:10-47)
and valiant men, who are those men who supported his overthrow of King
Saul’s reign and helped to establish his kingdom and the uniting of Israel.
When David was crowned as king, the royal court was established and gathered as a show of unanimous support for his reign.5 It only makes sense that
David would gather the royal court for Solomon’s crowning as king in a similar display of unanimous support for the new king.

David Publicly Announces God’s Plans (28:2-8)
28:2-3. Verse 2 begins David’s address to the gathered royal court. This
speech is similar to David’s private conversation with Solomon in chapter 22.
The two speeches are rather similar, however the speech in this passage uses
more formal language than the previous speech.6
David had always made it a point that one of his goals was to build the
Temple. He had worked toward that goal and had gathered many building
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materials necessary for the building project (1 Chronicles 22). It may have
been a surprise that he would not be the one to build the Temple.7 He opened
his speech by reminding the court of his intent and of his preparations. David
then revealed that God had disqualified him from achieving this accomplishment because of his history of waging war and shedding blood. He explained
that God would not have a man known for war to be the one to build His
Temple.

28:4. Verse 4 is a reminder proclamation to the nation of Israel that God
chose the line of Judah, and by extension the House of David, to lead the
nation (Genesis 49:8-12; 1 Chronicles 17:23, 27). The modern reader could
approach this text and think David is being puffed up and arrogant in his
speech. But his purpose is to remind the assembly that he is king because
God chose the line of Judah to lead the nation. He is building the case for
the court to support the election of his son, Solomon, as their next king. This
verse is David’s reminder of the covenant God made with him to extend his
heritage as leader over Israel.

28:5-8. Of equal importance to the news that David would not be the one
to build the Temple, David wanted to ensure the entire court knew of God’s
selection of Solomon to build the Temple and become king of the nation. It
was important David be clear that God had appointed Solomon to build the
Temple. By doing this, David was securing a peaceful transfer of power for
Solomon and for the nation of Israel.
There was some contention for the throne as a group of Israel’s leaders
supported Adonijah to take the throne and others supported Solomon (1
Kings 2:15; 1 Kings 1:7-8).8 David’s reminder of the covenant relationship
and his inclusion of the entire royal court and the men who had fought to
bring him into power, made certain there could be no question of who would
be the next king. David was very careful to reveal this was not his own desire,
but God’s choice for His people.
Verses 6 and 7 continue to emphasize the Davidic covenant language,
culminating in a reminder that Solomon must maintain his faithfulness to
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God and follow God’s commands. They considered this a requirement for the
continuation of the covenant agreement.
It might be easy for the casual reader to assume that David is addressing
Solomon in verse 8. However, the verb forms for “observe” and “seek” are
plural commands in the Hebrew text. The plural form indicates that David
was addressing the gathered leaders of Israel.9 This was a charge to the leadership to continue walking in righteousness with God. David was saying that
Israel would experience God’s blessing if all the leaders could maintain this
righteousness and obedience to the commands of the Lord. This is a common
theme throughout the Old Testament, under the sacrificial system.

David Gives a Charge to Solomon (28:9-10)
In verse 9, David turns his attention to Solomon and delivers his charge to
the new king. While David could have lumped Solomon in with the general
instructions that he gave to the leaders of Israel, he made a special effort not
to do that. Solomon’s charge was not only to follow God, but to follow God
wholeheartedly. There was to be no question that Solomon’s entire focus was
on accomplishing the work of the Lord, including the building of the Temple.10

Focusing on the Meaning
God disqualified David from building the Temple because he was a man of
warfare and bloodshed. This was not much different from the time Moses and
Aaron were told they would not enter the Promised Land (Numbers 20:12),
though the reason was different. Moses and Aaron had failed to believe God
and proclaim His holiness before the children of Israel.
We do not have a record of either David or Moses arguing with God about
His decision to disqualify them. However, we do find Job’s complaint that
God is ignoring his cries for help in Job 31. Some scholars have compared
Job’s speech in chapter 38 to a legal defense for his innocence. Job declared
his innocence and challenged God to provide any evidence against him. God
responded in chapter 38 pointing out that Job could not understand God,
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the Creator of the Universe, and that his case was not valid.11 God has His
reasons for what He does and He makes no promises that He will explain
those reasons to us. Still, it is not uncommon for us to question God. However, when questions come, we should turn our mind to trusting in God for
the outcome, even when we dislike the answers to the questions. We should
know we can depend on God. Even when He tells us “no” and things do not go
the way we expect they should, we can know God is working during difficult
situations.
There is a common understanding among soldiers: “it is improper to
question orders in the middle of a battle.” The good soldier follows orders and
waits until later to seek understanding. Much of the time, the average soldier does not understand the big picture of warfare. They do not have all the
information their superior officers have. In the Christian life, we are not so
different from the common soldier. God is our commander. He knows what
is going on in every corner of the battlefield and He is the one calling out the
orders.
Romans 8:28 teaches us that God works through all situations to bring
about His purpose. He often uses the difficult circumstances we experience
to produce the results that serve His purposes.

NOTES
1

LXX, which named the books Παραλειπομρνωʼν (Paralipomenon), i.e., “the things left
over,” and placed them after Kings. Unfortunately this somewhat derogatory and nontheological view of Chronicles has often been shared by later readers, who have tended to see it
in large measure as a repetition of Samuel–Kings, supplemented by a collection of priestly
trivia, and hence have ignored its unique contents and message.

		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles. (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. xix.]
2

With the vast majority of OT scholarship, we have assumed that the greater part of 1 and
2 Chronicles is the work of one author, whom we may for the sake of convenience call the
Chronicler.
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		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles. (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. xix.]
3

David’s story begins with his dramatic rise in fortunes, from humble beginnings as an insignificant shepherd in his father’s house to his acclamation as king over all Israel in his
own capital city, Jerusalem. Through it all, we see YHWH favoring him and events consistently turning out in his favor.

		 [D. M. Howard, Jr. (1992). “David (Person).” In D. N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale Bible
Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 41.]
4

Trust in the Lord is a frequent topic in this book; here it is expressed in a command,
while in verse 20 it is in a saying. The sequence in this verse is arresting—from deeds to
thoughts. Are these deeds still in the future, or have they been already performed? Probably the former. If they have already been done, the firming up of the plans is hard to fit in.
The emphasis of the verse is on the initial act of entrusting self to God; this will secure the
plans; cf. Ps 127:122. The literal meaning of verse 3a is “roll” to the Lord your actions.

		 [Roland E. Murphy (1998). Word Biblical Commentary: Proverbs (Vol. 22). Dallas TX: Thomas
Nelson, p. 120.]
5

Those individuals referred to in the remainder of chapters 11 and 12 are mustered as evidence for the unanimity of Israel’s support of David’s kingship, which expressed itself even
prior to his coronation at Hebron.

		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles. (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. 160.]
6

Despite these many similarities, chapter 28 also reflects significant differences in structure. David’s preparations for the temple, which in 22:2-5 stood as a kind of prelude to
his discourse with Solomon, are here introduced into the body of the speech itself, 28:3.
The introduction of the speech in 28:2 is much more formal than in 22:7, as would appear
proper before a large assembly. The two direct quotations of Yahweh in verses 3 and 6 mark
the major divisions of the first part of David’s discourse.

		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles. (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. 268.]
7

David had already communicated to Israel’s leaders (who are all enumerated in chapter 27)
his desire to construct a temple for the LORD. In fact, he had already started collecting the
building materials (chapter 22). Now, with the end of his life imminent, he summoned all
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the leaders again to encourage them to recognize Solomon’s leadership and to follow him
in this magnificent enterprise.
		[Eugene H. Merrill (1985). “1 Chronicles.” In John F. Walvoord & Roy B. Zuck (Eds.), The
Bible Knowledge Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures (Vol. 1). Wheaton, IL: Victor
Books, p. 616.]
8

When David became senile (1:1) without designating his successor explicitly, the leading
courtiers were divided into two parties revolving about the two rivals for the royal throne.
The first candidate was Adonijah the son of Haggith, who was the fourth son but the surviving eldest prince after the death of Amnon and Absalom. He was expected to be David’s
successor by the general public (2:15) and was supported by Joab, commander-in-chief of
the army, and Abiathar the priest (1:7). A rival candidate was Solomon the son of Bathsheba, who was backed by Zadok the priest, Nathan the prophet, Benaiah, the leader of the
royal bodyguard called the Cherethites and the Pelethites, and David’s heroes (1:8).

		[Tomoo Ishida (1992). “Solomon (Person).” In David N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 6). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 106.]
9

28:8. The use of plural verb forms in the Hebrew behind “be careful to follow all the commands of the Lord your God, that you may possess this good land and pass it on as an
inheritance to your descendants forever” indicates that this exhortation is still part of the
address to the leaders of Israel.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 191.]
10

At this point, the address is directed to Solomon with the assembled company as witnesses.
He was to acknowledge (da’) the God of David and serve Him with wholehearted devotion
and with a willing mind. He also reminded Solomon of a specific area in which he needed to
be faithful to God: he must finish the temple. The temple was the abode of Yahweh and the
symbol of His presence in the land among His people.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 191.]
11

As explained by Edward L. Greenstein in his article “When Job Sued God” in the May/June
2012 issue of Biblical Archaeology Review, Job understood the ancient legal system well. He
knows that he cannot call witnesses in a lawsuit against God. So, lacking witness, he swears
an exculpatory oath, as was standard in such legal cases in the ancient Near East. He swears
to his own innocence and lists numerous wrongs that he has not committed. In doing so,
Job challenges God to provide the evidence against him and prove his guilt.
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		Finally, God responds. But in legal terms, he throws out Job’s case on a technicality. In
his oath, Job claimed to know everything about God and how the universe works, so God
reprimands him. Where was Job, questions God, when He laid the earth’s foundations? If
Job is so wise, he must have been present at creation, God adds sarcastically.
		 [Edward L. Greenstein. “When Job Sued God.” Biblical Archaeology Review, 38, no. 3 (2012):
55-59. Cited in “Job Challenges God by Suing: God Responds.” Biblical Archaeology Society.
Last modified July 4, 2020. Accessed September 19, 2020. https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-interpretation/job-challenges-god-by-suing-god-responds/.]
12

Within David’s speech to the men before him—and to the readers of Chronicles—there lies
a profound message. David, the great king and leader of Israel, must pass from the scene.
What future or hope can the people have? Their hope must not be in David, whom they see
but whose strength and wisdom are limited, but in God, whom they do not see but whose
presence, power, goodness, and wisdom are forever. It was God who chose the house of David, God who determined who would build the temple, God who gave the commandments
in which are life and peace, and God who would remain when David was gone. Israel must
not despair the loss of their great king but realize that their only hope is in God.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 191.]
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New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers. 1994.
The Anchor Yale Bible Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday.
The Bible Knowledge Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures (Vol. 1). Wheaton, IL: Victor
Books.
Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word Books
Word Biblical Commentary: Proverbs (Vol. 22). Dallas, TX: Thomas Nelson.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. On a board or a sheet of paper, write “YES” and “NO.” As class members
arrive, ask them to consider these responses to a major question of life
(questions might include: marriage proposal, job hunting/offer, parent
response to child’s question, and others). Have members identify any
emotions accompanying these responses.
2. Allow members to share their responses, guiding discussion to include
both possibilities. After a few minutes, draw discussion to a conclusion
by stating the “Question to Explore.” Direct learners to consider their
emotions when God responds in one of the two ways presented. Ask a
member to say a prayer to begin the class time.

Guide Bible Study
3. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:1-3 aloud. Have the class form
groups of 2-3 people and answer the following questions:
		 • What reason does David present for God’s decision?
		 • What is the difference between something good and something godly? (Be prepared to give an example.)
		 • Which of those two would you use to describe David’s desire to build
the Temple?
		(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
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4. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:4-5 aloud. Ask the following questions:
		 •	What evidence can you find to show God had a plan to see His Temple
built?
		 •	How does David’s explanation illustrate that the house of worship
will be a “footstool for our God?”
5. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:6-8 aloud. Ask the following questions:
		 •	Have you ever been disappointed by someone being chosen for something instead of you? How did that make you feel? What type of responses could you have given?
		 •	What did David choose to do in response to God’s choice? Why do
you think David chose as he did?
		 •	What expectations, if any, did God place upon Solomon to be able to
establish the planned kingdom?
6. Prepare a line graph on the board or a sheet of paper that would start at
“0” and end at “10.” Ask the following questions:
		 •	On the scale, where 0 represents “No chance at all,” and 10 represents
“100% Success,” what score would you give Solomon in meeting God’s
requirements at this time? Why?
		 •	There is an indication that David included the leaders of Israel in his
challenge to keep the Lord’s commands (28:8). Where do you feel
they would fall on the graph? Why?
7. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:9-10 aloud. Ask the following questions:
		 • Why are having a “whole heart” and a “willing mind” so important?
		 •	Would you say David has submitted wholeheartedly to God’s plan at
this point? Why or why not?
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Encourage Application
8. Display three colored sheets of paper: red, yellow, and green. Red symbolizes “I am not yet submitting,” Yellow, “I submit sometimes,” and
Green, “I easily submit.” Ask learners to respond to the following questions by silently choosing a color:
		 • When God prompts me to speak to someone about my faith, I …
		 • When God points me in a specific direction in my life, I ...
		 • When God prompts me to give an amount of money to support a
need, I …
		 • When I want to do something good for God, and He indicates His
desire is opposed to mine, I …
9. Ask learners to describe how they came to their responses (remarks can
be as detailed, or as non-detailed as necessary). Have learners evaluate
their responses with the following:
		 • Based upon today’s lesson, I believe my responses honored God because ____.
		 • Based upon today’s lesson, I believe my responses dishonored God
because ____.
10. Have learners identify an area of life in which they might not be trusting God’s wisdom to guide them. Close the lesson in prayer, asking God
to help learners develop a greater trust in His wisdom.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Have the “Question to Explore” displayed for class members to consider upon their arrival. Direct learners to identify possible responses to
God’s answer. Once class members have arrived, allow a short period of
discussion to examine possible reactions to God’s negative answer.
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2. Explain to class members that today’s lesson will encourage us when
we face this possible outcome by looking at the example of a man who
faced the very same response from God.
3. Lead class in prayer, asking for wisdom as the study begins.

Guide Bible Study
4. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:1-5 aloud. Have learners respond to
the following questions:
		 • Why was it necessary for David to call such an impressive group together?
		 • Who is missing from the list of persons in verse 1?
		 • What would you say is the emotional tone of David’s words? Why did
you choose that answer?
		 • What encouraging things does David mention? What discouraging
things?
5. Have class members discuss the following questions:
		 • How would you feel if you planned to do something great for God,
but He said no? Why would you feel that way?
		 • How is God’s choosing Solomon over David’s many other sons (28:5)
a source of reassurance to David?
		 • What principle for our lives can be formed from God’s choosing Solomon? (Hint: Compare Isaiah 55:8-11 for added information on God’s
wisdom.)
6. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:6-10 aloud and discuss the following questions:
		 • Is the promised kingdom mentioned in verse 7 an unconditional or
conditional promise from God? How do you know?
		 • What makes following such a promise difficult?
		 • On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 equals “Extremely Difficult” and 10
equals “Very Easy,” how would you rank the requirement of verse 7?
Why did you choose that answer?
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		 • How would you describe the expected commitment level in David’s
challenge to Israel in verse 8, and then to Solomon in verses 9-10?
		 • What should our commitment level to God be, in comparison? What
makes you choose that answer?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
7. Ask the class to consider the following portions of David’s charge to
Solomon and state why each is important.
		 • “know the God of your father”
		 • “serve Him wholeheartedly”
		 • “and with a willing mind…”
		 • “seek Him…”
		 • “Consider now…”

Encourage Application
8. Have the class respond to the following: “God doesn’t call the equipped;
He equips the called.” Do you agree or disagree with that statement?
Why do you feel that way?
		 • What do you see in this passage today that is reflected in the statement above?
		 • What about God’s actions makes it easy or difficult to trust Him?
9. Ask the class to consider the “Question to Explore.” Have the class give
examples of emotions that are felt when the answer received is negative.
		 • What part, if any, should emotions play in trusting God’s wisdom?
		 • What evidence did David use in trusting God when receiving a negative answer?
		 • How can that same evidence encourage and strengthen our faith in
God’s wisdom today?
10. Close the class in prayer, asking God to strengthen the hearts and memories of the class, to remember His faithfulness and allow us to trust
Him more willingly, when facing answers not to our liking.

Focal Text

Background

1 Chronicles 28:11-21

1 Chronicles 13

lesson

2

Passing the
Torch
MAIN IDEA

Pain will always be a part of our lives,
but we should never lose faith in
Jesus Christ.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How can I not lose faith when my
world is falling apart?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that,
with God’s help, they can make a difference in the lives of people

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Prior to Saul’s rule as King of Israel, the Ark of the Covenant was lost in a
battle with the Philistines (1 Samuel 4). After a series of unfortunate events,
the Philistines returned the ark to Judah (1 Samuel 5).1 The ark stayed in
Kiriath-jearim for twenty years (1 Samuel 6). One of King David’s first acts as
king was an attempt to return the ark to Jerusalem (1 Chronicles 13). Failure
to handle the ark in the prescribed manner led to one man’s death and the ark
temporarily being stored at the home of Obed-edom. Later David brought
the ark to Jerusalem while more carefully following the proper protocol for
moving it (1 Chronicles 15). David had pitched the tent of meeting in Gibeon
to serve as a temporary home for the ark (1 Chronicles 16).
One lesson David learned here is that although he desired to do a good
thing by returning the ark to Jerusalem, he went about it in the wrong way.
There was a carefully prescribed way of handling the Ark of the Covenant
which was host to the presence of the Lord. While this event put some fear in
David, it was a well-placed fear that allowed him to learn a lesson of respect
for God.2 David revealed in his previous speech (1 Chronicles 28:1-10) that
he would not be allowed to build the Temple, but God had selected Solomon
to become king and finish this important project.
David experienced outstanding success during his time as the King of
Israel. However, he also experienced his fair share of failure. The sin he committed with Bathsheba (2 Samuel 11-12) was a turning point in his reign as
king. He had previously experienced success in everything he did. After this
affair, his personal fortunes suffered significantly.3 David may have sinned,
but he never fell out of favor with God. He always remained a man after God’s
own heart. For this reason, history remembered him as the godly king of
Israel.4
The Chronicler uses the “Davidism” of his period to amplify and celebrate
the person of David in his telling of the events. Chronicles spends very little
time on Saul, focuses heavily on David, and consistently connects Solomon
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back to David, as the flawless, God-selected, King of Israel. While the account
of Chronicles tells many of the same stories as Kings and Samuel, they are
told differently than the other accounts.5 A modern reading of Chronicles
gives us an account that is seemingly less interested in a historical account of
David as it is in showing us what a godly king of Israel might look like.6

Interpreting the Scriptures
David Gives the Plans for the Temple to Solomon (28:11-19)
28:11-18. God gave the plans for the Temple to King David, who spent
much of his life as king planning to build a magnificent temple. The Chronicler has patterned the telling of this account in the same manner that the
plan for the tent of meeting was revealed to Moses.
The reader will note there is great detail given here regarding, not only
the buildings of the Temple, but the utensils and ornaments of the Temple.
These details are written in priestly language that recalls tabernacle language
(Exodus 39:32-43) and later comes into temple language. This kind of detail
marks the significance and importance of the Temple to God and to Israel.7
David shared this understanding and considered it his life work to prepare
for the building of the Temple.
While David had the joy of building the Temple removed from his hands
by God, David found joy in the blessing he had in preparing for the construct
of the Temple. David had put thought into every aspect of the Temple, the
ministry of the priests, the songs that would be sung in worship, and even
into the design of the musical instruments and the utensils of worship that
would be used within the Temple.8 He also had set aside many resources from
his personal treasury to provide for the building of the Temple (1 Chronicles
29:2-5).
Verse 12 uses the language that David was passing along the plans for
everything that “he had in mind” (NASB1995) or that “he had by the spirit”
(KJV). Both translations are technically valid. However, there is some discussion among theologians whether the word ( חּורruach) is referring to David’s
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desires for the Temple or to God’s wishes being passed along to David by way
of the Holy Spirit.9

28:19. While it is important to understand the implications of the meaning
of verse 12, the matter seems to be made clear upon examination of verse 19,
where David explicitly stated he received the plans from God.
There is some confusion how different translations render this verse.
They introduce a question whether God or David did the writing and how
much of a role David played in the transmission of God’s word to the page.
The best understanding here is that God impressed his plans upon David, who
wrote out the plans accordingly. This understanding is in agreement with 2
Timothy 3:16, which asserts the inspiration of Scripture as coming from God
by being literally “God-breathed” or “inspired.”10 This coincides closely with
the understood meaning of the Hebrew word ( חּורruach) having a connection
with “breath” or “spirit.”

David’s Charge to Solomon (28:20-21)
28:20-21. This charge that David gives to Solomon is the classic Old Testament encouragement for leaders. One can notice that this charge is more formal than David’s other conversations with Solomon, which may be because
of the formal nature of his induction into the office of king.11
This charge dates back to the transition from Moses, as leader of the Hebrew nation, to Joshua. This transition from David to Solomon is not unlike
the transition from Moses to Joshua. Moses led the Hebrew nation out of
Egypt into the wilderness, and he continued to lead them after they refused
to enter the Promised Land. When the time came to enter Canaan, God told
Moses he would not see the Promised Land, but Joshua would take over leadership (Deuteronomy 31; Joshua 1).
David led his people through a time of unrest to a time of peace in the
land. He lived until his old age and was able to introduce his successor, who
led the nation of Israel into its longest period of peace and stability in the
region.
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Focusing on the Meaning
Today, in Israel, there is a group of devout Jews who are working toward the
restoration of the Temple and the ritual sacrifice in Jerusalem.12 They have
recreated the utensils and ornaments of the Temple in minute detail, not for
their inclusion in some museum, but for the long-expected restoration of the
Temple. There are trained Levitical priests who have been schooled in every
detail of their service in the Temple. There is even a livestock division that is
working to raise kosher animals according to the stringent guidelines of the
Levitical law.
These priests and devout Jews of The Temple Institute remind me of David. They are preparing every minor detail and solving all the problems that
must be solved even when they know they may not be a part of the rebuilt
Temple. The Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa Mosque currently occupy
land where the Temple should be built. It is illegal for Jews to enter their
most holy land because it is occupied by an Islamic shrine. Many believe that
one day this temple will be rebuilt, but for now the rabbis and priests work
out the details of their temple and plan for its construction when a door is
opened for them to proceed. It would be interesting to know how much the
preparation for the third temple has cost.
David could not build the Temple, but he spent his entire adult life preparing for the Temple. It must have been a difficult thing to hear that God
would not allow him to complete his goal. But instead of getting caught up
in negative emotions, he passed the task to Solomon. We all have similar
events in our lives. We dearly want and pray from something to happen, but
God does not allow it to happen. We must deal with our emotions and accept
God’s decision. Then it is time for us to move on and embrace what God has
for us.
David was known as a man after God’s own heart (Acts 13:22). Today’s
reader might wonder how a man who sinned so much that God would not
allow him to build His Temple could hold such a distinct title. The primary
reason for this is that David’s faith in God was unwavering. He may have
sinned and warred and shed blood, but he never stopped believing and trusting in God. One look at the psalms of David will reveal that David laid his life
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bare for all to see. He recognized his sin and repented before God and before
His people.
How many of us can relate to this attitude that we can see in David’s life?
How do we respond when things are not going our way? Do we despair and
lose all hope? Do we blame God or blame others? Or do we continue to put
our trust in the Lord and look to Him for our help and hope? The real question we must ask ourselves is if we are people after God’s own heart. When we
put our hope in the Lord, He promises to provide for our needs and work out
His results on our behalf. Part of our Christian journey in this life is learning
how to deal with trials and trouble in a way that reflects the image of Christ
within us.

ENDNOTES
1

The ark was brought to Jerusalem in two stages. It had been taken by the Philistines in the
encounter at Ebenezer (1 Sam 5) and removed to their territory. But it caused so much
embarrassment there that they decided to send it back to the land of Judah with a guilt
offering (1 Sam 6:1-9). It was brought to Beth-Shemesh, where prying eyes “looked into
the ark” and the offenders were stricken down (1 Sam 6:10-20). Messengers were sent
to Kiriath Jearim requesting its removal (1 Sam 6:21—7:1). It was taken to the house of
Abinadab and there remained until David removed it.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 128.]
2

David was afraid of God and despaired of restoring the ark to the City of David. He needed
to learn that there was a proper way to carry out God’s will. When David and the people
went to get the ark, the excitement of the moment and the sense that they were doing
God’s will, gave the event a festive atmosphere. This very excitement gave them a sense of
familiarity with the things of God that became unhealthy, and they neglected to give the
ark the respect God demanded. David, in his fear, came back to sobriety about this issue.
The whole incident reminds us that even our enthusiasm for God can cause us to forget the
holiness of God and the need to fear Him. Doing what we believe to be God’s will in a way
that violates God’s Word is wrong and displeases God.
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		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 129.]
3

David and Bathsheba. The “Bathsheba Affair” (2 Sam 11:1—12:25; McCarter 2 Sam AB,
177) forms a critical turning point in David’s life. Prior to this, he prospered greatly; afterward, his personal fortunes were greatly diminished.

		[David M. Howard, Jr. (1992). “David (Person).” In D. N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 44.]
4

Taken in toto, the biblical pictures of David are overwhelmingly positive. As a “historical”
person he accomplished much and was greatly favored despite his flaws. As a theological
symbol he was the godly king par excellence.

		[David M. Howard, Jr. (1992). “David (Person).” In D. N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 46.]
5

2. David in Chronicles. The books of 1 and 2 Chronicles have “Davidism” (North 1963:
376-81; cf. Howard 1988: 26-30) as a major motif with David as the central character in
1 Chronicles. After an extensive genealogical section (chapters 1—9) that highlights the
interest in Judah, in the Davidic dynasty, and in the institution by David of centralized
worship at Jerusalem and the temple, the book quickly dispenses with Saul (chapter 10) in
order to highlight David’s reign (chapters 11—29). David now is presented as completely
flawless and as very much concerned with religious matters.

		[David M. Howard, Jr. (1992). “David (Person).” In D. N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 46.]
6

The picture of David that emerges in 1 Chronicles is one of a true “man after God’s own
heart” (cf. 1 Sam 13:14; Acts 13:22). His devotion to God, especially as expressed through
his preparations for the future temple and everything associated with it and his place as
God’s favored king, the head of the Judahite (and messianic) dynasty, are important elements in the book. The notice of his death shows him to have had a full, honorable, and
honored life (1 Chron 29:28, 30).

		[David M. Howard, Jr. (1992). David (Person). In D. N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 2). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 47.]
7

The emphasis upon the temple vessels and the vast amounts of gold and silver utilized in
their construction is a mark both of the tabernacle narrative (cf. Exod 39:32-43) and of the
significance which the writer wished to place in them.
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		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. 275.]
8

The writer is giving us “the last words of David” (1 Chron 23:27) as well as the last works of
David as he prepared Solomon and the people for the building of the temple. What a wonderful thing that David sought to build a temple to the glory of God and not a monument to
his own glory. He could die knowing that future generations would have a beautiful house
of prayer and praise where they could honor the Lord. David not only “served his own generation” (Acts 13:36), which every child of God should do, but he also served generations
to come. He provided the materials to build the temple; he organized the temple ministry;
he wrote songs for the temple singers; and he even designed musical instruments for the
Levites to play.

		 [Warren W. Wiersbe (1993). Wiersbe’s Expository Outlines on the Old Testament (1 Ch 28:1—
29:30). Wheaton, IL: Victor Books.]
9

28:12. A question of translation arises here. The word rûʿaḥ can mean “mind” or “spirit.”
Some translate this “the plan of all that was with him by the Spirit” and take this to mean
“under inspiration.” Others use the word “mind” and translate “the pattern of all that he
had in mind.” The plans were for the courts of the temple and all the surrounding rooms,
the treasuries of the temple of God, and the treasuries of the dedicated things. The treasuries have been discussed in 26:22-28.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 192.]
10

θεόπνευστος (theopneustos) in the Greek text.

11

c. David commissions Solomon (28:20-21). A public equivalent of the earlier private commissioning of Solomon (cf. 22:11-13 and 28:10). The same basic features recur, viz. (a) encouragement (Be strong and courageous … Do not be afraid or discouraged); (b) assurance
of God’s help (for the LORD God, my God, is with you. He will not fail you or forsake you);
and (c) instruction to carry out the task (Do the work … until all the work for the service of
the temple of LORD is finished). Several of these phrases are closely associated with Moses’
handover to Joshua, showing that God’s assistance had not diminished from earlier days.

		To this built-in guarantee, yet further encouragement is added. The three groups of religious leaders, skilled craftsmen, and the officials are all ready to assist, and all the people
are now prepared (v. 21). No longer was the temple in any danger of being a monument
to David’s own achievements (cf. 17:4-10a). It would now represent the whole nation’s
response to God.
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		 [Martin J. Selman (1994). Tyndale Old Testament Commentary: 1 Chronicles: An Introduction
and Commentary (Vol. 10). Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, p. 265.]
12

See the Temple Institute website at https://templeinstitute.org/.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class, obtain a runner’s baton (or print pictures of one) for the
class to view. As members arrive, have them consider the baton and its
importance to the race. Ask them to comment upon the baton’s crucial
nature, and give some examples of possible consequences of mishandling it.
2. Once class members have arrived, indicate that the lesson will be about
taking hold of the work God has given to each of us while maintaining
our faith and trust in His provision.
3. Open the class with prayer (or have someone pray), asking God to
strengthen His people when they are called to a task.

Guide Bible Study
4. Have someone read 1 Chronicles 28:11-18 aloud. Have the class form
listening groups of 2-3 people. Give each group a copy of the following
questions and allow them to discuss briefly.
		 • Why do you think David was so detailed in his description of the
proposed building for the Lord?
		 • What were some of the items listed and their purpose?
		 • When compared with God’s people, do you think the importance of
these items was greater than, less than, or of equal importance?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
5. Allow groups to present their responses to the class, making sure that
each group has a chance to add to the overall discussion.
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6. Read 1 Chronicles 28:19 aloud, and have the class respond to the following:
		 • What is the significance of David’s statement in this verse?
		 • How much of this plan do you feel was actually David’s? (Although
absolutely speculative, it might be interesting to have the class assign a percentage amount to their answers.)
		 • What resource does David expect to see utilized in the Temple’s construction? (Use “Bible Comments” to explain metonymy in this verse.)
		 • How does David’s detailed plan for the Temple speak of him as a type
of Messiah? (Be prepared to explain the purpose of a type to class
members. Responses might include: Jesus possesses and carries out
the master plan of how we as His temple are constructed and function; the individual elements of David’s Temple work together to
form the sanctuary (See verse 10.) just as our roles and gifts build up
the body of Christ, etc.).
7. Have someone read aloud 1 Chronicles 28:20-21. Ask the class the following questions:
		 • Is this message consistent with God’s actions in others throughout
Scripture?
		 • Though specific to Solomon, what encouragement can you find in David’s words? (See Joshua 1:6-7 for comparison.)
		 • How might these words provide strength for serving in difficult
times?
		 • What qualifications were there on the people of Israel to help complete this task? What qualifications are there today on people who
wish to serve the Lord?

Encourage Application
8. Using previous pairings, direct listening groups to find 2-3 Scripture
passages that will provide comparable encouragement to believers when
they are facing a challenging task from the Lord. (Responses might include Isaiah 55:6-11; Jeremiah 33:3; Matthew 6:33; and others.)
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		 Provide blank sheets of paper, or 3”x5” note cards, for class members
to record all responses to create a reminder of God’s faithfulness and
promises to His people.
9. Instruct class members to make a “Next Step” application from the day’s
lesson by completing the following statements on their paper/card:
		 • One thing I can do to help someone who is facing a challenging task
is to ___________.
		• One Scripture verse/passage I can use to help encourage a fellow believer when they are struggling with their walk of faith is
_____________.
		 • I will pass the baton of faith to _________________ this year by
____________________.
10. Close the session in prayer, asking God to bring strength and courage
to class members as they are serving Him with their lives, and to give
them opportunities to fulfill their “Next Step” statements.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class, write on the board or sheet of paper the statement, “To
fail to plan is to plan to fail.” As class members arrive, ask them to consider that statement and give opinions that support or oppose it.
2. Allow members time to share their opinions and others’ responses,
keeping conversations non-aggressive. Introduce the Question to Explore to the class, and indicate that today’s lesson will present learners
with the opportunity both to be strengthened and to strengthen others
in God’s kingdom.
3. Have someone pray for the session, asking God to grant class members
wisdom and courage as they follow Him.
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Guide Bible Study
4. Read 1 Chronicles 28:11-18 aloud. Before class, have someone prepare
a short (60-90 seconds) presentation on the items to be used in the
Temple as listed by David (lampstands; table of shewbread; altar of incense; vessels; chariot of the cherubim). If no one is available, prepare it
yourself, and ask the class the following questions:
		 • Why do you think the Temple was to be so elaborate?
		 • How were all of these items to be fashioned or manufactured?
		 • Who was going to pay for all of the work and furnishings?
5. Remind learners of the Question to Explore and have them respond to
the following:
		 • On a scale of 1 to 10 (where 1 is “Totally Frantic” and 10 is “Utterly
Calm”), where would you list David’s emotional state as he speaks to
his son?
		 • Why did you choose that answer?
		 • On that same scale, how would you describe your own emotional
state when things are not going the way you wanted?
		 • Why did you choose that answer?
6. Read 1 Chronicles 28:19 and use “Bible Comments” to explain David’s
use of metonymy. Comment upon how this would give courage to David,
as well as to Solomon and others.
7. Ask, What assurances can we find from Scripture that will keep us trusting
in God when we don’t have a written plan like David? (Responses may include Malachi 3:10; Luke 11:28; Deuteronomy 15:10; and others.)
8. Read 1 Chronicles 28:20-21 aloud and have learners respond to the following questions:
		 • What things did David give to Solomon to help him begin his task?
		 • Was David’s focus more on the person of God, the people of God, or
equally focused on both?
		 • What encouragement, if any, can we take from David’s words?
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			 Have someone read Joshua 1:6-7 aloud.
		 • How are these words similar to the words David spoke to Solomon?
How are they different?

Encourage Application
9. On the board or printed on a sheet of paper, have learners complete the
following statements using David’s comments in verse 20:
		 • When I face a challenging situation in life, victory can be a possibility
when I ___________.
		 • When I am feeling drained and ill-equipped, David would tell me to
__________.
		 • When someone I know is facing a challenging situation, I can encourage them to remain faithful because _____________.
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
10. Close the lesson with prayer, asking God to allow learners to remember
David’s words in times when they are discouraged or are facing great
difficulties.

Focal Text

Background

1 Chronicles 29:1-19

2 Chronicles 9:6-11

lesson
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Where your treasure is, there your
heart will be also.
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God owns everything, but He allows
them to manage some of their wealth
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Solomon was King David’s tenth son out of 17 or 19 sons depending upon
whether you consult the record in Samuel or in Chronicles.1 He was the third
king of Israel and the second king of Judah.2 Israel and Judah had united
under King David to form the United Kingdom of Israel. David was from the
southern tribe of Judah, but by taking Jerusalem and making it his capital, he united the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, which was the catalyst that
brought the tribes together into a single united nation.3 David not only made
Jerusalem the capital of Israel, he brought the Ark of the Covenant home to
Gibeon, which cleansed a stain from the history of Israel. The building of the
Temple was to be David’s biggest achievement. He hoped to build a grandiose
temple as a resting place for the ark. Replacing the tabernacle tents with an
exquisitely built permanent structure would cement the transition of a nation from a tribal nomadic people into a great city-state with a permanent
place to call home. This was the legacy David handed to Solomon as the new
king of Israel.
David had also worked during his time as king to secure a level of peace
throughout the Ancient Near East. This peace allowed Solomon to leverage
the placement of Jerusalem as a crossroads of trade and commerce for the
entire region.4 This long-term peace coupled with Solomon’s administrative
strength fueled Solomon’s influence throughout the region. His influence
was so great he warranted a visit from the Queen of Sheba (2 Chronicles 9:112). The impression that his wealth and wisdom made on her earned her respect and high praise.
Besides Solomon’s great wealth, he had earned recognition for his legendary wisdom. The record of Solomon’s gift of wisdom coming from the
Lord can be found in 1 Kings 3:4-15.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
David Gives His Offering for the Temple (29:1-5)
29:1. Solomon was not the most likely contender for King David’s throne.
Adonijah was the most likely person to become the next king (1 Kings 1:110).5 In fact, Adonijah began acting as if he were king in David’s old age. There
was no open rebellion on Adonijah’s part. He assumed, along with everybody
else, that he would be king when the time came.6 However, David surprised
the entire assembly when he revealed that God had chosen Solomon, who
was often described as both young and with little experience.
The word ( הָריִּבbirah), translated “temple” here, is closer to “palace” or
“palatial structure” and is somewhat out of place here. It’s use here could possibly point to a post-exilic writing of this text or could imply that the temple
was to be God’s palace and resting place.7

29:2-5. Verse 2 refers to David’s history of giving gifts and his history of
making preparations for the Temple. Many have noted that some of the
translations of precious gems here are a bit uncertain. Specifically, onyx, turquoise, marble, and colored stones provide some confusion for translators.8
David continues by giving even further from his own personal treasury.
The amounts given are excessive and of the highest quality known. David
concludes his speech with a challenge for those present to consecrate themselves through giving toward the building of the Temple.
The word ( אֵלָמmale), translated as “consecrate” means “to fill the hand.”9
The word is generally used in association with the priests, who are being ordained for service in the Temple.10 This usage is unusual, though not unheard
of. David was reminding the assembly that they were called to be a kingdom
of priests.11 The imagery pointing to the ordination of priests is a deliberate
reminder that points back to Exodus 19:6.
This offering is reminiscent of the offering of the people that was requested by Moses to provide for the tabernacle (Exodus 25:1-9).12 The Chronicler
is evoking a national memory of the importance of the patriarch, Moses, and
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working with the theme of making David equal in status to Moses in the life
of the kingdom of Israel.
It is good to recognize here that the giving of the offering was not manipulated by any means, but was a free gift of generosity by the people.13 The call
here is for a “freewill offering” that usage indicates is not mandatory nor is
the call for it pressed upon the assembly but is requested as a gift from each
one’s heart as in Exodus 25:2.14

The Assembly Participates in the Offering for the Temple
(29:6-9)
29:6-9. The people responded positively to the chance to give offering to the
Temple. They gave 190 tons of gold.15 They gave darics of gold, which was a
Persian coin in use during the days of the Chronicler. The word ( ןֹּכְרַדֲאadarkon), translated as “daric” in the NASB (or “drachma” in other translations)16
is likely an anachronism, but some consider it a way of expressing value in
terms familiar to the intended reader17, that is to say readers who were contemporary peers of the Chronicler. The talents of silver totaled 375 tons; the
brass (or bronze) was 675 tons, and the iron was 3,750 tons.18 Finally, verse
9 says that the people rejoiced. There is a sense that the people had given
completely of themselves to the Lord and to His Temple, and this brought
them great happiness.
Verse 9 depicts the assembly rejoicing in spontaneous praise.

David’s Prayer (29:10-19)
29:10-19. David closed his speech with a prayer. The prayer opens with
notes of praise and blessing for the Lord Yahweh, transitioned into a
prayer of thanksgiving (29:13), and finally included a prayer of petition
(29:17-10).19
Verse 10 uses the word ( ְךַרָּבbarak), which is translated as “blessed” to
show an action that David took toward the Lord. This word normally indicates an action that God takes towards us, His created beings. However, some
translators render this word as “praised” rather than “blessed.” In Nehemiah
8:6, Ezra blessed the Lord. In Psalm 145:21, the psalmist blessed the name
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of the Lord.20 Some theologians point out it is unusual and sometimes considered a priestly duty to bless the Lord in this way. 21 However, this form of
praise exists in other places, especially in the psalms. It may very well be a
form of calling the assembly to worship, which focuses on blessing the Lord.
Verses 11-12 focus on praising the Lord and form an often-repeated liturgical phrase, which is appended to the Lord’s Prayer in some later manuscripts (Matthew 6:13).22 David’s phrasing of this praise go almost overboard
in calling out the many ways that we can celebrate the Lord and sing His
praises.
Verses 13-14 introduce themes of thanksgiving, pointing out that all the
offerings were gifts from God. So David is thanking God for providing the
gift of everything the people were offering back to God.23 David’s question,
“Who am I?” is a question of humility, recognizing that God had no need of
gifts. For all that had come from his own hand was being returned to Him as
a freely given offering.
Verse 15 continues that position of humility, giving examples why the
people of Israel should have nothing of any value to offer to God, were it not
first provided by God Himself. Verse 16 points yet again to the Lord as the
source of the abundance that has been given. Verse 17 seeks to remind God
and the givers that the intentions of his heart are pure. In verses 18-19 David
petitions God on behalf of the people of Israel to preserve this pure heart for
God.
David, in part, is seeking to remind both God and the people of Israel that
they have long been the recipient of God’s splendid gifts. This opportunity
to give toward the Temple was an opportunity to both praise the Lord and
thank Him for His longstanding and steadfast love for the people of Israel.24

Focusing on the Meaning
In Matthew 6:21, Jesus said, “Where your treasure is, there your heart will
be also.” This was a way to remind us we treasure what is important to us.
Some say that one can look at a person’s bank register to determine what is
important in that person’s life. If you looked at King David’s spending, you
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would understand that his priority was providing for the Temple. He gave
vast amounts from his personal treasury to build a temple fitting for the God
of Israel.
If Jesus’ words of Matthew 6:21 are true, you might come to the conclusion that “where you focus your efforts, you will put your treasure.” We focus
our efforts on all kinds of things. Some of us set our minds to buying the latest model car, or a fine home, or taking a vacation to fine destinations. While
there is nothing inherently wrong with these things, if we put these things
above focusing on the things of the Lord and accomplishing His purposes,
then we might realize we are putting our money into the wrong things. It
would be far better for righteous people to use their wealth to do good works
or to be generous with their giving to accomplish the work of the kingdom of
God. Scripture says this kind of generous giving builds up treasure in Heaven
(1 Timothy 6:17-19).
Some have found ways to turn gifts that God has given them into ways
to exhibit their focus on kingdom thinking. I have known families that use
their vacation time from work to take their family on mission trips. This allows them to see the world and expose their children to other cultures, while
doing kingdom work simultaneously. Others have purchased homes as a way
to use the space to serve as spaces for ministry work. I know of many pastors
who serve their church bivocationally. In addition to serving their church in
the role of pastor, they hold a separate job to provide for their family. This
allows them to serve without putting a financial strain on the church finances. If these examples are undertaken in a wise way, they can be an excellent
indicator of one who has clearly displayed that their heart is on the things of
the kingdom.

ENDNOTES
1

Solomon was the tenth of David’s seventeen (2 Sam 3:2-6; 5:14-16) or nineteen sons (1
Chron 3:1–8; cf. 14:4–7). He was either born of Bathsheba daughter of Eliam (2 Sam 11:3)
as her second son (12:18, 24) or born of Bathshua daughter of Ammiel as her fourth son (1
Chron 3:5) in Jerusalem.
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		 [Tomoo Ishida (1992). “Solomon (Person).” In David Noel Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 6). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 105.]
2

SOLOMON (PERSON) [Hebrew šělōmōh]. (ְֹׁשלמה. The third king of the kingdom of Israel
and the second king of the kingdom of Judah in the 10th century B.C.)

		 [Ishida, p. 105.]
3

David’s first act in consolidating his position was to take Jerusalem, which had remained
a Jebusite enclave between the territories of Judah and Benjamin. David made the city
his capital (2 Sam 5:6-12). Since Jerusalem was not under the control of any tribe, David’s choice had the appearance of not favoring any single faction of the Israelite coalition. David also brought the ark of the covenant to Jerusalem and place it in a special tent
(2 Sam 6:17). This move had the double effect of presenting David as the protector of Israel’s ancient religious traditions and of making Jerusalem the new religious center of Israel.
The presence of the ark in Jerusalem marks a new moment in Israel’s life, but it also emphasizes continuity with ancient traditions (Campbell 1975; Timm 1966).

		[Leslie J. Hoppe (1992). “Israel, History of: Monarchic Period,” in The Anchor Yale Bible
Dictionary (Vol. 3). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 561.]
4

David’s foreign policy was so successful and his military victories so complete that Solomon’s reign was peaceful for the most part. This enabled Solomon to take advantage of
Israel’s unique geographical position as the commercial crossroads in the ANE. Israel controlled the two main and several secondary commercial roads in the region. Solomon also
had ports on the Mediterranean and Red Seas (IJH, 373-76).

		 [Hoppe, p. 562.]
5

The first candidate was Adonijah the son of Haggith, who was the fourth son but the surviving eldest prince after the death of Amnon and Absalom. He was expected to be David’s
successor by the general public (2:15) and was supported by Joab, commander-in-chief of
the army, and Abiathar the priest (1:7). A rival candidate was Solomon the son of Bathsheba, who was backed by Zadok the priest, Nathan the prophet, Benaiah, the leader of the
royal bodyguard called the Cherethites and the Pelethites, and David’s heroes (1:8).

		 [Ishida, p. 106.]
6

The narrative in 1 Kings 1 gives us the impression that Adonijah ascended the throne at
the feast at En-rogel without David’s consent. A scrutiny of the text makes it clear, however, that Adonijah had no intention to raise the standard of a rebellion. Because David’s
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remaining days were numbered and Adonijah was expected by the people to succeed David,
he had no reason to be in a hurry to usurp the throne.
		 [Ishida, p. 106.]
7

The unusual word ‘palace’ (vv 1, 19, RSV, GNB, NEB; palatial structure, NIV) is a post-exilic
word (Heb bîrâ) normally meaning ‘fortress, citadel, capital’, but it is associated with the
temple in Nehemiah 2:8 (cf. also Neh 7:2). Here it may either be associated with a post-exilic fortified entrance to the temple and refer pars pro toto (the part for the whole) to the
whole building, or it may signify that the temple was God’s kingly residence (cf. v 11).

		[Martin Selman (1994). Tyndale Old Testament Commentary: 1 Chronicles: An Introduction
and Commentary (Vol. 10). Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, pp. 266-267.]
8

David had already provided (Heb. hăkînôtî, also 22:14; 28:2) large amounts of expensive
materials (cf. 22:3-4, 14). Fuller details of these gifts are now given, especially the precious
metals, though the translation of some items is uncertain; e.g. onyx may be ‘cornelian’
(NRSV, REB, NEB), turquoise could be ‘antimony’ (NRSV, RSV), ‘coloured stones’ (NRSV,
RSV) is normally used of cloth and only here of stones, and marble is occasionally rendered
‘alabaster’ (JB).

		[Martin Selman (1994). Tyndale Old Testament Commentary: 1 Chronicles: An Introduction
and Commentary (Vol. 10). Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, p. 266.]
9

The expression translated “consecrate” means literally to “fill the hand” and is used many
times of ordination to the priesthood (cf. Exod 28:41; 29:9; 2 Chron 13:9) and once of the
dedication of the altar (Ezek 43:26).

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 195.]
10

David’s additional generosity leads to an appeal for anyone to consecrate himself (‘give a
generous offering’, GNB). Chronicles uses this unusual Hebrew idiom, based on the ordination of the priests (e.g. Exod 28:41; Lev 8:33), uniquely in the Old Testament for self-consecration to God (also 2 Chron 29:31; for a very different form of self-consecration, see
2 Chron 13:9). It provides a fascinating insight into the extent to which Chronicles saw
ordinary people assuming aspects of the priests’ role.

		[Martin Selman (1994). Tyndale Old Testament Commentary: 1 Chronicles: An Introduction
and Commentary (Vol. 10). Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, p. 267.]
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Thus David viewed these gifts for the temple as symbols of Israel’s giving themselves wholly to the Lord, pledging themselves afresh as “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exod
19:6; cf. 2 Chron 29:31).

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 195.]
12

There is a parallel between the account of the building of the tabernacle in Moses’ day when
the people responded with generous gifts and the gifts that the leaders and people give for
the temple here (cf. Exod 25:1-7; 35:4-9, 20-29).

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 194.]
13

This call to respond to God’s grace and guidance with both generosity and joy is of course
characteristic of all of God’s revelation. The gift of the Torah, as the rabbis taught, is itself
an occasion for joy, and the birth of Jesus in the New Testament is heralded by the angels
as “good news of a great joy which shall come to all the people” (Luke 2:10). For generosity
flowing from a cheerful heart, see further 2 Corinthians 9, especially verses 6-8, 11.

		[Roddy Braun (1986). Word Biblical Commentary: 1 Chronicles (Vol. 14). Dallas, TX: Word,
Incorporated, p. 280.]
14

The verb translated “be willing” (nādab) is used elsewhere in reference to making freewill
offerings for building the tabernacle (Exod 25:2; 35:21, 29) and the second temple (Ezra
1:6; cf. 7:16) and for volunteering for military service (Jdg 5:2, 9; 2 Chron 17:16). The related noun (nidbâ) is the word for “freewill offering” (Lev 7:16). It is used of gifts that were
not required but prompted by one’s heart (Exod 25:2) or spirit (Exod 35:21).

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 195.]
15

They willingly (cf. v. 9) contributed in all 5,000 talents of gold (ca. 190 tons), 10,000 darics
of gold (ca. 185 pounds), 10,000 talents of silver (ca. 375 tons), 18,000 talents of bronze
(ca. 675 tons), and 100,000 talents of iron (ca. 3,750 tons).

		[Eugene H. Merrill (1985). “1 Chronicles” in John F. Walvoord & Roy B. Zuck (Eds.), The
Bible Knowledge Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures (Vol. 1). Wheaton, IL: Victor
Books, p. 616.]
16

150.  ןֹּכְרַדֲאadarkon (204b); of for. or.; a drachma:—darics(2).

		[Robert L. Thomas (1998). New American Standard Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek dictionaries:
updated edition. Anaheim, CA: Foundation Publications, Inc.]
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A daric was a Persian coin and was in current use in the days of the Chronicler. In terms of
the way money was counted in Solomon’s day, the use of the term was an anachronism; but
it was no doubt an attempt to express money value in terms of a later equivalent, a practice
that is common enough in our day when Bible translators express ancient measures in
terms of a modern equivalent.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 195.]
18

See note 15. Merrill, p. 616.

19

In form, this prayer is a blending of three major psalm types, the hymn, the thanksgiving,
and the petition, with marks of the lament as well.

		 [Braun, p. 283.]
20

29:10. The words translated “praise” and “praised” are from the verb bārak, “bless.” Usually
it is God who blesses us, but the word is used of praise to God elsewhere in Nehemiah 8:6;
Psalm 145:21.

		 [Thompson, p. 197.]
21

10–12. Note that the Chronicler does not refrain from David’s blessing the people, verse
10 (as will Solomon, 2 Chronicle 6:4) though that is sometimes considered a priestly prerogative. On “ ךורבbless,” see also J. Sharbert, “ ךרבbrk;  הכרבberahkah,” TDOT 2:279–308.
J. Hänel, who completed Rothstein’s monumental commentary from 29:10, calls David’s
prayer “eine rechte Schule des Gebets” (523). The terminology, as noted above, is throughout
that of Israel’s psalmody, and much is retained also in the prayers of the synagogue even
today.

		 [Braun, p. 285.]
22

In verses 11–12, which are unsurpassed in proclaiming Yahweh’s praise, is surely to be seen
also the source of the doxology appended to the Lord’s Prayer in many later manuscripts of
Matthew 6:13.

		 [Braun, p. 285.]
23

Verses 13–14 combine the theme of thanksgiving with an emphasis upon the fact that it
is God alone who is the source of all gifts (cf. Deuteronomy 8:18; James 1:17), including
those which David and his people have offered for the building of the temple.

		 [Braun, p. 285.]
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Israel had received a promise long ago. They were the benefactors of God’s favor toward
them and had thus been able to bring gifts. David’s prayer was that this desire to give willingly to the Lord in return for all his past favors should remain in their hearts forever and
that God might keep their hearts loyal to him.

		 [Thompson, p. 198.]
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class arrival, display pictures of items that people work to
achieve (pictures can include homes, money, cars, clothing, electronic
devices, etc.). As class members arrive, ask them to consider the phrase,
“Who Benefits?” (You can write the phrase on the board or have it printed on a sheet of paper.) Do the items shown most benefit their user/
owner, or most benefit others?
2. After class members have arrived, have them respond aloud to “Who
Benefits?” Allow a few moments of responding, and direct their attention to the Question to Explore. Have learners then describe what can
possibly move people from seeking resources to benefit themselves to
benefiting others.
3. Have someone pray for the session, asking God to soften their hearts to
His movement in the area of earthly possessions.

Guide Bible Study
4. Have learners form listening groups of 2-3 people each and then read
1 Chronicles 29:1-5 aloud. Using the questions below, have the groups
brainstorm for a few minutes and then report back to the class (print
copies ahead of time for the groups).
		 • Who is the focus of this building campaign? What evidence supports
your view?
		 • How did David get the people of Israel inspired to participate?
		 • How can this type of attitude or action affect other followers of
Christ?
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		 • Of the items that were contributed, list the ones that were owned by
God.
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
5. In the same groups, have learners compare the lesson passage with the
following comparable passages (they can be printed in advance and given to groups to save time):
		 • Deuteronomy 8:18; 10:14; Psalm 24:1; 50:10-12; Haggai 2:8; 1 Corinthians 6:19-20
		 • What can these verses tell us about possessions?
		 • How is this message different from that of the world today?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
6. Read 1 Chronicles 29:6-9 aloud. Using “Bible Comments,” explain the
importance of Jehiel (verse 8) to this process. Ask the learners to comment upon the following:
		 • Apart from David, how would you characterize the contributions:
equal sacrifice or equal giving? What is the difference? (Hint: compare 2 Corinthians 9:7 for help.)
		 • How would you describe the attitude of those who gave?
		 • Compared with the Israelites, would you say the overall attitude of
people who give today is the same, better, or worse?
7. Read 1 Chronicles 29:10-17 aloud. Ask learners the following questions:
		 • How does David acknowledge the rightful owner of the donated
items?
		 • What worldview or perspective does David have when considering
his possessions?
		 • How can our hearts affect our worship through giving? (Hint: see
verse 17.)
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Encourage Application
8. Read the case study of David Robinson. Have learners compare his actions with those of David. How are they similar? What principle can be
applied to our lives from this example?
Case Study—David Robinson
Ten-time NBA All-Star David Robinson retired from professional basketball in 2003, but he’s continued to “play hard” in another
arena—education. Motivated by the love of Christ, he and his wife,
Valerie, founded The Carver School for disadvantaged and at-risk
children in inner city San Antonio. After receiving negative advice
from another wealthy investor, Robinson felt conflicted over the opportunity to help in the school’s founding. He states that he went
home to think and pray on how to proceed. “It’s what God has placed
on my heart. I can’t do anything else. I have to do it.” Source: https://
sanantonioreport.org/david-robinson-scores-big-with-idea-publicschool (May 12, 2015).
9. Display these words on the board or a sheet of paper: Joyfulness and
Willingness. Ask learners:
		 • How are the attitudes of my heart showing these two elements of
worship?
		 • What type of an example are my acts of generosity setting to those
who are watching?
		 • Regarding possessions, what are two things for which you can praise
God? How can you utilize those things in worshiping Him this
month?
10. Close the lesson in prayer, asking God to show class members any areas
of life where we are clinging too tightly to things of the world. Ask Him
to help us use our possessions to both honor Him and inspire others to
do the same.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class, display a picture of two children playing with a toy. As
class members arrive, ask them to recall a time when they observed
children fighting over an item, each one proclaiming, “It’s mine!” What
emotion, if any, do they recall from that experience?
2. Allow class members time to share how they would respond if that type
of behavior occurred with adults. Explain that today’s lesson will help
show class members God’s expectation for our actions with our possessions. Reveal the Question to Explore and allow class members to
silently contemplate their answer.
3. Pray for the session, asking God to soften the hearts of His people to
receive His Word.

Guide Bible Study
4. Read 1 Chronicles 29:1-9 aloud. Ask the class the following questions:
		 • How would you describe David’s attitude in giving to this project?
What evidence do you find for that position?
		 • Do you find it easy or difficult to follow a leader’s actions such as David’s?
		 • Why is this the case?
		 • How might the project have been affected if David and the people
had acted differently?
5. Have a class member read aloud 2 Corinthians 9:6-8. Ask class members
to compare the actions of David with the instruction of Paul.
		 • How are they similar? How are they different?
		 • What principle can we learn from Paul regarding possessions?
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6. Read 1 Chronicles 29:10-17 aloud. Have class members respond to the
following questions:
		 • Do you feel David would have been justified in keeping some of his
gold or silver? Why or why not?
		 • Of the things you possess, what things do you consider to be yours?
(Responses might include jobs, homes, titles, savings, etc.)
		 • Which of these would you find most difficult to freely hand to God,
without further concern or claim to it?
		 • How can verse 15 help believers today understand their relationship
to the things of this world?
7. Read 1 Chronicles 29:18-22 aloud, then have class members discuss the
following:
		 • What things did David request that God give the Israelites? Why are
these important?
		 • What about an “upright heart” would be pleasing to God? How does
one acquire such a thing?
		 • What made the people respond to David’s proclamation and prayer
with “great gladness” (verses 21-22)?

Encourage Application
8. On the board or printed on a sheet of paper, display a line graph running from 0 to 10. With 0 representing “Not at All” and 10 representing
“Without Hesitation,” have class members respond silently to the following:
		 • Currently, my attitude toward freely giving my possessions to God is
_________.
		 • If my church needed contributors to give financially for a building
campaign, my response would be __________.
		 • When God prompts me to give generously to a special event or immediate need, my giving reflects that my attitude is _________.
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
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9. Direct class members to the Question to Explore. Have them evaluate
their answer in light of the line graph, where 0 now represents “NO”
and 10 represents “YES.” Have class members consider if God is being
honored in their hearts concerning their possessions.
10. Close the lesson with prayer, asking God to chasten, forgive, and encourage His children as they bring the attitude of their hearts and stewardship of His belongings into line with Kingdom expectations.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 1:1-13

1 Kings 11:4-8

lesson
Prayer for
Wisdom

4

MAIN IDEA

Leadership must seek God’s interests
rather than their own.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Does having wisdom guarantee I will
act wisely?
TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to understand
wisdom comes from God, but there is
no guarantee they will act wisely

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Many cultures around the world have heard the tale of King Solomon’s
wisdom. It is said he was the wisest of all men.1 In this account, the newly
crowned king had a dream, in which God told him He would grant whatever
he asked. Solomon prayed to God for wisdom, and God granted his request.
However, because God saw the wisdom in his request, God also promised
Solomon that he would have riches and honor.
This account is told in the style of an Egyptian literary type, called
Königsnovelle (King’s Novel), which has the theme of celebrating the greatness of royal innovations.2 The Königsnovelle is a story that would be called
propaganda in the modern world. This type of narrative tells the story in a
way that reflects well upon the king and builds up his status before the reader.
Solomon’s wisdom displays itself through his administrative decisions,
his vast knowledge, and his short pithy wise sayings (Proverbs).3 Solomon’s
wisdom was displayed in many ways throughout his reign, though the crown
jewel of his wisdom was in the building of the Temple.
It is important to note that the Chronicler was under divine supervision
to tell Solomon’s story differently than it is told in the book of Kings.4 This
is not a discrepancy or an inconsistency in Scripture. As modern readers, we
sometimes approach Scripture with a modern mindset, expecting a history
to be told in the fullest way possible. However, in Scripture, we often see
different authors tell stories of the same events in different ways for different audiences and for different purposes. Each author has a different focus
in their telling of the same story. The Chronicler’s telling of Solomon’s story
purges any fault or sin that might not reflect well on King David or upon
God’s selection of him as king.5 Many of the tales told in Kings are not included in the Chronicler’s history.6 The Chronicler’s primary focus was telling
how Solomon built the Temple.7
King Solomon’s success depended upon the foundation his father had
left behind. Besides fulfilling David’s dream of building a grand temple for
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God, Solomon also leveraged the peace David had worked so hard to secure
throughout the region. Solomon took advantage of this, along with Jerusalem’s placement at the crossroads of the Ancient Near East, to establish trade
routes and secure a long-term income and stability for the nation.
However, Solomon was not without his problems, as we can see in the
account of Kings. First Kings 11 provides a final assessment of Solomon’s
reign.8 Solomon had taken many wives and concubines and fathered many
daughters. By ignoring God’s wisdom, he turned to worshiping the false
gods of his foreign wives. God had given Israel warnings about the pitfalls of
having a king (Deuteronomy 17:14-20). God banned the king of His nation
from undertaking these activities: 1) the building of military might by breeding horses, 2) being lured to follow foreign gods because of marrying many
wives, and 3) the building up of wealth by storing up silver and gold. Solomon
broke these mandates. He ignored his own advice and rejected the wisdom of
God. As a result, his heart turned from God.9 In the end, God told Solomon
that the kingdom would be lost (1 Kings 11:11-25).

Interpreting the Scriptures
Solomon Submits Offerings in Gibeon (1:1-6)
Verse 1 indicates some undefined period of time passing, while Solomon established himself as king. The transition of power in any monarchy can introduce a period of time where the outcome may be uncertain. The security of
the monarchy depends upon putting down any insurrections and eliminating
threats to the throne. The Chronicler summarizes this concisely, though the
modern reader may be unaware of the passage of time in the sequence of
events.10
The account of Solomon’s visit to Gibeon is told in both 1 Kings 3 and
here in 2 Chronicles 1. In the Kings account, there is no mention of the gathering of the national assembly. It appears that Solomon is alone in the Kings
account. However, the Chronicler recounts the same event with a large gathering. The Chronicler is giving the account in this way as a way of saying that
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all Israel is with the king in this moment of sacrificial offering.11 The Chronicler inserts a theme of the whole assembly of Israel taking part in the public
life of King Solomon.12
Gibeon was the place where the tabernacle tent of meeting stood. The
tent housed the Ark of the Covenant. Solomon made one thousand burnt
offerings to God. The Chronicler’s account of the transport of the assembly
to Gibeon and the offering is lavish compared to the account in 1 Kings 3:4.
There is a grandiosity of Solomon’s rule on display in the text. Solomon’s sacrifice was an act of worship, a sacrifice before the entire court that was holy
and pleasing to God. This was a symbolic act of worship for the entire nation
of Israel.13 Solomon was sending a message to his people that he would follow
the God of David, the God of Israel. The same God would be his God.
The Chronicler mentions the bronze altar made by Bezalel (Exodus 38:18). Bezalel was the craftsman who constructed the tabernacle tent. Tradition
held that Bezalel was given special divine gifts and skill in the workmanship
that he brought to the task.14 The Chronicler was connecting Solomon’s wisdom with the special skill that Bezalel was said to have in the construction of
the tabernacle tent.15

Solomon Prays for Wisdom (1:7-13)
In the night, God came to Solomon in a dream. The Kings account states
twice that the Lord (YHWH) came to Solomon in a dream (1 Kings 3:5, 15).
However, the Chronicler states that God (Elohim) came in the night. Theologians have argued the reason for the omission, but there is no sure way of
knowing exactly why the dream was omitted in the Chronicler’s account.16
The difference in the usage of YHWH versus Elohim is an indicator of different
practices and traditions used by different authors. Both names equally refer
to the God of Israel.
The Kings account and the Chronicles account both show that Solomon
prayed, asking God to give him wisdom to rule God’s people. The wording of
the prayer differs from Kings to Chronicles. As might be expected, the prayer
in Chronicles is somewhat abbreviated. God granted Solomon’s request for
wisdom and furthermore promised riches and honor as well.
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The word  דֶסֶחchesed (1:8), translated “lovingkindness,” is a word that is
richer in Hebrew than we can clearly express by the use of one word in the
English language. The word denotes a loyal and unfailing kind of love that
God has for His people.17 The word is most often used in connection with
the covenant relationship that God establishes with His people. In this case,
God’s covenant is with David and his offspring.18
Solomon’s words reflect his understanding that he is part of God’s agreement (covenant) with David. His prayer invokes David’s name and seeks to
remind God of His promises (in both 1:8 and 1:9).19

Focusing on the Meaning
When our modern culture reads this account, it sounds to us like the story
of a genie emerging from a lamp, granting a wish solely because Solomon
displayed wisdom in the way he framed his request. We should recall that
each of us can go before God in prayer and make our own requests (Matthew
7:7). And each of us is granted a favorable audience with God, because of our
redemption in His Son, Jesus Christ.20 Sometimes, we either do not make our
requests known to the Father, or we ask in a frivolous or doubting manner. If
we would make our petitions to God in a humble and wise way, trusting that
God will answer in a way He considers appropriate according to His purpose
(Romans 8:28), the Bible says God is pleased to give us the desires of our
heart (Psalm 37:4).
Knowing what to do and doing it are two different things. King Solomon
had the gift of wisdom from the Lord. He knew well the difference between
right and wrong. A quick look at the book of Proverbs shows us he knew how
to live wisely. However, Solomon failed to heed his own advice. He let his
military might and his great wealth and his many wives cloud the wisdom of
the Lord.
Solomon received a gift from his father. David handed him a well-secured
kingdom and a sealed agreement with God for protection and favor. Solomon
started out well and experienced a long run of success, fantastic wealth, and
a peaceful and stable nation. But he lost it all because he turned his back on
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God. He allowed the worship of the false gods of the surrounding nations.
For this, he became evil in the sight of the Lord. Once God gave Solomon a
warning the peace of the kingdom of Israel was immediately challenged by
the Edomites (1 Kings 11:14-40).
Solomon made the mistake of taking his eye off the goal, serving and
worshiping God above all else. The leadership lesson is clear that we must
keep God first. Too many leaders in and out of the church lost their way when
they began to experience some level of success. They may have employed the
wisdom granted to them by God to obtain success. But success sometimes
has a way of clouding the vision of the leader who experiences too much of
it for too long. A constant return to personal reflection and moral inventory
could help successful leaders remember what is important to them and why
they have experienced the level of success they have achieved.

ENDNOTES
1

The international influence is more obvious in the encyclopedic and gnomic wisdom of
Solomon (5:9-14—Eng 4:29-34). It is praised as the wisdom surpassing the wisdom of all
the other wisemen in the world. In other words, Solomon’s wisdom in this sphere was essentially international. In fact, gnomic sayings in the classified lists of natural phenomena
are found in Mesopotamia and Egypt. Moreover, it has been assumed that a large part
of the proverbial collections attributed to Solomon (Prov 1:1; 10:1; 25:1) was composed
on Canaanite, Egyptian, or Mesopotamian models. Likewise, Solomon’s supreme skill in
riddles was also international in its nature. It was revealed in his answers to the questions
asked by the queen of Sheba visiting him in Jerusalem with an international trade mission
(1 Kgs 10:1-10, 13).

		 [Tomoo Ishida (1992). “Solomon (Person).” In David Noel Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale
Bible Dictionary (Vol. 6). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 111.]
2

It has been proposed that this story was composed after an Egyptian literary type called
Königsnovelle, one of whose main themes is to underline the greatness of royal innovations.
Indeed, the narrative serves as a suitable introduction to the reign of a monarch like Solomon who made many innovations.

		 [Ishida, p. 111.]
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His sapiential activities in the biblical sources may be classified under the following three
categories: administrative wisdom, encyclopedic and gnomic wisdom, and riddles. How
Solomon was endowed with administrative wisdom in the very beginning of his reign is
told in the narrative about the divine revelation communicated to him in the dream at
Gibeon (1 Kgs 3:4-15).

		 [Ishida, p. 111.]
4

While the material in 2 Chronicles is based on 1 Kings 1—11, the Chronicler told the story,
under divine supervision, in his own way.

		[John A. Thompson (1994). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Chronicles (Vol. 9). Nashville,
TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 201.]
5

In contrast the Solomon portrayed in Chronicles differs considerably. Any fault or transgression which might tarnish the image of David and Solomon has been removed (that
is, with the exception of the account of David’s census [1 Chr 21] and perhaps somewhat
regarding the first attempt to move the ark [1 Chr 13]). Instead the Chronicler portrays
glorious, obedient, all-conquering figures who enjoy not only divine blessing but the total
support of the people as well; he presents us not only the David and Solomon of history,
but also the David and Solomon of his messianic expectation.

		[Raymond B. Dillard (1987). Word Biblical Commentary: 2 Chronicles (Vol. 15). Dallas, TX:
Word, Incorporated, p. 2.]
6

While the Chronicler’s ennobling of Solomon is effected by his deletion of any blemish
found the Kings account, these are not the only omissions he makes in line with his own
central concerns; not just Solomon’s sins are missing, but also some accounts which would
have enhanced a favorable portrayal of the king.

		 [Raymond B. Dillard p. 2.]
7

Nine chapters are devoted to Solomon (ca. 961-922 b.c.), but of these the major portion is
given to the building of the temple (2:1—8:16). In a sense these chapters may be viewed as
a direct continuation and fulfillment of David’s preparatory work (1 Chr 17—29).

		 [Thompson, p. 201.]
8

One final assessment of Solomon now appears. Unlike the earlier ones, this account lays
bare the faults and frailties of this brilliant man. These failings affect the king himself, of
course, but they affect the nation more.

		 [Paul R. House (1995). New American Commentary: 1, 2 Kings (Vol. 8). Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, p. 165.]
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Over time, Solomon forgot his own counsel and the wisdom of Scripture. God had given
clear instructions for anyone who would be king: no amassing of horses, no multiplying of
wives, and no accumulating of silver and gold (Deuteronomy 17:14-20). These commands
were designed to prevent the king from trusting in military might, following foreign gods,
and relying on wealth instead of on God. Any survey of Solomon’s life will show that he
broke all three of these divine prohibitions!

		[“Why did God allow Solomon to have 1,000 wives and concubines?” GotQuestions.org.
https://www.gotquestions.org/Solomon-wives-concubines.html.]
10

“Strengthened his hold.” The hithpael of  קזחis common in Chronicles, particularly in connection with royal accession. It embraces any steps taken to consolidate the king’s power
and to secure the throne from dangers within and without (12:13; 13:21; 27:6; cf. 1 Chr
11:10). It covers the construction of fortifications (17:1-2; 27:6; 32:5), gathering an army
(17:1-2; 23:1; 25:11), and instituting reforms (15:8). “Solomon strengthened his hold over
the kingdom” is synonymous with the parallel text (1 Kgs 2:46b) “the kingdom was firmly
established in Solomon’s hands,” a passage that summarizes Solomon’s taking vengeance
for his father and eliminating any threats to the throne (1 Kgs 2:5-46). The Chronicler
eliminates these unpleasantries as out of accord with his portrait of Solomon, summarizing them in the oblique allusion to Solomon’s strengthening his hold on the kingdom. Cf.
the similar use of the hithpael of  קזחin 21:4.

		 [Raymond B. Dillard , p. 11.]
11

Though in Kings the visit of Solomon to Gibeon is presented essentially as an act of private
devotion, the Chronicler has described the pilgrimage as a national assembly. The king no
doubt never went anywhere outside Jerusalem without a fairly large retinue, and an even
greater number may have accompanied him on this occasion; the Chronicler is concerned
to portray “all Israel” acting in concert.

		 [Dillard, p. 11.]
12

B. Solomon’s worship (1:2-6). The gathering at Gibeon is described quite differently from
the record in 1 Kings 3:4ff. Whereas the earlier version speaks only of Solomon’s personal
relationship with God, here all Israel (cf. 1 Chr. 29:23, 24, 25) or the whole assembly (cf.
v. 5) is involved with him. This is typical of the Chronicler, who constantly emphasizes the
people’s unity under their leader (cf. 1 Chr. 13:1-6; 15:25-29). The event has become a public enterprise, as if to encourage ordinary people of future generations that they too would
receive a response from God when they sought him through his temple (cf. 2 Chr. 6:21-40;
7:13-16).
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		 [Martin J. Selman (1994). Tyndale Old Testament Commentary: 2 Chronicles: an introduction
and commentary (Vol. 11). Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, pp. 304-305.]
13

The offering of a thousand burnt offerings was considerable, appropriate to the occasion. It
was the first event of Solomon’s reign, which thus began with a national act of worship.

		 [Thompson, p. 204.]
14

The craftsperson responsible for constructing the tent of meeting, the ark of testimony,
and the accompanying furnishings (Exod 31:1-11). According to the Chronicler, Bezalel
was a descendant of Caleb and a member of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr 2:20). The priestly
tradition claims that Bezalel was granted a divine spirit (rûaḥ ʾĕlōhı̂m) which further endowed him with skill (ḥokmâ), a faculty of understanding (tĕbûnâ), knowledge (daʿat), and
workmanship (mĕlāʾkâ) by which he was able to execute the task (Exod 31:2-3; 35:30-31).

		 [Jeffrey A. Fager (1992). Bezalel (Person). In David N. Freedman (Ed.), The Anchor Yale Bible
Dictionary (Vol. 1). New York, NY: Doubleday, p. 717.]
15

The bronze altar that Bezalel had made (Exod 38:1-8) stood at Gibeon in front of the tabernacle of Yahweh. Bezalel is mentioned only in Chronicles and Exodus. He had been granted
the gifts of wisdom and skill in his day (Exod 35:30-33). The mention of Bezalel in the
present context enabled the Chronicler to associate Solomon’s gift of wisdom for building
the temple with the earlier model of the man who was associated with the construction of
the tabernacle.

		 [Thompson, p. 203.]
16

The Chronicler has omitted both statements in the parallel passage (1 Kgs 3:5, 15) that the
appearance of God to Solomon was in a dream. In spite of the difficulties of trying to read
the author’s mind many commentators have taken this as a theologically motived change,
either (1) to enhance the status of Solomon by making the revelation more immediate and
direct (C-M, Myers; cf. Num 12:6-8) or (2) because dreams had fallen into disrepute by the
time of the Chronicler (Ackroyd, Coggins, Michaeli; cf. Jer 23:25-32). Cf. Brunet, RB 61
(1954) 353. It may also be the case that the difference represents nothing more than the
Chronicler’s effort to abridge the passage: even the Chronicler’s audience would not likely
have differentiated between a revelation “to Solomon in a dream of the night” and simply
“at night.”

		 [Dillard, p. 12.]
17

Loyal love n.— an unfailing kind of love, kindness, or goodness; often used of God’s love
that is related to faithfulness to his covenant.
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		[Bible Sense Lexicon, Logos Bible Software, n.d.]
18

The important word translated in the NIV “kindness” is the Hebrew noun ḥesed, which
carries many significant overtones—loyalty, loving-kindness, and faithfulness. It denotes
a sense of the deep commitment God had to his covenant with David. As part of that commitment, God had placed David’s son Solomon as king in David’s place.

		 [Thompson, p. 205.]
19

Solomon’s repeated reference to his father, David, shows that he was in a sense praying in
David’s name. That is, he was relying on his relationship as David’s son for favor with God.

		 [Thompson, p. 205.]
20

This verse is based on 1 Kgs 3:6-7 though it is abbreviated. The account there provides the
information that God appeared to Solomon in a dream. God’s offer to Solomon may sound
something like a genie’s offer to grant any wish, and we may tend to think of it as a onetime favor that was given to Solomon alone. This, however, would be incorrect. While few
have ever received such a direct offer from God, M. Wilcock is correct to observe that the
Lord has promised all his people, “Ask, and it will be given you” (Matt 7:7). Every believer
is entitled to make requests of God, and every believer receives a favorable hearing. Solomon’s prayer is important not because he had an opportunity that was spectacularly better
than what God offers the rest of us but because his response is a model for all of us. He
did not ask for external things that would make his job easier (e.g., victory in every battle)
but for wisdom that would make him a person better equipped to do a hard job. We too
have freedom to ask whatever we wish, but often we surrender to the temptation to ask for
things or for an easy life rather than seeking for the gifts of wisdom, perseverance, faith,
and virtue, whereby we might overcome the trials of life. Finally, Solomon’s prayer shows
great humility (v. 10), a quality that God never despises.

		 [Thompson, pp. 204-205.]
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class time, obtain a picture of a magic lamp/Aladdin’s lamp. As
class members arrive, invite them to consider what they might request
if they were given one wish. (It is to be acknowledged that a “genie of
the lamp” is fictitious; the purpose of the activity is to contrast the desires of people today versus Solomon’s choice in today’s lesson).
2. As class time begins, invite class members to share their one wish and
a rationale for it with the group (be sure not to allow any critical comments to be made regarding others’ choices). After a few moments of
discussion, direct class members to the Question to Explore for this lesson. Inform the class members that just because a person has wisdom is
not a guarantee it will be used appropriately.
3. Invite a member to lead the class in prayer, inviting the Holy Spirit to
lead the discussion into His truth, and the application of it.

Guide Bible Study
4. Have someone read 2 Chronicles 1:1-6 aloud. Using information in the
“Bible Comments,” explain Solomon’s actions in verse 1 summarized
by “established himself firmly.” Have the class form listening groups of
2-3 people and respond to the following questions (they can be printed
ahead of time, if desired):
		 • Why do you think Solomon chose to go to Gibeon, instead of worshiping God in Jerusalem? What does that tell you about Solomon?
		 • Would you say Solomon’s first actions as the new king were wise or
foolish? Why did you choose that answer? Why would a new king
need to establish himself?
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		 • Why was it necessary for the king and the assembly to utilize 1,000
burnt offerings? What purpose did they serve?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
5. Using the “Bible Comments” section, lead class members in a discussion of the correlation between true worship and sacrifice. Connect Solomon’s actions in worship with the Main Idea of the lesson.
6. Have someone read 2 Chronicles 1:7-13 aloud. Provide additional information on wisdom from the “Bible Comments” section, and using
the same listening groups, have class members discuss the following
questions:
		 • What is so unique about Solomon’s request? Did it take God off guard
or by surprise?
		 • Solomon is roughly twenty years old. What do you think would most
people that age request, if given the chance from God? What made
Solomon different?
		 • If wisdom was the thing lacking in Solomon the King, what were
some of his strengths?
		 • Why would Solomon want to “come in and go out” among the people? How could wisdom benefit him in this way?
		 (A copy of the assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
7. Allow groups to share their responses. Then display the following statement: “Having wisdom means to live your life by the principles God has
revealed.” Ask for class members to agree or disagree with the statement. Remind members of the Question to Explore, and have them reconcile it with the statement above.

Encourage Application
8. Ask class members to name persons they have known who have exhibited wisdom.
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		 • What common characteristics are there in these people? How do they
show their wisdom? What can others learn from their example?
		 • Is wisdom something that can be taught? If so, how? If not, why not?
9. Allow class members a few moments to silently consider the following
statement:
		 “I most need wisdom in my life in the area of ________________.”
			 Point out the conditional portion of the Question to Explore for this
lesson: wisdom is only beneficial if one acts upon it appropriately. Encourage members to acknowledge their need before God and request
His aid. Remind the class of the promise in James 1:5-7 for those who
need wisdom.
10. Close the session in prayer, asking God to strengthen the class to trust
and follow God’s revealed principles.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to class, display pictures of well-known persons who made bad
decisions (these could be from movies or television, sports, Bible, etc.).
As class members arrive, ask them to discover what the persons have in
common. (Try to have a variety of examples, to keep it from being too
obvious.)
2. Once all members have arrived, allow a few moments for members to
share their thoughts about the connection between the pictures. Indicate that they would all serve as an opposite of the person in today’s
lesson. Display the Question to Explore for this lesson, and allow the
class to internalize it briefly.
3. Lead the class in prayer (or have someone do it), asking God to show the
class the importance of both having wisdom and acting upon it appropriately.
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Guide Bible Study
4. Read 2 Chronicles 1:1-6 aloud to the class. Instruct them to listen for
clues to answer the following questions:
		 • How prepared do you think Solomon was to be king? What evidence
do you find to support your answer?
		 • Did Solomon’s actions indicate anything about his view of worshiping God? If so, how? If not, why not?
		 • How would you—as an Israelite on the day this event occurred—
have viewed Solomon’s actions? Would you have thought him wise or
foolish, based upon his actions?
5. Using the “Bible Comments” section, provide the class with background
on the bronze altar and the importance of the sacrificial elements of
worship. Be sure to connect these with the lesson’s stated Main Idea.
6. Read 2 Chronicles 1:7-13 aloud, and have class members answer the
following questions:
		 • How did the Lord appear to Solomon? How do you know? (See 1
Kings 3:15.)
		 • How did Solomon’s answer please the Lord? How does Solomon’s request compare with the most recent prayers we have prayed?
		 • Name some other biblical persons who would have asked for things
similar to Solomon. (Responses might include Joseph (Genesis), Rahab, John the Baptist, etc.). What can we learn about wisdom from
these individuals?
		 • How can our church better help its members to cultivate wisdom?

Encourage Application
7. Direct class members to the images of persons at the beginning of the
lesson. Ask class members to give an explanation for why those persons
are seen as unwise.
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			 When applying the Question to Explore to these individuals, what
conclusions can be made? What is the role of wisdom in our society today? What evidence is there that wisdom is valued in leadership today?
8. If God were to speak to you tonight and offer you the same offer as He
did Solomon, how would you respond? What can you learn from Solomon’s response to God to help you in your future requests?
9. Pass out slips of paper (or 3x5 note cards) and direct class members
to complete the following statement: I need God’s wisdom in the area
of ________________. Encourage members to complete the statement
and keep the card in their Bible for the next month as a reminder that
having wisdom is only worthwhile if you act on it accordingly.
10. Close the lesson in prayer, asking the Spirit to bring wisdom to His
church, and to allow us to trust Him more so our actions will show His
wisdom.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 2:1-12

1 Kings 3:9-14

lesson

5

Ready to Build
MAIN IDEA

Working together reflects the greatness of our God.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

What do I do with the people God
sends to me, who have different gifts
and talents?
TEACHING AIM

To challenge adults to realize they do
not know everything there is to know
about worship

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Both 1 and 2 Chronicles are written by the same author. Second Chronicles
has two main sections. The first section (Chapters 1—9) describes the reign
of King Solomon over Israel and Judah, and the second section (Chapters
10—36) is a detailed history of the southern Kingdom of Judah up to the
6th century B.C.
King Solomon asked God for an “understanding mind” to govern Israel
and Judah successfully. God favored his request and gave Solomon a “wise
and discerning mind.” As a result, Solomon was widely honored for his wisdom, which is also described in 1 Kings (4:29-34). After God gave Solomon
kingship, wisdom, and wealth, Solomon decided to build a great temple that
honored the Lord, utilizing the skills and strengths of others.

Interpreting the Scriptures
Preparing to Build the Temple (2 Chronicles 2:1-12)
2:1. The word “now” resumes the story that began when King David wanted
to build a temple for the Lord. But, God told him that one of his sons would
rule after his death and build the Holy Temple (2 Samuel 7:12-13). King David desired to build a temple for the Lord, because of God’s favor and faithfulness to them over the years. Though God did not allow David to do so, David
made plans and preparations for his son and successor King Solomon to build
a Temple for the Lord (1 Chronicles 28).
David made provisions for Solomon to be well equipped to build the Temple for the Lord. David made preparations for the Temple, Solomon’s task was
to build the Temple, but Solomon could not build the Temple by himself.
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Whenever we do things “for the name of the Lord,” God places people in
our lives to pave the way for us. It is more efficient to work together when
working for God.

2:2-3. “Bearing burdens,” “quarrying in the hill country,” and “overseeing”
or managing the work at hand, are three different forms of worship. Working for God is worshiping God. God’s people may have various tasks based
on their different God-given talents, but all are working for one purpose: to
glorify God through the work they do.
Building the Temple for God was a giant task King Solomon knew he
could not accomplish alone. King Solomon assembled the best team of workers he could find in his kingdom. Even after doing so, King Solomon realized
the task was still too large for just him and his countrymen, so he asked for
help on this project from Hiram the King of Tyre.

2.4-5. King Solomon gave a detailed explanation of what he was building
and why, before making his initial request for aid in his endeavor. That was
done out of wisdom, because he knew King Hiram would not dare deny helping King Solomon build a place of worship for the most high God. King Solomon specifically listed various forms of worship that would take place inside
the Temple, proving that his plan was genuinely thought out and solely for
glorifying the Lord.
King Solomon masterfully set up his warm and inclusive invitation to
help glorify God by saying “our God is greater than all gods.” This statement
triggered yet another reminder to King Hiram of King David’s greatness due
to his faithfulness to God, which was also made evident in his son, King Solomon’s famous and honorable kingship. King Solomon and King David were
great leaders, only because they were ordained by God and sought to follow
Him. Through King Solomon and King David, King Hiram knew of God’s
faithfulness and would make the correct and easy choice to meet Solomon’s
requests before he even asked. King Hiram ultimately wanted to be in God’s
good graces, which meant being friendly and helpful allies with Israel’s God
ordained king, Solomon.
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2:6. King Solomon alludes to God’s power, glory, and majesty, by asking rhetorical questions, which serve as reminders to King Hiram that his God is the
Most High God. Since God is too big to be contained, surely King Solomon’s
efforts to build a Temple suitable for worshiping God is too large not to extend an invitation for King Hiram and his people to individually and collectively work together to glorify God.

2:7. King Solomon is assembling his version of an All-Star team to best complete this task that will glorify the Lord. Whereas King Solomon already assembled a team of his countrymen, he knew that his allies possessed talents
and resources that could also be beneficial to their efforts. King Solomon understood that united with King Hiram, they could be even more efficient in
worshiping God through their work together as one.

2:8-9. King Solomon was wise enough to realize that it would be beneficial
to utilize the experts in areas he and his people were not as well versed in,
for the upbuilding of God’s Temple. King Solomon could have been prideful
and attempted to make do with the best his Kingdom had to offer. Instead,
he reached out to another king and asked for help from his experts, so the
finished product would be the most wonderful thing they could humanly produce after working together as a team to worship God in this endeavor.
King Solomon showed respect to King Hiram by stating “my servants will
be with your servants,” meaning they are both equal to each other as kings
and their people will be working together as equals for the sole purpose of
serving God.

2.10. King Solomon took very good care of all the men who worked on this
great task with him. King Solomon made excellent provisions for them and
their families. Although they could have been commanded to work for free,
King Solomon showed care and kindness for his laborers and provided for
them even though he did not have to. Since this Temple was for God’s glory, what better way to show appreciation for one’s co-laborers in Kingdom
building than blessing them, much like how God immensely blesses us even
though God is not required to do so.
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2:11-12. King Hiram was impressed by Solomon’s wisdom, love for his God,
and love for his people. King Hiram goes on to confess and affirm that the
God of Israel, is the Creator of all things, who ordained the great King David
and also ordained his wise son King Solomon to be the one who would build
His Temple.
King Hiram had to be honored to aid King Solomon in this endeavor to
worship God through building this holy Temple for various reasons. King David was a great king and ally to him, his son King Solomon is clearly blessed
and covered by God just like his father was, and his people will be rewarded
greatly for using their talents to glorify God. How could anyone in their right
mind refuse such a great offer? God is great and greatly to be praised and
worshiped in more ways than one. Heaven rejoices when people can worship
and work for God together as equals in harmony.

Focusing on the Meaning
Worship is not one-dimensional. Building the Temple is as significant as
praising God inside of the Temple. Both can be considered as worship. We
worship God through our talents, time, and treasure. King Solomon set out
to worship God by building this Temple and by exalting God inside of the
Temple. In like manner, we should worship God with our lives by working
to bring glory to God’s name in everything we do, as well as worshiping and
praising God inside of the church building with singing, dancing, tithing, and
praying.
Then, King Solomon went a step further and extended an invitation to
King Hiram and his people to aid in this endeavor. What better way to build
community and good relationships than by working together to bring God
glory? Worshiping God should be done individually and collectively. By extending the invitation to King Hiram who had a history of aiding his father
in the past, he also gained experts in various areas that would greatly impact
the beauty and majesty of God’s Temple. King Solomon even offered to pay
them handsomely and proposed that their men work together as equals, for
the common goal of worshiping God through their efforts.
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King Solomon also made a wise decision to ask for the help of experts
instead of being prideful and attempting to figure it out on his own. That
reminds us, we must know our limits and understand we can all worship God
in different ways. God blessed us all with various gifts. None of us have every
gift nor do we know everything about worship. There is beauty in helping
positive people with specific talents to best benefit the body of Christ as we
work diligently individually and collectively for the Lord.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Before the session, prepare a Famous Collaborations matching quiz
using the names from this list: Burt Bacharach; Charles Barnes; Ben
Cohen; Hal David; James Gamble; W.S. Gilbert; Oscar Hammerstein;
Bill Hewlett; Jerry Greenfield; John Lennon; Paul McCartney; Clifford
Noble; David Packard; William Procter; Tim Rice; Richard Rodgers; Arthur Sullivan; Andrew Lloyd Webber; Orville Wright; Wilbur Wright.
(Answer Key: Hewlett/Packard; McCartney/Lennon; Procter/Gamble;
Ben/Jerry; Barnes/Noble; Rodgers/Hammerstein; Bacharach/David;
Gilbert/Sullivan; Webber/Rice; Wright Brothers.)
			 (A copy of this assignment is available is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
2. After the opening prayer, begin the session by distributing a matching
quiz. Participants may work individually or with a partner to match the
names of famous collaborating teammates. When all are done, provide
the answers and see how many people correctly matched all 10 teams.
3. Discuss characteristics of a successful collaboration. See if anyone can
name other people who have successfully collaborated on projects, businesses, music, etc.
4. Transition to Bible study by noting that Solomon did not attempt to
complete the massive Temple construction project by himself, but instead chose to enlist the aid of a partner.
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Guide Bible Study
5. Have the class break into groups of 4-6 (smaller classes may function
as one group; larger classes may use bigger groups). Instruct groups to
read 2 Chronicles 2:1-2 and tally the number of Israelites working on
the Temple construction project.
6. Suggest that groups appoint 2 scribes to take notes for the next section.
As groups read verses 3-10, one scribe will record all the materials and
the type of expertise help Solomon requested from Hiram, King of Tyre,
and the compensation Solomon offered to pay the visiting workers. The
other scribe will write all of Solomon’s words that give testimony of
God’s love and faithfulness.
7. As groups report their findings, ask why Solomon felt he needed to collaborate with another country to complete his project. Why did Solomon feel that his request for such a large offering from Hiram was reasonable?
8. Read verses 11-12 and ask how Hiram appeared to feel about the partnership. What seemed to be his attitude toward helping build a house
of worship for another country’s God? Note that he referred to Israel’s
God by name (whenever the word LORD appears in all caps within Old
Testament text, it indicates the word Yahweh in the original Hebrew).
9. Ask the class to think of other examples of biblical partnerships that
honored God and contributed to the building of Christ’s kingdom (such
as Paul and Barnabas, Paul and Silas, Paul and Timothy, Priscilla and
Aquila, etc.).

Encourage Application
10. Ask a volunteer to read 1 Corinthians 12:4-7. Ask someone to explain
the meaning of the term “for the common good” in verse 7. Discuss the
implications this passage has for today’s churches.
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11. Take a verbal poll, asking participants to identify some of their gifts
that might benefit the church’s common good. Have groups discuss
how God uses different types of gifting to help strengthen and grow His
body.
12. Encourage groups to discuss Questions 3 and 4 in the Study Guide.
13. Close the session by having groups pray together for God’s guidance
in using varied gifts for His service, and for a spirit of unity within His
Church.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. If possible, prepare a video clip of the song “Whistle While You Work”
from the Disney movie Snow White (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mIwa9sPFT5I) to show to the class.
2. After the opening prayer, show the video clip or, if it is unavailable,
prompt the class to recall the scene from Snow White where all the forest animals jump in to help her clean the dwarves’ messy house. Note
that the job became more manageable with everyone working together
and giving what they could.
3. Transition into Bible study by explaining that Solomon used a similar
approach to building God’s Temple. He realized the job was too big for
one person, or even one nation, to accomplish without help.

Guide Bible Study
4. Read 2 Chronicles 2:1-2. Ask the class to describe the steps Solomon
took to prepare for the massive construction project.
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5. Have a volunteer read verses 3-4. Ask why Solomon chose King Hiram
of Tyre to reach out to for help. Read 2 Samuel 5:11 as a reminder that
Hiram had been a close ally of King David and had already provided key
aid for previous building projects in Israel.
6. Have the class read verses 5-6. Ask someone to explain Solomon’s understanding of the Temple’s function and purpose. Why would he include this in his request to Hiram?
7. Enlist a volunteer to record answers from the next section. As someone
reads verses 7-9 aloud, have the scribe write down everything Solomon
asks Hiram for. Go back over all the different materials Solomon plans
to use in the Temple. Ask how this list starts to build anticipation for
the scope of wealth and fine art that will be poured into the completed
building.
8. Explain that kings of Solomon’s day routinely conscripted manual labor from their populations. Even though Hiram would probably have
agreed to do that if Solomon had asked, Solomon wasn’t willing to entertain a hint of oppression or injustice in association with the Temple
project. Ask someone to read verse 10 and discuss the generous wages
that Solomon offered for any workers Hiram sent to help with Israel’s
project.
9. Read Hiram’s return letter in verse 12. Ask the class to describe the
attitude Hiram seems to have toward Solomon, toward Israel, and their
God. Ask what may have influenced Hiram’s strong feelings for David’s
family and kingdom.

Encourage Application
10. Ask the class to identify some principles in this passage that we might
apply to our approach to building up God’s Church today. (Answers may
include concepts like giving only our best efforts to Kingdom work or
being willing to support our church with tithes and offerings.)
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11. Lead the class to discuss Questions 2 and 4 from the Study Guide.
12. Close the session by encouraging everyone to examine their own role
in building up the church and contributing to its health and strength.
Lead in prayer, asking God to convict individual hearts concerning commitment to giving more time and energy to His work.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 3:1-17

1 Kings 7; Galatians 2:7-9

lesson

6

Pillars in the House
of God
MAIN IDEA

Pillars are the strength of the church.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Would I be considered a pillar, a reminder of God’s goodness and faithfulness, in the body of Christ?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that a
pillar is someone who strengthens
the entire body of Christ

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
This passage in 2 Chronicles recounts how Solomon built the Temple of the
Lord. Prior to this passage, Solomon had received plans for the building of
the Temple from his father, king David, and prepared and employed various
workers to build the Temple. Solomon decides to build the Temple at Mount
Moriah, the place where Abraham tried to sacrifice Isaac.
A focus of 2 Chronicles is to establish the majesty of the Temple of the
Lord. Therefore, the intricate details of the materials and measurements of
the Temple are provided (the text uses an old standard of measurements,
cubits. For reference, one cubit is equal to 17.4—20.4 inches). According to
1 King 7, the Temple construction takes thirteen years for Solomon to complete, demonstrating the elaborateness of the building. The theme of elaborateness is continued in the design of the pillars. Though pillars are structural
units that support a building physically, “pillars” are also a metaphor for people who support the church in the New Testament.

Interpreting the Scriptures
King Solomon Builds the Temple (3:1-14)
3:1-2. Solomon built the house of the Lord on sacred ground. Mount Moriah is the place where Abraham was tested by the Lord and through his act
of faithfulness to God, God provided a ram in the bush to serve as the sacrifice instead of Isaac. Mount Moriah is also the place where Solomon’s father,
King David built an altar for the Lord. King Solomon built the Temple for the
Lord on Mount Moriah because it was a landmark that reminded His people
of God’s faithfulness over time. Building on this site preserved the historical
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significance of Mount Moriah as a landmark and fulfills David’s dream of
building a Temple for God’s glory.
It is important to know Solomon did not start the building process for
the Temple until over four years after his reign began. When attempting to
do things for the Lord, adequate plans must be made, the best possible team
must be assembled, and there must be thorough attention to detail. When
working for the Lord, things may take a longer time than usual, but the extra time and preparation are necessary in order to give God the best quality
humanly possible.

3:3-7. King Solomon wanted to ensure that the house of the Lord was the
most extravagant representation of God’s majesty. So, Solomon began by
making the Temple huge! God’s house would by far be the largest and most
extravagant work of architecture in the land. Not only would God’s house
be the largest, but it would also have the most luxurious interior design in
all of Israel. Solomon furnished the Temple in cypress, precious stones, and
the finest gold. The entire house of God was lined with gold. The “beams, its
thresholds, its walls, and its doors” were all gold. King Solomon even “carved
cherubim on the walls.” Cherubim are specific types of angels referenced
throughout the Bible. So, Solomon was not just trying to create the most
beautiful and lavish Temple for the Lord on earth, but he wanted the Temple
to resemble what he believed Heaven may look like. King Solomon did his
best to create a heavenly and holy aesthetic in the Temple, most suited to be
the house of God and a place of worship.

3:8-9. The most Holy Place in the Temple also known as the Holy of Holies
could only be accessed by the high priest. The Most Holy Place was an inner sanctuary, where they believed God’s dwelling place in the Temple was.
So, the Most Holy Place had to be the most magnificent place in the entire
Temple. King Solomon overlaid the Most Holy Place with “600 talents of fine
gold.” In 2020, lowballing a rough estimate of one single talent of gold is
worth over one million dollars. So just overlaying the Most Holy Place in Gold
without any other furnishings would have cost over 600 million US dollars.
King Solomon spared no expense to create the most wonderful Temple for
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God, because God is the one who made Solomon king and gave him his riches
in the first place. So, King Solomon showed his love and appreciation by giving his absolute best in this endeavor, no matter how expensive.

3:10-14. King Solomon saw to it that two huge cherubim would be specially built for the Most Holy Place. The cherubim’s wings extended over 30
feet wide and every inch was covered in gold. King Solomon also had a veil
created, made up of the most beautiful colors and the finest of linen with
cherubim interwoven into the design of the veil. Such a task was not only
expensive, but also very time consuming due to the amount of manual labor
necessary for such a task.

The Pillars of the Temple (3:15-17)
3:15-17. King Solomon did an amazing job thus far creating the Temple for
the Lord, but the most important structural part of the Temple was the pillars. The pillars provided support by holding up the house of God. However,
these pillars were not just to hold up the Temple literally, but they served as
a symbol of strength. The pillars stood 35 cubits high, which is equivalent to
roughly over 57 feet tall. The top of the pillars were decorated with chains like
necklaces with one hundred pomegranates on the chains and the pillars were
named Boaz and Jachin. These pillars served as a reminder of God’s might,
goodness, and faithfulness to the children of Israel.

Focusing on the Meaning
Pillars of the church represent strength and faithfulness. Much like in this
text, the pillars stand tall and firm at the forefront of the church. Are we truly pillars of Christ’s church? Do we stand tall and firmly on the promises of
God? Are we essential to the body of Christ?
One beautiful fact about the architectural structure of the Temple is that
these pillars referred to in the text not only physically held up the Temple but
symbolized something else. The genius in placing the two pillars at the forefront of the Temple is that it symbolizes strength and fortitude at the front
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of the church. These pillars provided extra support in a general sense, but
they were not necessarily needed for the church to stand. That is very interesting, because God does not necessarily need us, but God wants us to stand
steadfast and strong as a testament to God’s faithfulness in our lives. Even
though God does not need us, God wants us, and the church is even stronger
with us. The Temple could stand on its own because God is all powerful and
will never lack anything with or without us, but those pillars added extra
support and that is what we should strive to do as Christians. We should add
extra support to Christ’s church, because God is more than worthy of all our
praise and ultimately our lives as a living sacrifice. As Christians, we have
been called by God to serve the Lord in every aspect of our life and we should
do it to the best of our ability.
King Solomon could certainly be considered a pillar of the church and
King Solomon built this Temple for the glory of the Lord. King Solomon asked
God for wisdom and with that wisdom, he made the right decision to honor
God in a magnificent way. The plan to build the Temple for the Lord began
with his father King David and he completed this mission his father dreamed
about in the name of the Lord. The Temple was a beautiful place to worship
and it was a testament to God’s majesty, faithfulness, and everlasting power. Let us put forth all our efforts, talents, and energy for the upbuilding of
God’s kingdom in all we do, so we make God proud of us by serving as pillars
of the church. Let us be assets to the church that greatly benefit the body of
Christ in more ways than one.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Before the session, prepare colored cards or tokens for dividing the class
into groups. Either place a card or token on each chair or distribute
them to participants as they enter.
2. After the opening prayer, introduce a discussion about responsible journalism. Have the class brainstorm the kinds of interviews and interview
questions a good reporter might pursue following a catastrophic natural disaster; a huge festival on the scale of Woodstock; a dedication of a
national monument; etc.
3. Divide the class into groups using the different colors on the cards or
tokens. Designate one group as goldsmiths, one as carpenters/woodworkers, one as stonemasons, one as weavers/needleworkers, one as
jewelers, one as construction foremen, and one group as news reporters. (Smaller classes may combine some occupations to create smaller
groups.)
4. Transition into Bible study by explaining the journalists will interview
members of each group for a news story about Solomon’s new Temple.
All group members will answer as workers who were involved in the
new Temple’s completion.

Guide Bible Study
5. Instruct all group members to study today’s focal passage (2 Chronicles
3:1-17), paying particular attention to the work for which their group
was responsible. Provide paper and pencils for taking notes. Instruct
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journalists to create interview questions based on the information in
the Bible passage.
6. Have reporters circulate among the other groups for interviews. When
they have gathered enough information, the reporters should create
a news story, being sure to emphasize details of the Temple’s design
and decoration from Scripture. While the journalists are working, other
groups will review the Bible passage to note details not associated with
their work designations. The news group will choose representatives to
present the story to the class.
7. Debrief the news story with the class. Ask for comments or suggestions
of additional information or points of view that might have been omitted.
8. Note that a prominent feature of the Temple was the pair of pillars in
front. Ask why the Bible writer gave particular attention to the two pillars (3:15-17). Enlist a volunteer to read Exodus 13:21-22. Discuss the
significance of the pillars of fire and cloud that led Israel during the
years of wilderness wandering, and how both fire and cloud would later
feature prominently in the Temple’s dedication. Have the class suggest
symbolic meanings Solomon might have had in mind when he erected
Jachin and Boaz.

Encourage Application
9. Comment that in every news story, there are many details and people that we never hear about. Just as thousands of unnamed people
were involved in the Temple construction, so now there are thousands
of people who quietly give their time and talents to support churches
throughout the world. Have participants raise their hands if they know
persons like that in their own church.
10. Read 2 Chronicles 3:15-17 again. Note that before Solomon’s time,
many Canaanite temples featured central pillars that supported the en-
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tire weight of the ceiling and walls (reference Judges 16:28-30). The two
named pillars in Solomon’s Temple did not serve that purpose. They did
not bear the weight of the structure, and yet were significant for their
spiritual and historical significance.
11. Ask if anyone has ever known a person considered a “pillar” of his/her
community. Have the class suggest words or phrases to describe such a
person. Bearing that description in mind, have groups discuss what it
would take for a person to be a pillar in his/her church.
12. Close the session by having groups prayerfully consider Question 4 in
the Study Guide and asking God to achieve such a work in each person’s
life.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After the opening prayer, distribute these case studies to volunteers
to read aloud: (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptiswaypress.org.)
		 a. For 24 years, Freda helped prepare and serve snacks for her church’s
children’s choir program every Wednesday evening. She also cleared
tables and washed dishes after the weekly fellowship meals. She
worked in VBS every year and vacuumed the church sanctuary on
Saturdays. Freda never called attention to herself, but spent her life
in quiet service.
		 b. No one asked Bill to mow the church lawn, but he did the job anyway.
After retiring, Bill appointed himself the church handyman. If something broke, whether window, pew, or water pipe, Bill showed up to
fix it. He provided all the materials himself and never asked pay for
his labor. He loved serving his church.
		 c. Dale taught a 4th-grade boys Sunday School class for over 40 years.
Not only did he spend hours a week preparing lessons, but he also
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visited the boys’ homes and wrote letters encouraging them to stay
in church and seek Christian friends when they graduated from high
school and college. Many of his former pupils entered Christian ministry, and several became missionaries.
2. Ask if anyone in the class knows people who consistently serve their
churches without fanfare, demands, or expectation of anything in return. Allow participants to share stories about such people.
3. Transition to Bible study by explaining that today’s study focuses on
a house of worship that was grand and glorious, but its most important asset were people of faith committed to serving the Lord with their
lives.

Guide Bible Study
4. Have volunteers read aloud 2 Chronicles 3:1-14. Ask the class to recall
some of the details in the passage (built on Mount Moriah, inside overlaid with gold, etc.). Ask participants to share how they may have reacted if they had seen the Temple in its day and suggest structures that
might compare with it in our day.
5. Read aloud verses 15-17. Note that in biblical times, it was a common
practice to erect free-standing pillars to commemorate people or events.
Read examples of this in Genesis 35:14-15, Exodus 24:3-5, and 2 Samuel
18:18 and have participants suggest what purpose those pillars served.
It is possible the Temple pillars in verses 15-17 were not even attached
to the building. And yet they were so important that Solomon named
them. Discuss the commemorative significance of the pillars, and how
their prominent placement at the Temple’s entrance might help people recall God’s faithfulness throughout Israel’s history. Have the class
think of symbols used today that remind us of God’s love, mercy, and
faithfulness (the cross, the Lord’s Supper, etc.).
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Encourage Application
6. Have the class recall the case studies from the beginning of the session.
Have the class describe the roles those people played in their churches. Although they were largely invisible compared to larger leaders, the
people in the case studies were among those the Bible calls “pillars” of
the church. Just as James, Cephas, and John were called pillars because
they dedicated their lives to serving and strengthening the church in
Jerusalem (Galatians 2:9), and Timothy was called “a pillar and buttress
of the truth” (1 Timothy 3:15), so there are pillars in today’s church who
are living examples of faithfulness and service. They support the church
and are role models of Christian commitment.
7. Have the class list traits that characterize a church “pillar.” Write suggestions on a board or large sheet of paper. Ask participants to examine
the list and see if they know people who demonstrate those characteristics. Have participants consider how many of the traits they could apply
to themselves. What would it take for them to become pillars in the
church?
8. Allow a few minutes for silent reflection, encouraging participants to
consider God’s call to deeper relationship and service. Close in prayer.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 5:1-14

Exodus 40:34-38

lesson

7

It’s Amazing What
Praising Will Do
MAIN IDEA

After a sacrifice of service, and after
the sanctifying of our lives, there
must be a true heartfelt and Spirit-led
praise. God wants us to worship Him
in Spirit and in Truth.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

What brings the glory of God to my
worship?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to learn how it is, what
it means, and how it feels to be in the
presence of God
BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Second Chronicles chapter 5 marks the completion of Solomon building and
furnishing the Temple of the Lord. This chapter describes the placement of
the ark in the inner sanctuary of the Temple of the Lord by the priests. Only
the high priest could enter this Most Holy Place. Previously the ark had been
stored in the tent of meeting, which is the tabernacle that had been used
prior to the building of the Temple of the Lord. Now, the ark would be placed
in the holiest place in the inner sanctuary, under the wings of the cherubim
statues.
The ark is an important element in the story of the Israelites’ relationship with God. The ark, which means “box” or “chest,” contains the two tablets of commandments provided by God to Moses for the Israelites while they
were journeying to the promised land, Jerusalem. It was at the mercy seat of
the ark in the tabernacle that God would meet with the Israelites. Therefore,
it is fitting that the ark was later placed in the holiest place of God’s dwelling.
Considering this, before placing the ark in the Temple, King Solomon and the
Israelites gave numerous sacrifices upon it.

Interpreting the Scriptures
The Temple Completed (5:1)
5:1. Finally, the idea that began with King David and took years to come to
fruition was complete. King Solomon’s work was done, and the Temple of
the Lord had become a reality. To pay homage to his father, King Solomon
brought all the treasures King David dedicated to the Lord and stored them
in the Temple.
King Solomon and the children of Israel were standing on the broad
shoulders of King David and the previous generation. King David wanted to
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build a house for the Lord, but God saw fit that the next generation would do
this. Even though King David had the idea and even made provisions for his
son to take on this task, King Solomon fulfilled his father’s dream of glorifying the Lord by building the most extravagant Temple fitting for the Most
High God. It is beautiful how God allowed King Solomon to bring treasures
his father dedicated to the Lord into the Temple as a symbol of a dream fulfilled and a job well done.

The Ark Brought Into the Temple (5:2-14)
5:2. Now it was time for King Solomon and the people of Israel to prepare to
bring the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord out of Zion and into the new House
of God. So, King Solomon assembled every important leader in Jerusalem to
make preparations for this important event.
Moving the Ark of the Covenant was no simple task. They could not simply move it into the Temple like a piece of furniture. The Ark of the Covenant
was the most sacred tangible element that represented their covenant with
God. So, the process of moving the Ark of the Covenant into the Temple had
to be a revered ceremony, full of praising God for being so faithful and gracious to them.
5:3-5. In preparation for this celebratory and sacred event, “all the men of
Israel assembled before the king at the feast that is in the seventh month.
And all the elders of Israel came, and the Levites took up the ark.” Not only
did they begin moving the Ark of the Covenant, but they also took up the tent
of meeting, which is where the ark was previously stored and all of the holy
vessels that were inside of the tent as well. This is important because they did
not have an out with the old, in with the new type of mentality. Rather they
kept everything from the ark’s previous dwelling place and moved all of it
into the new Temple of the Lord. Doing so would help the Israelites never to
forget the distance God has brought them from over the years.

5:6. King Solomon and all the Israelites who gathered together, praised God
for being more than worthy of their worship through working on the beautiful new Temple for the Lord. They worshiped the Lord with their time and
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talents building God’s house, but now they were going to praise Him with
their sacrificial offerings to God. According to the text, King Solomon and the
Israelites sacrificed “so many sheep and oxen that they could not be counted.”
What a wonderful standard to set on how to give our offerings to God.
These animals are equivalent to money, means of living, and means of food.
They were not sacrificing grudgingly, nor did they only give a certain amount.
However, they sacrificed these offerings based on the limitless grace and
mercy God had shown them. Whereas God’s love knows no bounds, neither
should our praise. We should praise God in various ways with the same enthusiasm. Ultimately, we should praise God with our lives, which means we
praise God in what we do, why we do it, and how we do it. Whether it is
building God’s Temple, singing songs of praise, praying to the Lord, giving
offerings to the Lord, or helping others in the Lord’s name, those are various
ways we praise God through the lives we live. In this instance, King Solomon
has already built the Temple for the Lord and now the Israelites are praising
God once again for even allowing them to take on the honor of this endeavor
and for being faithful to them as God was to their fore parents. That is why
they sacrificed so much and gave so many offerings to God, because God had
given them numerous blessings they could not count if they tried.

5:7-9. The Ark of the Covenant was carried into the Most Holy Place by the
priests. They put the ark under the wings of the large golden angels that covered the entire ark and its poles, which were so long they could be seen outside of the Temple. This goes to show how enormous and magnificent the
new home for the Ark of the Covenant was. Not only the new Temple, but the
Most Holy Place, was true to its name and fitting for the Ark of the Covenant
and the presence of the Most High God.

5:10. Inside the Ark of the Covenant were the two stone tablets on which
God gave Moses the ten commandments for the Israelites at Mount Horeb.
It is called the Ark of the Covenant because it holds the reminder and representation of the covenant established between God and the Israelites after
freeing them from bondage in Egypt. The Ark of the Covenant represented
God being with them and for them. It is a testament to God’s everlasting
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faithfulness to the Israelites’ ancestors in the past, to them personally in the
present, and to the generations that would come in the future.

5:11-13. Now the praise and worship experience was truly about to begin.
When the priest came out of the Holy Place after consecrating themselves,
the Levitical singers who were dressed in their fine linen and equipped with
their instruments, prepared to lift their voices and play their instruments
to praise God. In addition, there were 120 priests who played the trumpets
and sang who assembled to sing and play in unison and offer up a sacrifice of
praise to God. Then the praise began with a joyful beautiful song giving praise
to God. They sang, “For he is good, for his steadfast love endures forever.”
After working for God, giving the Lord their time, talents, and their sacrificial offerings, they had a worship service! In this service, they praised God
in song having what resembles to us, praise and worship during a Sunday
morning church service! I love that the Israelites made sure to praise God every way they possibly could. There was no better way to celebrate the completion of a task done in honor of the Lord, than worshiping the Lord through
songs of praise in the new Temple of God that everyone aided in building. A
wonderful time in the Lord awaits those who have completed a task for God,
after fervently working together to glorify God in their efforts.
Then shortly into their powerful and genuine praise, the house of the
Lord was filled with a cloud. I can imagine the spirit was high in the Temple!
I can imagine the people singing and playing their instruments loud and to
the best of their ability for the Lord and thinking about how good God had
been to them. I can picture people crying, waving their hands, and dancing
in honor of how faithful God had been even though they were not worthy of
God’s goodness and I believe God was pleased! God showed up in the Temple
and it was like a cloud filled the room.

5:14. God’s presence in the Temple was so robust, that the priest could not
stand to minister, because God’s glory filled the house of the Lord. The priest
could not even minister because God’s presence was moving in such a way
that the praise had to continue in that manner a little while longer. My Lord!
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Have you ever experienced God in the midst of a church service like that
before? Has God ever done something in your life individually or in the life
of your church collectively that caused you all to praise God so hard it was
evident God was in the place moving? Have you ever been in a church service
where praise and worship got so good and the spirit got so high that the
preacher couldn’t even preach and the program couldn’t progress because everyone was in such deep worship and praise? What a feeling that is! I believe
Heaven will be something like that but on a grander scale than we could ever
fathom. It is a blessing when God allows us to have small glimpses of God’s
glory in moments such as these.

Focusing on the Meaning
When you have truly given your life to God and everything you do is for
God’s glory, it will reflect in your praise. King Solomon fulfilled his father’s
dream of honoring God in a way that had never been done before. King David
had been dead for years at this point, and this endeavor took years to complete, but God allowed Solomon to see it through. Imagine all the emotions
running together, remembering where God brought their ancestors from.
God brought them out of slavery into a time of independence and prosperity.
What an awesome God! When working for the Lord, especially when completing tasks that seem to be almost impossible, you are compelled to praise
God harder. When it is clear that things happen only because of God’s grace
and you not only saw God move, but you were a part of it as well, that will
make you praise God differently. God proves Himself over and over and it is
an honor and a blessing to be used as a vessel and to see it firsthand.
There is no better feeling than working for God and watching God be glorified through the work you do. What a beautiful thing to know God has been
faithful to our ancestors, God is still faithful to us, and God will be faithful
to the future generations now and forevermore. God deserves all our praise
and the best way to praise God is with our lives. When living for God, we
work for God. When working for God, we are glorifying God. When glorifying
God, we must give the Lord our best praise and it will happen organically.
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Witnessing and partaking in true praise and worship individually and collectively exposes us to a glimpse of how amazing God is. What an amazing way
to experience God. Such an experience is truly more of an incentive to make
God proud of us by the way we live our lives. That makes life worth living. God
is good and His steadfast love endures forever! Amen.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After an opening prayer, ask how many of those present have ever
packed up for a move to a new house. Have the class name some of
the things that must be considered when relocating a household. Ask
how a family’s move to another house compares to a large business that
is moving to a new location. Invite people to share organizational tips
their experiences have taught them that can help make such transitions
smoother (labeling boxes; color coding; etc.).
2. Transition to Bible study by noting that Israel’s move into the new Temple was a massive undertaking, which was celebrated by the whole nation.

Guide Bible Study
3. Ask a volunteer to read 2 Chronicles 5:1-5, and have the class keep a
running list of all the things that were moved into the new Temple
(treasury wealth; ark; everything in the Tabernacle; etc.). Post it where
all can see.
4. Divide the class into 3 groups. Give each group one of these Bible passages: Exodus 25, 26, and 27. Furnish groups with pencils and paper.
Instruct each group to read its chapter and make a detailed inventory
list of items contained in the Tabernacle, including curtains, utensils,
furnishings, etc. Large groups may split into sub-groups if they want
(example: Exodus 25:10-22, Ark of Covenant; 25:23-30, Table of Presence; 25:31-40, lampstand).
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5. As groups share their inventory lists with the class, enlist one or more
persons to keep a running tally of the number of items. Read aloud 2
Chronicles 5:5 and then have the tally number read to the class. Note
that all the items connected with the Tabernacle, including the tent
structure itself, were moved into the new Temple. Ask people to share
their thoughts on the scope of that move. What would be some of the
preparations necessary for the storage and upkeep of all those things?
6. Enlist volunteers to read aloud 2 Chronicles 5:6-12. Ask the class to call
out one-word summaries that describe the atmosphere of celebration
in these verses (words like joyful; thankful; praising; etc.). Have participants share experiences that prompted similar feelings for them.
7. Have someone read verses 13-14. Ask, What was God’s response to the
unhindered praises of His people?

Encourage Application
8. Read Exodus 40:33-38. Note that the Tabernacle and Temple dedications were separated by centuries, and yet God’s response to His people’s worship was the same on both occasions. Note that the Israelites
had grown up hearing stories of the nation’s exodus from Egypt and the
years of wilderness wanderings. They knew that God gave assurance of
His presence in the pillars of fire and cloud and knew about the cloud
of His glory that rested on the Tabernacle. At the Temple dedication, a
new generation of Israelites witnessed the very same cloud filling the
sanctuary so the stories became reality.
9. Ask what implication of God’s unchanging nature can hold for our approach to worship today? Discuss the role an individual’s attitude plays
in a genuine worship experience. Have participants join with 2-3 people
nearest them to discuss Questions 1 and 3 in the Study Guide.
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10. Close by having the small groups pray together for the empowering of
His Spirit in their lives and in their worship.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After the opening prayer, ask if anyone has listened to Christian music during the past week. Follow up by asking participants how many
days in a typical week they listen to Christian music. See if the class can
name some popular Christian music artists or groups (Casting Crowns;
Chris Tomlin; Mercy Me; Lauren Daigle; the Gettys; etc.).
2. Note that the Christian music industry accounts for a large percentage of album and digital music sales every year. One business blogger
claims that 80 million listeners tune in to the over 1,400 Christian/Gospel radio stations throughout the country. Hundreds of churches feature music they call “praise and worship” as an element of their weekly
services. (https://brandongaille.com/11-christian-music-industry-statistics-and-trends/)
3. Read Hebrews 13:15. Have the class suggest a definition of the word
“praise.” Note that in its most basic form, praise is acknowledging what
is true about someone or something. Give some examples of how a
teacher might praise a child: “You worked hard on that picture, Timmy;” “I’m so pleased you are being kind to your friends, Grace;” “You
did a good job picking up the books, Caleb;” etc. Ask the class to suggest
words of praise we say to God that acknowledge the truth of who He is
(You are holy; You are loving; You are merciful, etc.).
4. Transition to Bible study by explaining that God responded in a very
public, very powerful way to the praises of His people during the dedication of Solomon’s Temple.
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Guide Bible Study
5. Ask volunteers to read 2 Chronicles 5:1-14. Have the class listen for all
the preparations that were made before the new Temple was dedicated.
Have participants share what they heard.
6. Read verses 11-14 again. Ask how the refrain the priests sang (“For he
is good, for his steadfast love endures forever”) falls into the category
of praise. Have the class identify some elements in the biblical account
that are still used in worship today (music instruments; choirs; singing;
etc.).
7. Have participants imagine they were present at the Temple dedication.
Ask them to share how they might have reacted when they saw the
cloud of God’s glory come down to fill the Temple. In what ways might
that experience have impacted their lives and their faith?

Encourage Application
8. Ask how contemporary worshipers can experience God’s glory even
without a physical manifestation of His presence. Invite participants to
share some meaningful times of worship they have experienced.
9. Read John 4:24. Ask what it means to worship God “in spirit and in
truth”? Ask how genuine spiritual worship might influence the praise
we offer to God. Have the class suggest some steps today’s believers
might take to deepen their times of worship and praise.
10. Have the class consider Question 1 from the Study Guide. Close in prayer
asking God to break down barriers that hinder our worship and reveal
Himself through His indwelling Spirit.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 6:1-11

2 Samuel 7:1-16

lesson
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The Blessing of
Unfulfilled Dreams
MAIN IDEA

Obedience to the vision demands
submission of self to God.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Has God given me a vision? A dream?
A kingdom assignment?
TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to realize their
disappointments and sacrifices are
the price tags for success
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Second Chronicles 6:1-11 records Solomon’s address to the whole assembly
of Israel on the day the Temple was dedicated. This was a monumental occasion. Within his address, Solomon alludes to a larger historical and theological context. God had worked through Israel, and notably through David, to
bring God’s vision for the Temple into reality. How did God work through
history to establish His Temple? What did God promise to David? Let us look
to the Scriptures for answers.
In 2 Chronicles 6:7 Solomon states that God’s vision for the Temple was
inscribed upon David’s heart. When did this take place? 2 Samuel 7:1-16 tells
us the story. As Israel’s king, David had experienced great success in warfare,
the land was united under his rule, and the capital city had been established
in Jerusalem. The Ark of the Covenant had been brought to the city of Jerusalem and placed within the Tabernacle, or tent of meeting (2 Samuel 6:1719). All was well.
As David sat in his palace, he drew a contrast between his residence and
the tent of meeting that housed the ark. He developed the conviction that
God deserved better, something even more grand than the king’s dwelling
place. David shared his idea with Nathan the prophet, who encouraged him
to honor the Lord in whatever way he thought was proper.
But during the night, the word of the Lord came to Nathan in a dream. In
that dream, God affirms David’s vision, assuring him that He has been faithful to His people and that He will continue to be faithful. God then makes a
grand promise. First, he promises David He will raise up David’s offspring to
succeed him as king, and this immediate successor will build the Temple. But
there is a further, more profound promise. God promises David a kingdom
and a throne “forever,” a promise we believe was fulfilled in Jesus the Messiah, David’s descendent and the true Son of God.
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When Solomon dedicated the Temple, the people rejoiced because God
was faithful to His promise. David was affirmed by God for his dream to build
the Temple, but he did not see this dream come to reality. David may have
been disappointed.
Nevertheless, God remained true to His Word, not only in establishing
Solomon’s Temple, but in the greater promise to establish David’s throne forever through Jesus. Solomon witnessed the construction of a building where
God would dwell among His people. Jesus made possible a people who together would be God’s temple, within whom the Holy Spirit dwells (1 Corinthians 3:16).

Interpreting the Scriptures
Solomon Acknowledges God’s Presence (6:1-2)
6:1. Solomon has overseen the construction of the Temple, the placement
of the consecrated objects, and has brought together the whole assembly of
Israel to mark the occasion. Second Chronicles 5:13-14 says the people sang
praises to God, and the Lord’s presence, or glory, filled the Temple as a cloud.
When Solomon sees it, he refers to God’s Word, “The Lord has said that he
would dwell in a dark cloud.” In Exodus 19:9, the Lord says to Moses, “I am
going to come to you in a dense cloud.” Solomon’s knowledge of God’s Word
helped him recognize God’s presence and to respond appropriately.

6:2. Solomon addressed God directly, saying twice that he built the Temple,
“for you.” Solomon displays wisdom. The Temple has not been built for Solomon, nor for the people of Israel, though both were associated with it. The
Temple was built for God.
Solomon described the Temple as magnificent. Solomon’s Temple was
destroyed by the Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar in 587 B.C. When the
Temple was reconstructed under Ezra, many rejoiced, but many of the older
priests, Levites, and family heads wept aloud when they saw the foundation
of the new Temple being laid (Ezra 3:10-13). They may have wept from disap-
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pointment, believing the second Temple did not match the magnificence of
the first (Haggai 2:2-9).

Solomon Explains God’s Faithfulness (6:3-9)
6:3-4. Solomon begins by blessing the people. This is wisdom. When we see
brothers and sisters honoring the Lord, blessing, encouragement, and affirmation are an appropriate response. Solomon then praises God for what He
has done. Solomon emphasizes God’s action. He also affirms that God keeps
His promises.
The Temple has been built with God’s hands, in accord with the promise
spoken to David from His mouth. This statement affirms that God accomplishes His promises through His people. We are His instruments.

6:5. In Exodus 19:3-6, God told Moses it was He who delivered Israel from
bondage in Egypt, and then said, “Now if you obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you will be my treasured possession.” God has
identified Israel as His people and established a covenant with them. This was
established long ago. But God had not decreed a location for the Temple or a
royal lineage. These promises were given later, to David.

6.6. In Exodus 20:24, the Lord tells Israel, “Make an altar of earth for me
and sacrifice on it your burnt offerings and fellowship offerings, your sheep
and goats and your cattle. Wherever I cause my name to be honored, I will
come to you and bless you.” In Deuteronomy 12:5, God through Moses tells
the people they are, “to seek the place the Lord your God will choose from
among all your tribes to put his Name there for his dwelling” when they enter the land of promise. In 1 Chronicles 17:23-24, David says that the Lord
has chosen his family to rule Israel forever, an affirmation of God’s promise
found in 2 Samuel 7:1-16. Solomon declares to Israel that these promises
have now been fulfilled.

6.7-8. We are reminded of the dream God gave to David: to build a Temple
for the Name of the Lord. David sought to honor God. In Acts 7:46-47, Stephen mentions David’s dream to build a house for the Lord in his sermon
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before the Sanhedrin, but then said, “But it was Solomon who built a house
for Him.” David “had it in his heart,” and God deemed this desire good. But
this was not David’s work to do.
Like David, God may give you a vision, but then appoint that work to
another. Rather than become embittered, David accepts this as God’s design
and offers praise. He is grateful to be included in God’s work. In 2 Samuel
7:18-19, David said, “Who am I, Sovereign Lord, and what is my family, that
you have brought me this far? And as if this were not enough in your sight,
Sovereign Lord, you have also spoken about the future of the house of your
servant—and this decree, Sovereign Lord, is for a mere human!”

6:9. Why didn’t David build the Temple? In 1 Chronicles 22:8, the Lord told
David, “You have shed much blood and have fought many wars. You are not
to build a house for my Name, because you have shed much blood on the
earth in my sight.” God established the Temple during the reign of Solomon,
while Israel was at peace.

God Establishes David’s Vision (6:10-11)
6:10. Solomon uttered words that should be treasured: “The Lord has kept
the promise He made.” Here, Solomon refers to God’s work in establishing David’s son upon the throne of Israel and bringing to completion the construction of the Temple. As followers of Jesus today, we have even more promises
we can claim as having been fulfilled by God. While the day of dedication of
the Temple may have been a great reason for rejoicing, we have greater and
more abundant reasons, including that God has established the throne of
David forever through the person and work of Jesus Christ (Acts 2:29-36).

6:11. The ark contained a pot of manna, Aaron’s rod, and the tablets of the
covenant, and represented God’s covenant and throne for Israel. When the
ark is placed in the Temple, it is a sign of both God’s promises and presence
before His people. In 1 Chronicles 22:19, David orders the people of Israel
to assist Solomon in the construction of the Temple, and says, “Now devote
your heart and soul to seeking the Lord your God. Begin to build the sanctuary of the Lord God, so that you may bring the ark of the covenant of the
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Lord and the sacred articles belonging to God into the temple that will be
built for the Name of the Lord.” When the ark was brought in, they honored
David’s command. David’s vision has now been made reality by God, through
Solomon, and with the help of the people.

Focusing on the Meaning
Like David, God may give you a dream. It may be yours to embrace, to plan
for, and to encourage others in doing. But it may not be yours to do. David demonstrated patience and a deep trust in God, that even though he did
not have the opportunity to see that dream become reality, he praised God
because he, a human being, had been incorporated into God’s work in the
world. When Solomon, his son, dedicated the Temple, he not only rejoiced at
its construction, but invited the people to rejoice alongside him because God
had revealed Himself to be a promise-keeping God.
David and Solomon submitted themselves to the will of God. First Chronicles 29:11-12 states, “Yours, Lord, is the greatness and the power and the
glory and the majesty and the splendor, for everything in heaven and earth is
yours. Yours, Lord, is the kingdom; you are exalted as head over all. Wealth
and honor come from you; you are the ruler of all things. In your hands are
strength and power to exalt and give strength to all.”
The Temple surely was majestic. But God is even more majestic. All power
and authority are His, His power is inexhaustible, and His works are wondrous. If God gives the dream, He can be trusted. He will bring it to pass.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Before the session, find pictures of the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona,
Spain, and the Cologne Cathedral in Cologne, Germany, that can be projected onto a screen, or copied/printed (find pictures online with Google Images or in reference books such as travel guides).
2. After opening the session with prayer, ask by a show of hands how
many persons have visited any European cathedrals. Allow individuals
to name some of those sites and, as time permits, share details of their
visits.
3. Note that the architects who designed many cathedrals, and medieval
ones particularly, died long before the construction was completed.
Highlight these two examples: the Cologne Cathedral in Cologne, Germany and the Sagrada Familia, a Roman Catholic basilica in Barcelona,
Spain. While projecting or passing around a picture of the German cathedral, explain that work began on its foundation in the year 1248,
and the Gothic structure was finally completed in 1880 (https://www.
christianity.com/church/church-history/timeline/901-1200/magnificent-medieval-cathedrals-11629780.html). Then show a picture of the
Sagrada Familia. Explain that when architect Antoni Gaudí took over
the building project in 1883, he realized the structure he envisioned
could never be completed in his lifetime. Until his death in 1926, Gaudi
made 3-dimensional drawings of all his plans instead of drawing them
on paper. Those models guided Gaudí’s successors until the building was
completed in 2015, more than 130 years after it was begun (https://
www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/11/151105-gaudi-sagradafamilia-barcelona-final-stage-construction/).
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4. Transition to Bible study by discussing David’s vision of building the
Lord’s Temple, his possible disappointment when God said it wasn’t David’s job, and David’s hope and assurance that Solomon would certainly
complete it.

Guide Bible Study
5. Divide the class into groups of 4-8 persons (groups can be smaller or
larger, depending on class size). As you call out Scripture references,
one at a time, each group will try to be the first to find the passage,
read it, and have a representative stand to answer these three questions
about it: Who died before seeing their hope/dream realized? What was
the hope/dream? What assurance did God give the person? (If possible,
project or post the 3 questions where groups will be able to see them.)
			 Scripture references: Genesis 12:1-4; Genesis 50:22-26; Deuteronomy 34:1-5; Ezekiel 36:24-32; Daniel 9:15-27.
			 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items”
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
6. Instruct groups to read 2 Samuel 7:1-16 and discuss how the future
hopes of those people referenced in the game (Abraham, Joseph, Moses, Ezekiel, Daniel), compared to David’s dream of building the Temple.
7. Direct groups to read 2 Chronicles 6:1-11 and discuss the role David’s
faith seems to have played in Solomon’s willingness to carry out his father’s dream and the impact it might have had on Solomon’s personal
faith. Have groups share some of their conclusions with the whole class.

Encourage Application
8. Note that the Babylonians destroyed Solomon’s temple in 586 B.C. Lead
the class to discuss how the Temple’s destruction might impact our understanding of God’s faithfulness. Ask, Why should we persevere in our
work for God if we never see the results of our efforts?
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9. Have groups consider Question 4 in the Study Guide and discuss examples of spiritual outcomes in God’s plan that we may never see in our
lifetimes (for example, people we witness to who accept Christ after our
death, rebellious children who return to the Lord later, etc.).
10. Close the session by having groups pray together for God’s assurance
of His power and guidance, and for strength to stand firm in faith and
action.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After opening prayer, share the story of a Kentucky grandmother who
was diagnosed with stomach cancer in the mid-1960s. Upon learning
that her days were numbered, she abandoned her dream of completing
hand-made quilts for each of her 21 grandchildren. Instead, she pieced
only the quilt tops and asked the grandkids to finish the quilting themselves after they married. All of the grandchildren agreed. The last quilt
was done more than two decades after the woman’s death.
2. Ask class members to share some dreams their parents or grandparents
had for their children, and how the dreams were realized in later generations.
3. Transition to Bible study by explaining that David’s dream to build a
Temple for God’s glory finally became reality, many years after his
death, through the faith of his son, Solomon.

Guide Bible Study
4. Enlist one or more volunteers to read 2 Chronicles 6:1-11 aloud. Have
participants listen for the number of times Solomon mentions the name
of his father David in the passage. Ask why Solomon made it a point to
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include multiple mentions of his father in the speech. Discuss how David’s faith served as a motivating factor for the Temple’s construction.
5. Discuss what Solomon meant in verses 9-10 when he said he had built
the Temple for God’s “Name.” Read Acts 17:24 and 1 Corinthians 6:19.
Ask how the Israelites’ view of the Temple as God’s “dwelling place”
compares with our concept of God’s “temple” today. Read 2 Samuel 22:7
and ask what understanding David had when he used the word “temple”
in that verse. Discuss whether his concept of “temple” in that situation
seems closer in meaning to our understanding now or the Israelites’
views then.
6. Have participants look through the focal passage once more and identify words or phrases showing that Solomon’s focus was on God and not
the king’s own accomplishment.

Encourage Application
7. Encourage volunteers to describe in their own words the full extent of
David’s dream for the Jerusalem Temple. Follow by asking participants
to describe what kind of dreams they have, for themselves or their families, for serving God.
8. Discuss Question 2 from the Study Guide.
9. Ask members to share the biggest obstacles that hinder the goals they
have for Christian growth and service. Discuss Question 3 in the Study
Guide.
10. Close the session by praying for God’s vision to become clear in your
lives, and for His guidance in seeking and accomplishing the work He
has planned for you to do.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 6:12-42

Romans 12:1-2

lesson
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Keys to Revival

MAIN IDEA

Solomon was a king, and not only did
he come to the altar, he led the way.
He knew he had to look to Heaven for
his answers.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Do I seek God without ceasing?
TEACHING AIM

To challenge adults to understand
that God uses His people to bring
revival
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The Bible features stories of people who experienced vibrant fellowship with
God, but then walked away. Israel displays incredible faithfulness, then becomes wayward. When God’s people are faithful, they flourish. But when
they choose their own way, they languish.
During periods of spiritual wandering, the people of God long for revival
and to call upon the Holy Spirit to bring new life. Psalm 85:6-7 records this
petition: “Will you not revive us again, that your people may rejoice in you?
Show us your unfailing love, Lord, and grant us your salvation.” This is a
prayer. The psalmist longs for revival and asks God to reveal Himself.
Proverbs 29:2 says, “When the righteous thrive, the people rejoice; when
the wicked rule, the people groan.” God often anoints leaders to show us how
to walk with Him, as we see in the example of Solomon. When we follow a
godly leader, God brings revival. The call to righteousness not only applies
to our leaders. It applies to all members of God’s family. First Peter 1:15-16
reminds us, “But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for
it is written: ‘Be holy, because I am holy.’”
How do we become holy? In Romans 12:1-2, Paul writes, “Therefore, I
urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as
a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s
will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.” In order to become holy, we must
be transformed by God’s grace.
In Solomon’s prayer of dedication, we discover several keys for a life of
holiness: steadfast commitment to godly service, a deepening love for God,
and unwavering trust in God’s plan and purpose for our lives.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
Solomon Prays Before the People (6:12-13)
6:12. Solomon prayed publicly. He demonstrated leadership by standing before the people in prayer. He set an example for them, and for us. Solomon
sought the Lord and expressed His desire for God to bless His people. He
“spread out his hands” in a posture of openness and receptivity before God.
Faith is personal, but never private. We are called to give witness to God before others.

6:13. Psalm 95:6 says, “Come, let us bow down in worship, let us kneel before
the Lord our Maker.” Kneeling is a position of humility. By standing upon a
high bronze platform in the center of the outer court, Solomon ensured that
he could be seen and heard as he directed his entire self (heart, mind, soul,
and strength) toward Heaven and offered his requests to the Lord.

Solomon Praises the Lord (6:14-15)
6.14. In Exodus 8:10, Moses tells Pharaoh that God will deliver Egypt from
the plague of frogs on a certain day “so that you may know there is no one
like the Lord our God.” In Deuteronomy 7:9, Moses said, “Know therefore
that the Lord your God is God; he is the faithful God, keeping his covenant
of love to a thousand generations of those who love him and keep his commandments.” Solomon demonstrates his familiarity with God’s Word. He
prays the Scriptures, which are a tremendous resource for our prayer life.
This is wisdom we can apply to our daily walk with God.

6.15. Solomon again references God’s faithfulness to David (See God’s promise in 1 Chronicles 22:10.). When we bring to our recollection occasions when
God has proven faithful, our hearts are warmed, our confidence increases,
and our spirit is encouraged as we find rest in the knowledge that God is
mindful of His promises, which He fulfills according to His timing.
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Solomon Petitions the Lord (6:16-40)
6:16-17. Solomon’s first petition to God is for Him to keep His promise to
David to establish the throne of his descendants. Solomon then brings to
recollection his responsibility to walk with God and to keep His commands.
When we pray, we are right to cite God’s faithfulness to His covenant. We are
also right to remind ourselves of the call to obedience.

6:18. “Transcendence” is a term that means God is set apart from the material world. “Immanence,” on the other hand, refers to God’s nearness. The
God revealed in the Bible is both. Solomon is right to marvel at the truth that
God has drawn near. He is also right to acknowledge that the Temple cannot
contain God. Christians have more reason to marvel because God came in
human flesh in Jesus.
6:19-20. Solomon asks God to be mindful of his prayer, and to keep His eye
upon the Temple at all times. The Temple is regarded by Solomon as God’s
dwelling; it is where God “hears.” Psalm 34:15 says, “The eyes of the Lord
are on the righteous, and his ears are attentive to their cry.” God keeps watch
over His people and hears their pleas for mercy.

6:21. The word “supplication” means “asking” or “begging.” Supplication
is made with intensity, earnestness, and humility. Solomon is offering this
prayer before the whole assembly of Israel. He is asking God, on their behalf,
to listen to their cries.
Deuteronomy 12:11 says that the Temple (“the place the Lord your God
will choose as a dwelling for His name”) is to be a place where God commands
Israel “to bring everything I command you: your burnt offerings and sacrifices, your tithes and special gifts, and all the choice possessions you have
vowed to the Lord.” When Solomon asks God to forgive, he has in mind Israel’s need for repentance, atonement, and reconciliation. Solomon’s Temple
points forward to the completed work of Jesus (Hebrews 10:5-10).

6:22-23. Solomon anticipates instances of conflict between neighbors and
asks God to stand as judge between the people. Like Solomon, we should ask
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God to establish justice in the land, condemning the guilty and vindicating
the innocent, and to be voices and vessels by which God can establish what
is right.

6:24-25. In Leviticus 26:17, God warns Israel that disobedience will lead
to defeat in battle. Rather than remain in disobedience, Solomon prays that
Israel would learn from their defeat, repent of their disobedience, return to
the Lord, be forgiven of their sin, and be restored to God’s favor. Like Solomon, we should desire for the rebellious to turn toward faith and receive
God’s blessing.

6:26-27. Drought is another potential consequence of sin (Leviticus 26:1820; Deuteronomy 11:17; 28:24; 2 Samuel 1:21; 1 Kings 17:1). Likewise, Solomon intercedes for the people and asks God to bring them to repentance, to
forgive, and to “Teach them the right way to live.”

6:28-31. Solomon continues to identify signs of God’s judgment on the
land, turning his attention to plague. He also identifies ways for people to
respond: offering prayers, pleas, and spreading out their hands toward the
Temple. Solomon asks God to be just (deal with everyone according to all
they do), and he trusts God will do so, “for you alone know the human heart.”
Solomon expresses his desire that the people live righteously, fearing God
(Proverbs 8:13; 9:10) and walking in obedience (Micah 6:8).

6:32-33. People come to faith in God in many different ways. One way is
when “outsiders” ask God for help, and God surprisingly comes to their aid.
When God called Abram, He promised him that “all peoples on earth will be
blessed through you” (Genesis 12:3). Solomon prays that God will heed the
prayers of “outsiders” so they, too, will be blessed and, thereby, come to know
God and to trust in His Name.
6:34-35. War was a common experience for Israel. Solomon asks God to
preserve and protect them in battle and to “uphold their cause.” In 1 Chronicles 5:20, we are told of Israel’s success against the Hagrites and their allies.
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Israel cried out to God in battle, and God “answered their prayers, because
they trusted in Him.”

6:36-39. Solomon has anticipated disobedience, drought, plague, and war.
Those judgments would be experienced in the land. Solomon now anticipates
an even greater calamity: exile. Solomon is wise enough to acknowledge that
all people sin, and that sin can reach a level of severity where God removes
His people from their homeland. But Solomon again appeals to God for mercy, asking God to bring His people back to the land of promise, to reestablish
Jerusalem, and to forgive.

6:40. Solomon repeats the petition offered in 2 Chronicles 7:14-21.
Solomon Claims God’s Promises (6:40-42)
6.41. In 1 Chronicles 28:2, David said, “Listen to me, my fellow Israelites,
my people. I had it in my heart to build a house as a place of rest for the ark
of the covenant of the Lord, for the footstool of our God, and I made plans
to build it.” In Psalm 132:16, God declares, “I will clothe her priests with salvation, and her faithful people will ever sing for joy.” Solomon asks God to
fulfill these promises.

6:42. God is asked to remain faithful to the Davidic covenant. God did so
ultimately in Jesus, “who as to his earthly life was a descendant of David, and
who through the Spirit of holiness was appointed the Son of God in power by
his resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our Lord” (Romans 1:3-4).

Focusing on the Meaning
First Peter 2:9 says, “But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy
nation, God’s special possession, that you may declare the praises of him
who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light.” These words are
addressed to the whole church, all members of the body of Christ.
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Each person is called to a life of holiness. In Baptist fellowship, we are
guided by the conviction that each person is invited to be faithful to Jesus,
to follow Him, to grow in His likeness, and to seek God’s will alongside other brothers and sisters in Christ. Individuals exercise leadership according
to their gifts, talents, and abilities, and together we look to our true leader,
Jesus Himself. We all have a responsibility to lead in the same manner as
Paul, who wrote, “Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ” (1
Corinthians 11:1).
Solomon was a leader, God’s anointed king. He set an example for Israel
by interceding for the people to God, praising God, and petitioning God for
help. He also claimed God’s promise, that He would remain faithful to His
covenant people. He asked God to impart life to His people, to sustain them,
and to revive them when they fail Him.
Likewise, we are called to lead and, as we do so, to ask God to revive us
again. Do you seek God without ceasing? Follow the example of Solomon.
Commit yourself to a life of holiness. Draw near to Christ. Serve God. Love
Him. Offer yourself to Him as a living sacrifice. Give everything you have, and
everything you are, to Him, and let Him use you for His purposes.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Before the session, obtain several reviews of movies/shows praising the
casts or writers (example: https://www.pdxmonthly.com/arts-and-culture/2017/12/oregon-teen-gets-glowing-reviews-in-broadway-debut).
2. To begin the session after opening prayer, solicit suggestions for types
of performances (acting, sports, etc.) that people today tend to highly praise. Project the reviews you prepared onto a screen or distribute
copies of them to volunteers to read aloud. Discuss the kinds of words
critics used to describe good performances.
3. Ask the class to compare terms we use to praise other humans with
those we use to praise God. Discuss whether or not it seems flippant
to use the same word to describe both God’s power and an elementary
school project (“Our God is an awesome God…”; “That’s an awesome
science project, Billy…”). Transition to Bible study by explaining that
in today’s session we will examine the language of biblical prayers to
discover ways of strengthening our own prayer lives.

Guide Bible Study
4. Divide class into five groups. Assign each group one of the following
passages: 1 Samuel 2:1-10; 2 Kings 19:14-19; 1 Chronicles 29:10-19; 2
Chronicles 6:12-42; Nehemiah 1:4-11. (Large classes may have multiple groups studying the same passages.) Provide paper and markers for
each group.
5. Instruct each group to study the prayer in its given passage and create
a graphic organizer that shows the context of the prayer; its purpose;
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how the speaker approached/addressed God; how the speaker acknowledged God’s power, authority, mercy, and justice; specific language the
speaker used that reflected his/her trust in God’s love and mercy. Allow enough time for groups to read and discuss the passages and create
their charts. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
6. Have each group report their findings to the class and then compare the
charts. (If possible, post finished charts around the room.) Ask what
characteristics all the prayers share in common. (Answers may include
that all began with reverence, praise of God, declarations of His sovereignty, etc.)
7. Have everyone turn to 2 Chronicles 6:12-42. Solicit one or more volunteers to read the passage aloud. Ask why Solomon included so many
possible scenarios (droughts; famines; sins; wars; etc.) in his prayer for
a Temple dedication. How might people today react to such a prayer on
such an occasion?

Encourage Application
8. Have adjoining groups combine to discuss differences between these
biblical prayer models and prayer practices common among today’s
Christians. What might contemporary believers learn from these Old
Testament examples?
9. Ask groups to share some of their thoughts with the class. Encourage
volunteers to share personal insights resulting from the discussions.
10. If time remains, encourage groups to read and discuss questions in the
Study Guide.
11. Close the session by instructing original groups to pray together for
greater effectiveness in prayer and witness.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After opening with prayer, read this thank you note, written in 2009 by
Johnny Depp to a group of fans:
Dearest Susan & All Those Involved With The Making Of...,
Upon opening the package, I received recently, I, of course, had
no idea what to expect. It did not matter however, since nothing
could have prepared me for what I found. After I had picked myself back up off the floor, I knew the first thing I had to do was
write to you all!!! The quilt is beyond beautiful…BEYOND!!! I have
no idea how these few words can offer up any more than scant
reward for such a tremendous effort, but please know that I am
at my most sincere, when I say that the generosity of spirit from
everyone involved with the construction of this astonishing work
of art has truly, truly touched me. I am profoundly grateful. How
kind, thoughtful and wonderful of you all to produce something
so perfect for my birthday!!!
Thank you, to you all, from the bottom of my heart. You are diamonds, all of you, and of course friends. Your magnificent creation, and the names thereon, will live proudly in my abode, with
my precious family and I, forevermore.
Your friend with all love and respect,
Johnny
		(https://www.workhuman.com/resources/globoforce-blog/6-famousthank-you-letters-how-to-say-thanks-and-be-heard).
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2. Have participants identify words in the note that convey Depp’s feelings about the gift. Ask individuals to share about special thank-you
notes they have received and what words or phrases made them memorable.
3. Transition to Bible study by explaining that today’s lesson will examine
Solomon’s Temple dedication prayer to find language that conveys Solomon’s depth of faith and feeling and lays the groundwork for national
revival.

Guide Bible Study
4. Read 2 Chronicles 6:12-13. Ask how Solomon’s preparation—building a
raised platform and kneeling to pray—might have impacted those who
heard his prayer. How does the act of kneeling convey an attitude of
humility? How might we interpret Solomon’s actions as a testimony of
his faith?
5. Have participants follow along in their own Bibles as you read aloud 2
Chronicles 6:14-42. Instruct them to listen for words and phrases that
give evidence of Solomon’s faith and gratitude (such as “no God like
you,” “kept your promise,” “the highest heavens cannot contain you,”
etc.). As the class shares, have a volunteer jot down their observations
on a whiteboard or large sheet of paper.
6. Ask the class to go through the prayer again, this time looking for different subjects that Solomon included in his prayer (praise; confession;
plea for mercy; acknowledging God’s presence; etc.). Record answers on
the board.

Encourage Application
7. Ask what the term “one-dimensional prayer” might mean. Discuss how
the prayers of some contemporary believers sometimes seem repeti-
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tive, selfish, or shallow. Have the class suggest reasons people could fall
into those kinds of praying habits.
8. Look at the notes recorded on the board. Consider the words or phrases Solomon used in his prayer, each one an acknowledgement of God’s
sovereignty. Ask how often Christians today take time to include such
language in their prayers.
9. Discuss the depth of Solomon’s prayer and the different subjects he included in it. Note that he covered not only present circumstances, but
also past and future situations that fall under God’s authority and power. Go through the list on the board and have the class suggest areas
that might, or should, be included in our prayers today.
10. Close the session by having the class break into small groups of 2-3 people to earnestly praise God and pray from the heart for cleansing and
renewal, as individuals and as the Church.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 7:1-10

Hebrews 12:25-29

lesson 10
A Church on Fire

MAIN IDEA

Revival begins with God’s people and
as a result, the church catches fire and
accomplishes great things for God.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Am I desperate for revival?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that the
fire of the Holy Spirit brings unity to
the people of God

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
In the Scriptures, one of the most powerful signs of God’s presence and activity is signified by fire. In Genesis 15:1-21, God established a covenant with
Abram and appeared as “a smoking firepot with a blazing torch.” In Exodus
3:1-22, God revealed Himself to Moses in a burning bush. In Exodus 24:17,
when Israel gathered at Sinai to receive the Law, “To the Israelites the glory of
the Lord looked like a consuming fire on top of the mountain.”
In the New Testament we find more examples. In Luke 3:16, John the
Baptist told his hearers that the Messiah “will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.” In Acts 2:1-12, the Holy Spirit came upon the early disciples and
appeared as “tongues of fire” resting on each one. The Spirit empowered them
to proclaim the gospel to people from every nation under heaven.
Why does God reveal Himself as fire? Consider: fire has transformative
power. It purifies metal, burns away dross, and refines the precious material.
It binds things together and can strengthen steel. It provides light, warmth,
and life. Fire reveals the way through the darkness; it signals the presence of
nearby sanctuary. It can be protective, driving away threats.
Fire is often associated with revival, a movement of God’s Holy Spirit
bringing new life to His church. Hebrews 12:28-29 says, “Therefore, since we
are receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken, let us be thankful, and so
worship God acceptably with reverence and awe, for our ‘God is a consuming
fire.’” The Holy Spirit comes and changes us.
When we say a church is “on fire,” we mean God is powerfully at work.
The Spirit is doing a new thing. God awakens sleepy saints from slumber in
the pews and sends them out to evangelize, serve, and walk in holiness. New
people come to faith in Jesus and are baptized. Prayer is fervent. Worship is
humble and filled with gladness. People in need find mercy and receive benevolence through God’s people. Generosity abounds. The church is united,
together for Christ and His kingdom.
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We no longer desire the things of this world. Instead, we set our minds
on things above, clothe ourselves in Christ, do our work in Jesus’s name, and
give thanks to God the Father through Him (Colossians 3:1-17).

Interpreting the Scriptures
Fire From Heaven (7:1-3)
7:1. God displays power and signals approval of Solomon and his prayer by
coming down in fire. This occurs elsewhere in Scripture. In Leviticus 9:24,
Moses and Aaron offered sacrifice to the Lord outside the tabernacle, and
God consumed the offering in fire. In 1 Kings 18:20-40, God sent fire to consume Elijah’s sacrifice during his contest with the prophets of Baal. Lastly,
in 1 Chronicles 21:26, David called upon the Lord at the threshing floor of
Araunah, and God sent forth fire to consume his offering.

7:2. God’s glory consecrates the Temple, setting it apart from the people
(to consecrate means to set apart). In Exodus 29:1-46, God instructs Moses
to set apart Aaron and his sons as priests before Israel and to make daily
sacrifices outside the tabernacle, where God will speak and “meet with the
Israelites, and the place will be consecrated by my glory.” In Exodus 40:35,
Moses cannot enter the tabernacle because God’s glory is there. Likewise, in
2 Chronicles 7:1-10, the priests cannot enter because God’s glory is present.
Sinful people cannot stand in God’s presence. Yet today, with Jesus as our
Great High Priest, we can boldly approach the throne of grace (Hebrews 4:1416).

7:3. The proper response to God’s presence is worship. Israel witnesses God’s
action and responds with reverence, humility, awe, thanksgiving, and praise.
The people recite words from 1 Chronicles 16:34. There, David instructed
people to worship God with these words before the Ark of the Covenant.
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The People Respond (7:4-7)
7:4-5. Solomon and the people respond to the revelation of God’s glory with
sacrifice. Imagine the scene. The numbers are staggering: twenty-two thousand cattle and one hundred and twenty thousand sheep and goats. This represents an immense fortune. The smell of barbeque was detectable throughout Jerusalem and the surrounding region. The people then enjoyed a feast.
This outpouring of generosity is a sign of true revival. The entire community,
including the leaders, gave freely and gladly of their possessions. Everyone
was blessed, everyone rejoiced, and all participate. Generosity brings people
together. There is unity.
How is your church displaying generosity? How are you responding to
the grace, glory, and presence of God revealed and given in Jesus Christ?

7:6. Sacrifice is accompanied by music. In 1 Chronicles 15:16, David instructed the Levites to appoint musicians for the making of joyful music with lyres,
harps, and cymbals. The people declared the enduring and eternal love of
God. They offered thanksgiving. In 1 John 4:10, we read “This is love: not that
we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for
our sins.” On this side of the cross, we have been given more reasons to celebrate and offer thanks for God’s forever love, given to those who place their
faith in Jesus, and freely offered to all people (John 3:16).

7:7. The offerings of the people exceed the spatial capacity of the altar. Again,
we are shown the magnitude of Solomon’s response as a leader, with Israel
alongside him.

The People Unite (7:8-10)
7:8. Who was present for this festival? The guest list included people from
Lebo Hamath to the Wadi of Egypt. Who were these people? In Genesis
15:18-21 and Numbers 34:1-12, these places were mentioned in reference
to the geographic extent of the Promised Land. These representatives were
within the promised boundaries of Israel. Solomon made sure they were included in the festivities.
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What is the significance of this today? When the people of God experience revival, God gathers those who are near and those who are far off. Solomon and the leaders of the people were intentional about who they invited
to the Temple dedication. They made sure those mentioned in the promises
to the patriarchs were included—signaling they knew the Scriptures. They
worked for unity and for faithfulness to God’s Word.
Solomon’s festival was patterned after the proceedings for the Festival
of Tabernacles, which is described in Leviticus 23:33-43. The Temple’s dedication marked the fulfillment of a promise and the unveiling of a new work
among God’s people, but Solomon chose to incorporate elements in the celebration that were familiar to Israel and established within the tradition.
Likewise, churches today can celebrate when God does a new work while also
honoring the past and the familiar.

7:9. In Leviticus 23:36, the Lord instructed Moses concerning the Festival
of Tabernacles and said, “For seven days present food offerings to the Lord,
and on the eighth day hold a sacred assembly and present a food offering to
the Lord. It is the closing special assembly; do no regular work.” In like manner, Solomon brought the proceedings to a close.

7:10. As the people returned to their homes, we read that they were “joyful
and glad in heart for the good things the Lord had done for David and Solomon and for his people Israel.” The chronicler named David, Solomon, and
the people as recipients of God’s love and faithfulness.
When the people of God witness God’s faithfulness, we should feel joy
and gladness for everyone. Leaders be glad for the people. People be glad for
the leaders. Everyone be glad for everyone. God has been kind and gracious
to all.

Focusing on the Meaning
Is your congregation in the midst of a revival? If so, give thanks and rejoice.
God is doing incredible work, and you are a witness. Be a good steward, and if
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your congregation can encourage other Christians, tell the story. Give God all
the glory. Your church may be in the middle of a new and exciting thing that
God is doing, something more than you have asked for or imagined. Perhaps
the fire will spread to other Christian fellowships, more people will come to
know Jesus Christ, and the good news of salvation will spread to places you
could not have foreseen. Worship God and offer praise.
But if your church is not experiencing revival, do you long for it? Is there
revival stirring in you or among those in your fellowship? God is calling you
to seek Him, to pray for revival, repent of your sins, and to set an example,
walking steadfastly with Jesus. Isaiah 55:6 says, “Seek the Lord while he
may be found; call on him while he is near,” and in Jeremiah 29:13 we read
the promise, “You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your
heart.” Revival may begin with you, your class, your church. Seek God with
your whole heart.
In 1 Kings 18:20-40, Elijah had a famous showdown with the prophets
of Baal. Though the prophets of Baal cried out to their god to consume their
offering, nothing happened. But when Elijah knelt before God, fire was sent
down and all present saw that the Lord is the one true God. Elijah prepared
the altar. God sent the fire.
The same pattern is seen in 2 Chronicles 7:1-10. Solomon and the people
of God had prepared the altar. They gathered to worship. They sought the
Lord. They prayed. God then appeared in their midst as fire, and God’s glory
shone forth in the Temple. The people rejoiced, united, and celebrated. They
had caught fire.
Prepare the altar of your heart. May the fire of God fall fresh upon you,
purifying your church, and lead you in righteousness. May you respond in
unity, give witness to His glory, and proclaim the salvation found in Jesus
Christ.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. After opening with prayer, begin the session by asking how many participants have ever watched an Olympic opening ceremony. Note that
these spectacles are probably the biggest and most elaborate events of
their kind in today’s world. (If possible, show a short video clip of a
recent Olympic opening ceremony, featuring pageantry, lighting the
flame, parade of athletes, etc.) Have the class suggest the kind of planning, logistics, technology, and people power that might go into putting on such an event. Share Forbes’ figures from the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics as an example: Cost, $12.9 billion; Attendance,
35,000-seat stadium and 5 billion TV viewers; Personnel, 14,647 volunteers (https://www.forbes.com/sites/christinasettimi/2018/02/08/
by-the-numbers-the-2018-pyeongchang-winter-olympics/#32b256467fb4).
2. Note that some community events may not include the global pageantry and expenditures of the Olympics but can be meaningful celebrations for those involved. Have the class suggest committees that might
be necessary to plan celebratory activities for the dedication of a new
church building (such as food; decorations; music; etc.). Enlist volunteers to role play a brief meeting of the committee heads to plan such
an event (encourage them to go as big and elaborate as possible).
3. Transition to Bible study by noting that the dedication of Solomon’s
Temple was the biggest, costliest, and most elaborate event of its day.
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Guide Bible Study
4. Have the class read 2 Chronicles 7:4-10. Invite the same, or different,
volunteers to return to the front to continue their role play, but this
time as a planning committee for Solomon’s Temple dedication. Have
them discuss the types of preparations needed for the upcoming event
(logistics like food and housing for people and animals; enlisting volunteers; communications; etc.).
5. Debrief the short role play by asking for class comments or suggestions.
Discuss the enormity of the event and the time, preparation, and people
power required for it to run smoothly. Ask the class to consider those
factors while re-examining the verses. What seems to be the main focus
of the passage? Discuss how the writer does not emphasize the practical
headaches connected with hosting such a huge event, but rather focuses on the pervasive atmosphere of gratitude to God.
6. Have the class go back to the beginning and read the first three verses
of chapter 7. Give participants a few minutes to discuss with their immediate neighbors how this section sets the stage for the account that
follows. As partners share their observations with the class, note that
these three verses change the tone of the passage from a historical record to a testimony of God’s sovereign power.
7. Enlist volunteers to read aloud Leviticus 9:24, 1 Kings 18:36-39, and 1
Chronicles 21:26. Lead the class to discuss the purpose and significance
of fire God sent to consume sacrificial offerings. Discuss how divine fire
represented consecration—a setting apart for holiness. Have a volunteer read Acts 2:3 and ask what parallels we can draw between this verse
and the others just read.
8. Read 2 Chronicles 7:2-3 again. Have the class recall other biblical accounts that describe God’s presence coming down in a cloud (Moses
on Mt. Sinai, Exodus 24:15-16; dedication of the Tabernacle, Exodus
40:34; etc.). Ask what effect this cloud had on people at each one of
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these events, including the dedication of the Temple in today’s lesson.
Discuss why such visible evidence of God’s presence compels a response
of worship.

Encourage Application
9. Have participants turn again to their nearest neighbors and discuss
ways God makes His presence known today. Ask them to describe experiences that drive Christians to their knees in praise and worship and
suggest ways to rekindle a flame of renewal when faith becomes weak or
stale.
10. Close the session by having small groups pray together for sensitivity to
the Lord’s presence, and for attitudes of reverence and awe before Him.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Before the session, find and print out several pictures of flower arrangements for business grand openings such as can be found on Google Images or florist websites.
			 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items”
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
2. After opening with prayer, begin the session by having the class list
things connected with business grand opening events (door prizes; discount deals; free food; entertainers; etc.). Show the flower arrangement
pictures and have class members guess the cost of each. Ask individuals
to describe similar events they have attended.
3. Transition to Bible study by noting that two “grand opening” events
highlighted Israel’s history—the dedications of the Tabernacle and the
Temple.
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Guide Bible Study
4. Divide the class into two listening groups. As someone reads aloud
Numbers 7:1-3, 84-89, have one group listen for, and record, the sacrifices brought for the Tabernacle’s dedication. The other group will record the sacrifices offered during the dedication of Solomon’s Temple
as they listen to someone read 2 Chronicles 7:4-7. Ask both groups to
report their numbers to the class. Compare the sizes of the two events.
5. Discuss the attitudes that prompted people to donate such lavish offerings to these dedication ceremonies. What was the source of their
gratitude? Ask the class to name possible motivations today’s church
members have for contributing tithes and offerings.
6. Read aloud 2 Chronicles 7:1-3. Have the class offer one-word descriptions of what the people felt when they saw fire and cloud come down
from heaven (awe; fear; reverence; worship; etc.).
7. Discuss the meaning and purpose of “consecration.” Ask participants to
give examples of consecrations in the Bible or in our lives today (answers
might include: Moses consecrated the priests and all of the furnishings
and utensils when he first set up the Tabernacle; Israel consecrated itself before marching against Jericho; Samuel consecrated David when
he anointed him king; today people consecrate babies to the Lord; etc.)

Encourage Application
8. Ask what it would take for contemporary Christians to feel the same
levels of reverence and awe the Israelites experienced during the Temple dedication. Have the class suggest reasons people do not seem to
feel those responses as much these days.
9. Close the session with a time of prayer, allowing those who wish to
voice prayers aloud in turn. Encourage people to pray that God would
rekindle a fire of devotion and spiritual fervor in their hearts that would
spread to others.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 7:11-22

Romans 12:1-12

lesson 11
Our Only Hope
MAIN IDEA

Throughout the Word of God there
is a continual emphasis on the conditional relationship we enjoy with
God. “If my people…shall…then I
will.”
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How do I “seek God’s face”?
TEACHING AIM

To challenge adults to realize the
greatest exercise they can take on
would be to humble themselves before God

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Second Chronicles 3—4 is the record of Solomon building the Temple, which
was to provide a place for confession, sacrifice, and commitment. It was a
physical structure to remind people of their need for God and His forgiveness. The visible Temple was built to make the invisible God become more
visible and tangible.
In 2 Chronicles 5, the Temple was furnished with historical holy items,
which were reminders of God’s activities in saving His people. The Ark of
the Covenant (an elaborate chest containing the Ten Commandments) was
brought into the Temple, along with all the holy utensils previously used in
the tent of meeting. The ark was a constant reminder that God delivered His
people out of the land and control of Egypt, and made them His own people.
After the furnishings were in place and dedicated, the glory of God’s presence
filled the Temple (5:11-14).
Solomon explained he had built a lofty house for God, where God’s presence could dwell forever (6:1-11). It was to be a place where God could be
found and encountered. After affirming he had accomplished what God asked
him to do, Solomon confirmed that God was too majestic to be contained in
any earthly building (6:18). Solomon prayed God would see, hear, and respond to people praying in the Temple, whether they be members of God’s
people, or not (6:28-33).
Following Solomon’s prayer of dedication, God’s Shekinah Glory (dazzling light indicating God’s presence) filled the Temple afresh, and the priests
offered more than one hundred thousand sacrifices for cleansing the people
of their sins and dedicating them to God (7:1-10).
After the public events, the Lord appeared to Solomon in the night (7:1112), with a reminder of the covenant conditions between God and people. If
my people will do certain things, then I, God, will do certain things. What
does God require of us, as His people? How do we seek God’s face? As we
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fulfill our responsibilities, what does God promise to do on our behalf? Discovering the answers to these questions is the purpose of today’s study.

Interpreting the Scriptures
An Ending and a Beginning (7:11-12)
7:11. The work of building God’s Temple, its furnishings and necessary
equipment, as well as the building of Solomon’s palace, were all completed.
This brought to an end twenty years of building projects. Seven years were
spent building God’s Temple (1 Kings 6:1, began building in 4th year of Solomon’s reign, finished in 11th year, 1 Kings 6:38), and another thirteen years
in building Solomon’s palace complex (cf. 1 Kings 7:1-12). Solomon had done
what he promised God he would do.

7:12. That night, when all the festivities were completed, God appeared to
Solomon for a second time. The first time was approximately 24 years earlier,
right after he was anointed king (2 Chronicles 1:3-13). At that time, God
asked Solomon what he would ask God to do for him. Solomon asked for
wisdom to lead the people of God. Because he had not asked for wealth or
fame, God gave him the wisdom he asked for, and also the wealth, success,
and fame he didn’t ask for.
At this second appearance to Solomon, God said He heard Solomon’s
prayer, and He will be found and experienced when people seek Him in the
Temple. The rest of this study comes from God’s message through this second
encounter, a message to Solomon, to God’s people, and to us (7:12-22).
I have heard your prayer (6:12-40). Solomon prayed that God would inhabit the Temple and hear and answer prayers offered there. So God assured
Solomon that His ears were open, and He had chosen to dwell in the Temple.
We all need to know that God hears our prayers, and then takes action to
help us.
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God Warns Us When We Have Strayed (7:13)
7:13. God continues to another subject in Solomon’s prayer. If I withhold
rain, or your crops are devoured by locusts, or I send a plague among my people, these are a warning you have wandered away from me. Recognize them
as an alert call to tell you to return to living in love and commitment with Me.
The first step in getting to where you need to go, is to realize you are not
on the right road, or are not going in the right direction. When alerted, then
turn around.

God’s People Are to Return to Face God (7:14a)
7:14a. How do we seek God’s presence effectively, to be restored and renewed in our relationship with Him? While each individual person should
seek God’s presence regularly, in this passage God is addressing the whole
group of God’s people.
Who are those referred to as “my people, who are called by my name?” In
this live event, God was talking about the people in a covenant relationship
with God, “I will be their God, they will be my people...” (Exodus 6:7; Leviticus
26:12; Jeremiah 31:33). Generally, that would refer to those of the tribes of
Israel who were called by God and responded by leaving all to follow God and
live a life pleasing to God.
“Called by His name” refers not only to carrying His name as a part of
His family, but a name also represented the essence and character of who
the person is. Jesus means Savior. Christ means Anointed One. In the New
Testament, those who carry His name are those who have become children
of God through faith in Jesus, the seed (singular) of Abraham (John 3:16; 1
John 3:1-2; 5:11-13; Galatians 3:16, 23, 29.). We, as Christians, are literally
called by His name, since the word Christian is a diminutive form of Christ,
meaning we are little forms of Christ, having His name and character. It is
our responsibility as Christians, to continually seek to maintain a life that
pleases God, and live in His presence by His power.
What are we, the people of God as a group, to be and do as we turn to God
for restoration of ourselves, and of the land of the people of God? Those who
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are God’s people, and carry His name, need to employ four attitudes with the
accompanying activities of each attitude.
First, we are to humble ourselves. Admit we desperately need God, that
we can do nothing worthwhile without God doing it in and through us. Don’t
wait for life to humble you, or for God to humble you. It is our job to humble
ourselves. Put God first.
Secondly, pray. Open yourself up to God, talk with Him, and listen to
Him. When God points out a sin, agree with God and allow Him to remove it
from your life. Pray for forgiveness and restoration. Pray for insight, the way
forward, and for wisdom.
Thirdly, seek God’s face. Approach God, draw close to Him, lift your eyes
to see His smile and love. God sees you; do you see Him? God listens to you;
do you listen to Him? Seeking requires effort, energy, and priority.
Lastly, as a result of these attitudes and actions, we are to turn away from
our evil ways. Evil is anything that replaces God’s good will and way being
accomplished in and through our lives.

God Will Restore Us, and Our Land, to Being Blessed by
God (7:14-16)
7:14b. Then…after we do what God tells us to do, then God restores blessing
to us and our situations of life. When we do our four-pronged, earthly part
of this deal, then God fulfills His role in infusing our earthly lives with His
divine power and accomplishments.
Then I will hear from Heaven...God will hear and come do a restoration
work in our lives and life situations. Then I will forgive their sins. In the Old
Testament, to forgive is to pardon, or to cleanse. In the New Testament, it
means to release you from your sins, like untying a boat from a dock.
In the end, God heals us and our church, restoring us to full operation
again.

7:15-16. God made a commitment to be found in this Temple, actively interacting with worshipers, seeing their needs and hearing their requests. He
honored the sacrifices made in the Temple. His presence consecrated the
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Temple, making it holy because God is holy, so His name, His character, His
eyes, and His heart would always be there.

The Consequences of Keeping, or Breaking Covenant With
God (7:17-22)
7:17-18. God’s personal conditional promise to Solomon was: If you (singular, Solomon), walk faithfully with Me, then I will establish your throne and
there will always be an heir of David on the throne.

7:19-22. But if you (plural, you the people called by my name) turn away
from Me and disregard My teachings and commands, then I will uproot Israel from My land, reject this Temple, and make you the laughingstock of
all the other nations. People will ask: Why did this happen? Others will tell
them: Because they have rejected the Lord, the God who delivered them from
Egypt. They have forsaken Him and gone after other gods. They brought this
destruction upon themselves.
Focusing on the Meaning
The quality of our life depends greatly upon the quality of our relationships.
Most personal relationships involve at least two people, whether that be a
husband and wife, a parent and child, people in the workplace, or our relationship with God.
Good relationships require the people involved to do their part and contribute to the relationship. Good relationships need continual monitoring
and strengthening. Today’s study stresses the covenant relationship God has
with His people. When that relationship gets out of tune, our lives begin to
suffer. God will nudge us to call our attention to something that needs adjustment in our relationship with Him.
As God’s people, who are known by His name, we need to keep our relationship with God fresh. When we are drifting from God, things in life
will begin to go ragged. These are early warning signs, to alert us to humble
ourselves, to pray asking God to show us what is out of alignment in our
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lives, and to seek communion with Him face to face. We must turn away from
whatever hinders our relationship with God. As we do this, God hears, forgives, and heals our lives, our wounds, and our life circumstances.
God has chosen us to be His people and He has promised to love and
care for us; but relationships take two persons. We have our contributions to
make to our relationship with God and others, and we need to do what God
tells us is our part of the bargain. God then promises to do His part in the
relationship.
These principles work in a believer’s personal relationship with God, in a
church’s relationship with God, and in any larger group of God’s people. God
is our only hope for healthy spirituality and relationships.
2 Chronicles 7:14 (NIV)
“If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and
pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from
heaven, and I will forgive their sin and will heal their land.”
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 • Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 • Read this passage several times to get a handle on the message the
writer of 2 Chronicles is communicating to the readers or listeners of
his day.
		 • Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class. You may choose to use parts of each plan for
teaching. It may enrich your teaching of your class.
2. On the white board or chalkboard write in large letters the words to 2
Chronicles 7:14—“IF my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked
ways, THEN I will hear from heaven and I will forgive their sin and will
heal their land.”
3. Make sure everyone has a copy of the Scripture reading for today. They
can have a Bible or the Study Guide.
4. Encourage them to write thoughts in the margins of their Bible or Study
Guide as they follow along in the lesson.

Guide Bible Study
5. As your students enter the room for your study, ask them to read silently the verse on the board and respond to it when called upon.
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6. After several responses and perhaps some response back from you, ask
the class or group if they know what the word, “syllogism,” means? Encourage them to think about this because almost everyone uses this
formula during a regular day. The formula is: “IF this happens and IF
this happens, THEN that will happen.” Moms use this all the time: “IF
you will finish your homework before supper, THEN you can watch TV
afterwards.” “IF you go to bed tonight without complaining, THEN you
can go out with your friends this weekend.” Ask students to think of,
and call out, things that have happened to them that use this formula:
“If…then.” Tell the class or group that today we are going to talk about
one of the more famous syllogisms in the Bible. Call attention to the
verse on the board.
			 The truth for us as Christians is that IF our lives are going to be a reflection to those around us of the title of this lesson, “Our Only Hope,”
THEN our lives must be filled with God’s Holy Spirit. We must remove
some thoughts, actions, and attitudes from our lives that are hindering
us and live according to His promptings and not our own.
7. Invite someone to read the focal passage: 2 Chronicles 7:11-22. Invite
the class to listen carefully to the passage and pick out examples of
“If” statements and “then” statements. Sometimes the words, “if” and
“then,” may not even be included in the text, but they are implied and
bear mentioning. Allow the class to speak out loud what they have discovered in this passage concerning the idea of syllogism.
8. In order to better understand this passage, take a minute and read the
second paragraph in the introduction of the Study Guide. It starts out “…
Our concerts were very exciting and fun…” (read the entire paragraph,
concluding with “…I think something similar may have happened in
Solomon’s day”). Ask your students to listen for insights from this reading that may help them understand the Lord’s Word to each of us. Allow
them to share their thoughts.
9. One of my favorite things about this passage is the timing. Think about
it. It had been an exciting time of worship. People had praised God
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and recognized His rule in their lives and then God’s Grace made itself
known in verse 14. Understand that God gave Solomon the principle for
what they would need when they had sinned and fallen away from Him.
He provided the way for them to get back into right relationship with
Him. Isn’t that just like God to provide for us even before we know we
need something. What amazing grace! A thought for you and me: When
we are having a great time in the Lord, remember we are fickle and often
choose our own way over God’s way and get ourselves off track and in
trouble. God in His grace helps us to know how to get back before we
know we need to do so. Thank you, Lord.

Encourage Application
10. In closing, look at the background passage for this lesson: Romans 12:112. The first 8 verses of this are a New Testament version of this of
the Old Testament classic principle. Invite another person to read these
verses. Here is what you and I can do to get back into a right relationship with God based on what these verses say. Discuss each one.
		 • We can give ourselves to God (verse 1).
		 • We can decide not to imitate worldly standards (verse 2).
		 • We can allow the Lord to transform us (verse 2).
		 • We can have a correct evaluation of ourselves (verse 3).
		 • We can get to work in His church, utilizing the gifts He has given us
(verses 4-8).
			 What is keeping you from getting back to a right relationship with
God today? (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
11. Call on someone to close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 • Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 • Read this passage several times to get a handle on the message the
writer of 2 Chronicles is communicating to the readers or listeners of
his day.
		 • Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class. You may choose to use parts of each plan for
teaching. It may enrich your teaching of your class.

Guide Bible Study
2. As the students arrive invite them to turn in the Study Guide and read
the sidebar entitled, “Consecration.” In our passage of study today, we
are reading about consecrating the Temple. That is an important concept. Many of us have indeed participated in the consecrating of a new
church auditorium or education building or a youth building or a children’s building. You get the picture. Today, however, we want to discuss
what consecrating our own bodies, God’s current temple, looks like, as
well.
3. Turn to your neighbor and have a brief discussion with them on the
differences between consecrating a building and consecrating our lives.
After you have discussed this for a few moments, join in a conversation
about the similarities between consecrating a building and consecrating
our lives. Allow public responses from the groups.
4. Let’s move for just a few minutes from consecrating our lives to being different as a result of our relationship with the Lord to the idea
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of covenants. The word, covenant, means that two parties agree to behave toward each other with appropriate boundaries. As is stated in the
Teaching Guide, the best-known covenant in Scripture is between God
and His people. Gather in groups of 4 and visit with each other about
John 3:16. Discuss what God’s part in this covenant is and then briefly
discuss what our part is.
5. After a few minutes read from the Study Guide: “God’s part is to love all
people unconditionally, give us Jesus as a perfect sacrifice for sins, and
give us eternal life! We have something we must do, too. We must believe! We must place our faith in Jesus as Savior and in God as a promise
keeper. We confess our belief to God in a prayer in which we ask Jesus to
forgive our sins and save our souls. We confess our belief to others as a
testimony of faith in which we tell them plainly that Jesus is our Savior
and Lord.” We all know these are the basics of the relationship between
God and us. There are much deeper discussions to be had about what
these things mean to all of us.
6. Invite the groups to briefly discuss what each of the parts of the covenant mean to them as individuals. This should help them clarify in their
own minds the significance of the relationship they have with God.
7. From 2 Chronicles 7:14, we get the idea we are to “seek His face,” and we
are to “turn from our wicked ways.” Sit in groups of 4 or 5 and discuss
the difference between seeking God and turning from sin to God. Ask:
How does this apply to our church? One way to focus on this is to grasp
the difference between “being” and “doing.” When we seek God, we
start to develop His character in our inward lives. When we turn from
our wickedness, we start the process of giving outward evidence in our
lives that “being” has produced “action evidence” that we belong to the
Savior. It is not either/or—either actually being a Christian in character
versus actually acting like a person who has a relationship with God.
Both are necessary.
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Encourage Application
8. Ask the group to stop a minute and reflect on what they need to do with
this lesson. Invite anyone who wants to do so to share what they plan
to do this week to demonstrate they have consecrated their lives to the
Lord. Affirm any responses!
9. Spend a moment in a prayer of consecration.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 9:1-12

1 Peter 2:4-12

lesson 12
Hard Questions
MAIN IDEA

The Queen of Sheba had it all; wealth,
power, prestige, and riches. But
something was missing, so she came
seeking for what she did not have.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

When I worship God am I all in?
TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to realize they
are a living stone in the Temple of
God

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Solomon was a gifted man, who ruled Israel from 970-930 B.C. His wisdom
material was massive, including 3000 spoken proverbs and 1005 written
songs (cf. 1 Kings 4:32), some contained in three Bible books (Proverbs, Song
of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes), which are generally attributed to his creative
work.
His wisdom led him to consolidate David’s kingdom, and then to expand
it through strategic and economic efforts. He solidified border defenses, expanded military capability, built ships for import and export, and made trade
agreements with useful partners throughout the region, i.e. Hiram of Tyre,
and the Queen of Sheba. He also gained access to the ports and ships of Tyre,
as well as to their timber. His many new alliances gave Israel control over the
major trade routes throughout the region.
Practical wisdom, international trade, bargaining, deal-making, quality
craftsmanship, and beauty in workmanship, as well as setting up administrative systems to keep the whole kingdom coordinated, were all part of Solomon’s forte.
Sheba (Saba’) was the land of the Sabeans (cf. Psalm 72:10, 15; Isaiah
60:6; Jeremiah 6:20), which is modern-day Yemen. The Sabeans were traders
and merchants who, during Solomon’s time, had territories in Yemen and Africa, as well as trading partners in India, who traded both by land and by sea.
This study delves into the visit of the Queen of Sheba to meet Solomon
and to ask hard questions to reveal whether or not his wisdom is indeed superlative. The visit was the queen’s quest for wisdom, and most probably also
the quest to establish a trade partnership between Sheba and Israel, via the
interactions of the Queen of Sheba and Solomon. But on a deeper level it
reveals the Queen’s curiosity about the God behind Solomon’s wisdom and
reign (see 9:5-8). Every real quest for wisdom must lead one to the God of all
wisdom.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
The Quest for the Best (9:1-2)
9:1. Both Solomon and the Queen of Sheba were wealthy people, yet she
was on a quest for the best wisdom in the world. The fact that she dialogued
with Solomon reveals she had a pretty impressive mind herself, and one can
almost see the animation and intensity of their verbal interactions, and her
delight in his answers.
She came to test Solomon with hard questions. The Hebrew word translated “hard questions” is our word for riddles. Wisdom is not just having information, but also insight, understanding, abstract thinking, and the ability
to use it to solve problems.

9:2. Solomon answered all her questions easily. He spoke fluently and wisely
in any subject she brought up.

The Evidence From the Best (9:3-8)
9:3-4. The Queen of Sheba came to examine his wisdom, abilities, and accomplishments. She knew Solomon’s reputation, that he became wise because he asked God for wisdom, and God gave it to him.
But lurking in the background is the quest we all have, whether we realize it or not. Is there really a God who knows everything, and who desires to
interact with us? This theme runs through her observations, but it is not revealed until 9:5-8 that each of these things not only revealed divine wisdom,
but also the majesty and beauty of God Himself. What Solomon did and said
pointed to the all-wise God.
She saw (experienced) his wisdom. He was a master of all subjects, communicating knowledge in practical, useful ways. Such depth and breadth,
such truth and pragmatism, pointed to a God superlative to all other gods.
God desires us to share wise, helpful, divine truth with others.
She also saw God through the palace Solomon had built. It pointed to a
beauty and sublimity of another realm. It was not just a building; its beauty,
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quality, materials, value, and craftsmanship reflected the God who inspired
it. Wisdom should show through what we build, and how we live.
Even the food she saw on the table was different in kind or quality to
what she had ever seen before (see 1 Kings 4:22-25). Again, wisdom is seen
through what we eat, and how we present it.
She was impressed by the seating of the officials, including the numbers,
the efficiency, and the wise organization of their seating. She saw the wisdom
of honoring those who helped give you success.
She noticed the robes of the attending waiters and cupbearers. Servants
in robes was an oxymoron, but not if you are wise. This was a palace where
even servants were clothed in fine linen. Whether it was the fact that servants had robes at all, or whether the robes were of fine quality, the queen
saw something of the wise character of God in it, revealing a wise affirmation
of those who serve.
The last phrase in 9:4 that is translated in the NIV as: “and the burnt
offerings he made at the temple of the Lord ...” can be understood in either
of two ways. The phrase is probably best translated, as the NASB translated
it (also in 1 Kings 10:5 NASB95), “when she saw … his stairway by which he
went up to the house of the Lord...” This ornately decorated and covered
stairway (cf. description in Ezekiel 40:26) allowed the king to ascend from
his residence, up to and through other buildings, and then exit near the Temple’s outer court (cf. 2 Kings 16:18). The NASB interpretation portrays her
being overwhelmed by the procession of the king and his party (presumably
including herself) ascending the awesome stairway from the palace, to and
through the Palace of the Cedars of Lebanon, and then up into the throne
room, and finally exiting near the entrance to the Temple courtyard where
sacrifices were being offered. The stairway had carved palm trees to engage
the sense of sight, and the aroma of sandalwood stairs and cedar engaged the
sense of smell. Thus, this total breath-taking experience overwhelmed the
Queen of Sheba.
The other interpretation, presented in the NIV, is that she saw the burnt
offerings being offered in the outer court of the Temple. This too would be an
awesome sensing experience as she watched the quality and quantity of animals sacrificed for the forgiveness of sins, and the smoke of the fat portions
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ascending as prayers to God. Perhaps both translations combined give us the
total picture.

Her Evaluation of the Best (9:5-8)
9:5-6. What she had heard about Solomon was indeed true. Her conclusion
was, I heard it and didn’t believe it, but what I heard was not even half of
what I’d seen. The wisdom I saw exceeded all expectations.

9:7-8. Notice the emphasis stressed in her perception. Godly wisdom focuses observers on the greatness of God, not on the greatness of a person. How
happy (blessed) are your people and officials who get to hear wisdom through
you.
Praise be to the Lord your God. He has delighted in you, and placed you
on His throne as king, to rule this people. God is why you are wise, and He
placed you on His throne. He is the King; you are His servant.
Sheba concluded that God had made Solomon king of Israel because of
His lasting love for Israel, and His desire to hold them up, maintaining a just
society with right relationships with God and others. The queen saw the real
King (God) upon the throne, and while Solomon was impressive, his reign
was a gift from God. It is God who is wisdom, God who loves and gives, God
who holds us up, God who establishes rulers to maintain justice and good
relationships with God and people.

Commitment to Partner With the Best (9:9-12)
9:9-11. The Queen gives Solomon the precious gifts she brought. One hundred twenty talents of gold is approximately four and a half tons of gold. She
gave him gold and jewels, which he already had, but also gifts he didn’t have,
such as varieties of rare spices from distant lands, like India and Africa.
The Queen came to establish a trading partnership between her people
and Israel, to their mutual benefit. Gifts as exchanged here were tributes
rather than personal gifts. She implemented Solomon’s own words in Proverbs 18:16: “A gift opens the way and ushers the giver into the presence of the
great.” Gifts greased the wheels of deals, and showed mutual respect between
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partners. The Queen and Solomon gave gifts to each other to consummate
the trade deal.

9:12. Solomon gave her all she requested (i.e. in the trade deal), and gave her
more than she had given him. Commitments are costly… she made a costly, long, dangerous journey with 4.5 tons of gold and other valuable items.
She risked her life to make the trip, with no assurance that Solomon would
receive her. We too must take risks in surrendering our all to God, and to be
useful in His service. But God always gives us more than we give Him.

Focusing on the Meaning
Solomon was given great wisdom, which he combined with creative workmanship and highest quality materials to build a tribute to God, the ultimate
Creator.
The Queen of Sheba was left breathless by the magnificence of what Solomon had built, but she recognized its origin was God. She was wowed by the
God of Solomon, for she came as an inquirer, a skeptic. But the evidence of
God working through Solomon turned her eyes to God, the source of wisdom
and value.
Solomon’s Temple pointed people to the majesty of God. But with the
arrival of Jesus, the temple of stone had accomplished God’s purpose, and
with Jesus’ death and resurrection, a new living temple made interaction
with God globally possible.
In the New Testament, the temple is not comprised of bricks and stone,
but of you and me, of believers from every nation, language, cultural, and
ethnic group. The cost of building the living temple was the sacrifice of Jesus,
the Lamb of God. Jesus now has become the chief cornerstone, the foundation upon which the living temple of God is being built. You and I are living
stones being built upon that foundation (1 Corinthians 3:11, 16; 1 Peter 2:45), and inhabited by the Holy Spirit, the Father, and the Son (John 14:23).
We are stones made alive and connected together to reveal the majesty and
wisdom of God through our lives, our praise, and our service as His church.
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When people see us, they should see God’s design and creative workmanship
(Ephesians 2:10).
Just as the queen could see God’s wisdom and reality in Solomon and
his life, people need to see God through us. We are each God’s creative work
(Ephesians 2:10); and others need to see God in our lives. Just as the queen
could smell the sweet aroma of sandalwood and cedar rising on the journey
to the place of worship, or the sweet aroma of the incense rising up to God,
we are to be, and leave, the sweet aroma of God with every person we encounter (2 Corinthians 2:14-16).
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read the Focal Text passage several times to get a handle on the message the writer of 2 Chronicles is communicating to his readers.
		 c. Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class.
2. On the white board or chalkboard write this statement: “There is a Godshaped vacuum in the heart of each man which cannot be satisfied by
any created thing but only by God the Creator, made know through Jesus Christ” (Pascal).
3. If you can, go to the store and purchase a bag of Cotton Candy. Bring
it with some small paper cups, and some napkins to class on Sunday.
Note: Please bring some tongs to pull apart the cotton candy.

Guide Bible Study
4. As your class members are entering your meeting room have them read
the quote on the board. Invite them to also read 2 Chronicles 9:1-8. Ask
them to compare what they have read in both locations and be prepared
to share some thoughts they have discovered in the biblical text, compared to what they read on the board. Allow some responses.
5. Say, When people from the state of Missouri are presented with an outlandish statement about some other state, what do you think their response is? It
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is on their license plates: “Show Me!” To be honest, this is what the Queen
of Sheba may have said when she heard about Solomon.
6. The Queen of Sheba may have tried to counteract what she had heard
about Solomon and his wisdom because she did not appear to have
much meaning in her life. As you have seen in 2 Chronicles 9:1-8, she
had a lot of “stuff.” At this point, walk around the class and give each
person a small cup of cotton candy and ask them to eat what you have
given them. Tell them you want them to feel about that cotton candy
like what the Queen of Sheba felt about her riches. Empty! Both riches and cotton candy on the surface appear to promise a lot, but in the
end they both deliver the same thing—meaninglessness. Refer the class
back to the statement on the board from Pascal. Say, Today, we will talk
about true meaning. In this case, Solomon delivered on what the Lord had
given him—wisdom along with the riches.
7. Put your thinking cap on and consider the people of California, Oregon,
and Washington during the fire season of 2020. Many had homes, cars,
pools, boats, riches, belongings, and more. Those things, though, did
not mean much when the raging fires came through those states. Many
of the possessions of wealth were destroyed. In his book, Ecclesiastes,
Solomon called this chasing after the wind. Like the Queen of Sheba,
maybe you are experiencing meaninglessness in what you possess (Ecclesiastes 1:1-2). God wants to reveal Himself to you today. He is the
Source of Meaning for our lives.

Encourage Application
8. Maybe you find yourself in a place like the Queen of Sheba—having a
lot of material belongings but feeling empty when it comes to meaning
in your life. Below is a plan of action for those who are longing for a
relationship with God through Christ. You may want to discover a relationship with Him by doing these things:
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5 R’s to a Right Relationship With God
		
Realize you are a sinful person with no way to put yourself in a right
relationship with God (Romans 3:23).
		
Relate that to God. The Bible word for that thought is “Confess.” The
word means agreeing with God about something He already knows.
Tell God you know you are a sinner. He already knows, but now you
do, too (1 John 1:9).
		
Repent. Decide in your heart that you are going to turn away from your
sinful ways (Acts 3:19-20).
		
Receive Christ into your life. Repentance is not enough. We must receive Christ’s Spirit into our lives so He can begin to change us into
someone who looks like, acts like, and has the same attitude of Christ
(John 1:12).
		
Respond. You need to tell some people about this decision publicly. Tell
your pastor or staff member and then declare your loyalty to Christ
by joining a local church (Romans 10:9-10).
			 If you walk through this plan and receive Christ, you will have the
meaning in your life that you seek. That meaning is Jesus Christ! (A
copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
9. Remind the class about Pascal’s statement written on the board. We are
ALL empty without Christ.
10. As the Leader of this group, make yourself available to anyone who
wants to accept Christ. Answer questions you can and then point them
to a staff member or the pastor to guide them in the process of discipling them.
11. Close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read the Focal Text passage several times to get a handle on the message the writer of 2 Chronicles is communicating to his readers.
		 c. Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class.
2. On the white board or chalkboard write this statement: “There is a Godshaped vacuum in the heart of each man which cannot be satisfied by
any created thing but only by God the Creator, made know through Jesus Christ” (Pascal).

Guide Bible Study
3. As people arrive direct them to read 2 Chronicles 9:1-12. Ask them to
identify the sources of perceived meaning in life and discuss how they
are inadequate to deliver that meaning.
4. After a few minutes ask individuals to tell the group what they have discussed, and you ask some follow up questions about their statements.
5. Tell the group that today we are going to look at two wealthy people
whose actions and motivations are recorded in our passage of study.
6. Invite the entire class to sit in groups of 3-5 to discuss what the Queen
of Sheba may have been searching for. Have them compare the two passages from the text: 2 Chronicles 9:1-4 and 2 Chronicles 9:5-8. Then
have each group discuss among themselves some of the hard questions
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she might have come to have answered. Ask the various groups to give
a report on their discussion. The bottom line is this: Did the Queen of
Sheba go back home having discovered what she was missing in her life?
Refer to verses 6-8.

Encourage Application
7. In closing, ask the group to turn to 1 Peter 2:12 and 1 Peter 3:15. Ask
the group to discuss among themselves how these two verses are connected. One way to compare them is that our lives are to reflect the
character of Christ in such a way others will ask us why we live as we
do. We can be prepared to share the same words about having a right
relationship with the Lord that is presented in the previous plan above.
Remind the class to look at the Pascal quote on the board.
8. Encourage your class to be open to sharing how Christ has given you
meaning in life.
9. Ask someone to close in prayer.

Focal Text

Background

2 Chronicles 9:13-31

1 Kings 11:1-13

lesson 13
You Can’t Take
It With You
MAIN IDEA

Neither wisdom, wealth, or power can
prevent or prepare us for the time of
death.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Is an abundance of material possessions a distraction for me?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that
grandeur without Godliness is a serious sin

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
David and Solomon lived in a very different era than we do, and their culture
was very different from ours. David had desired to build a Temple for God,
but God told him it would be David’s son Solomon, not David, who would
build God’s Temple (1 Chronicles 28:2, 6).
Second Chronicles begins with Solomon summoning God’s people to
come worship God and offer sacrifices to God (2 Chronicles 1:2-3, 6). After
the festivities, God appeared to Solomon requesting what one thing God
could give to him. Solomon asked for wisdom and knowledge to lead God’s
people. God commended Solomon for his choice of wisdom and knowledge,
instead of asking for finite wealth, possessions, honor, long life, or the death
of enemies. Therefore God promised to give Solomon three major things: wisdom and knowledge, wealth and possessions, and fame and honor. He would
have more than the kings before or after him (2 Chronicles 1:11-12).
Second Chronicles 9 emphasizes the faithfulness of God in keeping those
three promises to Solomon. The Chronicler does not ignore Solomon’s flaws
(some of which are delineated in 1 Kings 11:1-13); he instead focuses upon
the faithfulness of God in doing what God promised to do at the beginning of
Solomon’s reign. Solomon, like the rest of us, was a human with good qualities and also with sins. Solomon ended up with many wives as part of trade
agreements with other countries. In his later years, these wives led his heart
away from God (1 Kings 11:9-13).
All of us have an appointment with death. As we transition through
death from earth to Heaven, we can’t take wisdom, wealth, or power or fame
with us. There is no need for these in Heaven, because in eternity Christ is
the wisdom of God (1 Corinthians 1:21-24; 2:6-9), the riches of God’s glory
(Ephesians 1:3-8), and our being in His eternal presence will be enough glory
and honor to last forever (Colossians 1:11-12, 19-22; Titus 3:4-7). In today’s
study, we see descriptions of Solomon’s fortune and fame. We also see his
earthly finale.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
Today’s passage reveals three main gifts God gave to Solomon: wisdom,
wealth, and fame or power. The gifts were neutral. It is what we do with God’s
gifts that makes them either a God-empowered blessing or self-empowered
curse. God said He would give Solomon more wisdom, wealth, and power
than anyone else, and God did just that.

Solomon’s Fortune and Wealth (2 Chronicles 9:13-22)
9:13-14. Solomon received 666 talents of gold every year in general revenue. A talent was about 75 pounds in weight, so he received about 25 tons of
gold a year.
This gold figure did not include other revenue from goods sold to other
countries, nor the fees collected to transport goods on trade routes Solomon
maintained, guarded, and controlled. Nor does it include all the gold and silver that kings of Arabia and governors (a word associated with regions in
Babylon, Assyria, and Persia) gave to Solomon.

9:15. Solomon’s metal workers used some of the gold to make two hundred
large shields, each shield containing 15 pounds of gold. They also made three
hundred smaller hammered shields, each containing 7.5 pounds of gold.
These shields weren’t used in battle, but were displayed to awe visitors. Displaying the shields was a practical way of impressing guests, while keeping
the gold accessible if it needed to be quickly melted down.

9:16. The Palace of the Forest of Lebanon was a structure used as a storehouse and armory, and was situated between the residential portion of the
palace and the Temple. It contained three rows of columns of fifteen cedar
columns each (forty-five columns total) that resembled a forest of cedar trees
(1 Kings 7:2-5). This structure also contained the pure gold goblets and bowls
for formal dinners, as well as furnishings for the Palace of the Forest (9:20).
This room was likely one thing that took the Queen of Sheba’s breath away
(9:3).
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9:17-19. King Solomon had a magnificent throne from which to execute
justice, (cf. 1 Kings 10:18-20). The throne was on a platform with six steps
leading up to it. It was covered in gold and ivory inlay. The ivory came from
either India or Africa.
Each step was guarded by a golden lion on either end, thus twelve lions
total. The twelve lions probably brought to mind the twelve tribes of Israel,
who made up the still-united kingdom at this time (cf. Genesis 49:9). The
topmost lions were standing, to the left and right of the throne’s armrests.
The throne had a golden footstool connected to it. It was a throne like no
other (9:19).

9:20-21. All the goblets and palace articles were made of pure gold. Solomon had a fleet of long-haul trading ships called Tarshish ships (likely the
120 foot long-ships), manned by Phoenician sailors. Every three years they
would sail to distant places to trade merchandise, and return loaded with
gold, silver, ivory, apes, and baboons or peacocks (NASB), as well as other
items like spices and aromatic woods. Not every country had a fleet of ships.

9:22. Regarding Solomon’s wisdom and wealth, the Chronicler concludes
that Solomon was greater in riches and wealth than all the other kings of the
earth.

Solomon’s Fame and Power (2 Chronicles 9:23-28)
Solomon’s fame and power are alluded to throughout chapter 9. After hearing
of his fame, the Queen of Sheba went to meet Solomon (9:1). After quizzing
him thoroughly, she concluded his wisdom had far exceeded all she had heard
about him. His palace and other buildings were astonishing. All of it together
took her breath away. The Sabeans (people of the land of Sheba) were famous
world travelers and merchants. They had seen a lot of amazing and exotic
things, but Solomon’s accomplishments took her breath away (9:5-8), and
she attributed what Solomon had accomplished to his God (9:7-8).

9:23-24. Kings from all over the earth heard of Solomon’s fame and sought
an audience with him to listen to the wisdom God had put in his heart. As
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Solomon sent out ships to explore and trade with other countries, those places became curious about Solomon and Israel as well. With each visit came
more gifts of all kinds, including gold, silver, weapons, spices, robes, and
mules and horses.
Solomon’s fame was not just a momentary thing. Year after year these
kings and leaders came (9:24). As his merchants and ships encountered new
kingdoms, the leaders of the kingdoms came to hear the wisdom of God
through him. It is noteworthy that it was not Solomon’s gold and riches that
attracted people, but his God-given wisdom. And that wisdom was so incorporated into the beauty of what he built, that the design, beauty, materials, and
workmanship all pointed to God and the wisdom given to Solomon (9:5-8).

9:25-28. Some of Solomon’s power and fame came through utilizing wise
strategies in trade, treaties, and national security. Horses and chariots were
one of the key possessions he acquired and utilized. Chariots were the stateof-the-art weapons for quick response to threats, and superiority in battles.
Solomon had 4000 stalls to house the chariots and their 12,000 horses.
His merchants bought many of the horses from Egypt and Turkey, and received some as gifts (9:24). The possession and deployment of chariots was a
pro-active defense; no one tried to invade Israel during this time.
He had three areas where he stationed most of his chariots, called chariot
cities (9:25). First Kings 9:15 identifies Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer as fortified cities, guarding vulnerable trade routes. It was important to keep trade
routes secure. These cities were the three chariot cities from which forces
could be quickly dispersed, and some of the chariots went with Solomon to
Jerusalem.
Solomon expanded the kingdom through trade and commerce deals, instead of through war and military conquests. Many kingdom partnerships
were solidified with political marriages, typified in his marriage to Pharaoh’s
daughter, because when leaders became “family” it made it harder to attack
the other party or break the contract.
Through Solomon, God fulfilled His promise to Abraham (Genesis 15:18)
regarding the “promised land” that Abraham’s descendants would inhabit.
He ruled over all the land in that area, as far as the border of Egypt (9:26).
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It would go from the land of the Philistines to the Great River (Euphrates
River), and as far south as the border of Egypt. During his reign, silver was
as common in Jerusalem as rocks, and the presence of cedar as plentiful as
fig trees.

Solomon’s Finale (9:30-31)
9:30-31. This is a traditional formula used to describe royal deaths in Kings
and Chronicles. It contained: The king’s name, where he reigned, how long
he reigned, where buried, who succeeded him, that he is now resting with his
ancestors, and where more information can be found.
Death comes to each of us. Solomon reigned over all Israel for forty years,
and then went to be with God. After Solomon’s death, the kingdom began to
decline and eventually divided into the Northern Kingdom (Israel) and the
Southern Kingdom (Judah).

Focusing on the Meaning
Solomon was blessed with more wisdom, wealth, and acclaim than any
other leader of his era. Yet, even with amazing wisdom, he got his priorities out of balance, and his commitment and love was divided. Death came
knocking, and his earthly existence was over. If we are not careful, we too can
squander our opportunities to do more for God.
Solomon built a Temple beyond comparison, and a palace shadowing
heavenly beauty, yet today neither remains standing. What takes all your
time and energy? Are you investing in eternity, or putting all your eggs in
earthly baskets?
Solomon built up the country and made it a world power, but after he
left the scene, his work began to crumble. World leaders stood in line to meet
him, but they are all gone, and so is he.
There are some lessons we can learn today from Solomon. Like Solomon,
we also should request of God His wisdom to make wise use of our time and
resources.
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When we are blessed and successful, we should not allow the blessing to
replace the Blesser in our lives. When we begin loving the gifts more than
loving God, those gifts can lead us away from God. Blessings shrivel and die,
as do we.
As great as Solomon was, one greater than Solomon is available to each of
us (Luke 11:31). Do you seek first God’s kingdom and values (Matthew 6:33)?
If so, He will supply all you need.
What would a chronicler write as a summation of your life as you are now
living it? What will you be remembered for? What does God want you to be
remembered for?
Sometimes we spend so much time doing things, acquiring more, or making a name for ourselves, that we miss out on real life. Jesus said life does not
consist of possessions or fame (Matthew 6:25-33).
Before you spend your whole life climbing a ladder, make sure the ladder
is taking you to eternity, not just a wall destined to crumble. God gives us
gifts to use for His glory.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read this passage several times to get a firm grasp on the message
the writer of the Chronicles is communicating to his listeners and
readers.
		 c. Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class.
		 d. Write these 5 names on the white board or chalkboard: Jeff Bezos;
Bill Gates; Mark Zuckerberg; Bernard Arnault; and Mukesh Ambani.

Guide Bible Study
2. As class members enter your room direct their attention to the names
on the board. Ask them to reflect on those names and to try to determine what they have in common. After a few moments, call for responses. (The answer is that they are the five richest people in the world as
of August 7, 2020). From the article quoted below you can list their net
worth if you would like.
3. Ask this question: Did you know that we might be living in an age when we
will see the world’s first trillionaire? Follow that question with this one:
Do you know what else all these men have in common? Ask for responses. If
this one is not mentioned after several responses, you can say: They will
all die!
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World’s Richest People
According to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index (as of 7 August, 2020)
1. Jeff Bezos, $190bn
The former hedge fund manager turned online book seller started
Amazon in his garage in 1994. Bezos has invested heavily in space
technology and also owns The Washington Post newspaper.
2. Bill Gates, $120bn
A permanent fixture at the top end of rich list for the past 20 years,
the Microsoft founder has sold or given away much of his stake in the
company—he owns just 1% of Microsoft—and now focuses predominantly on his philanthropic work.
3. Mark Zuckerberg, $100bn
Zuckerberg famously started Facebook in 2004 at the age of 19 and
now is among the top five richest men in the world.
4. Bernard Arnault & family, $81.4bn
Arnault is the wealthiest European on the list. The Frenchman oversees an empire of more than 60 brands including Louis
Vuitton and Sephora.
5. Mukesh Ambani, $80.3bn
Indian Ambani has a 42% controlling stake in Reliance Industries,
which is the owner of the world’s largest oil refining complex.
4. Direct attention to our passage of study this morning—2 Chronicles
9:13-31. Enlist five readers to read these passages one right after the
other:
		 a. 9:13-14
		 b. 9:15-16
		 c. 9:17-21
		 d. 9:22-24
		 e. 9:25-28
			 After these have been read, ask the class what they have discovered
from this reading. Give opportunity for as many responses as they
would like to give. Ask them to think about Solomon and the five men
you have mentioned above. Give them a moment to contemplate the
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grand wealth of all those men and then, you read 9:29-31—slowly. Let
the moment sink in. Just like Solomon, all people die.
5. Remind the class that the true value of a person’s life is not found in
what they have owned or accumulated; it is whether their hearts belonged to God. (You may want to stop a minute and ask rhetorically:
Does your heart belong to God? Refer back to the previous lesson for a
plan to begin a relationship with Him—“5 R’s to a Right Relationship!”).
6. Say this: I do not mean to be morbid, but I want to ask you a few questions
considering our study today: Have you begun to plan your memorial service
yet? What would you like to include in your obituary or eulogy? Take a minute to let them think about that and then give them time to respond to
the question.

Encourage Application
7. Ask if anyone has ever heard of the “Law of Diminishing Returns.” The
idea of this law is what gave you a certain amount of satisfaction yesterday will not be sufficient to give you the same amount of satisfaction
today. It works in all areas of your life. Call for responses of people who
have experienced the effects of this law in their lives. (You can actually
have fun with this one: amusement parks; driving a fast automobile or
motorcycle; do some daredevil stunt; food; and drink.) You get the picture.
8. Invite someone to read from the “Treasures Out of This World” in the
Study Guide, the passage found in the Sermon on the Mount—Matthew
6:20-21. Remind the class of the men whose names appear on the board
at the front of your classroom and of Solomon. They, like we, ALL die
someday. What counts is a relationship with the Creator of the Universe.
9. Close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read this passage several times to get a firm grasp on the message
the writers of the Chronicles and 1 Kings are communicating to their
listeners and readers.
		 c. Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class.
		 d. Provide paper and pens to each class member. Place those pieces of
paper in the chairs of all the members. Make pens available.

Guide Bible Study
2. As class members enter the room, invite them to list things on the provided paper they know about Solomon. After a few minutes ask for responses about what they know. Say, What have you learned about him that
would be of value to us today? Hopefully, the discussion will lead to some
things like asking God for wisdom and understanding; being aware of
opportunities to give the Lord credit for things that God gave him.
3. Instruct everyone to turn to the passage for study—2 Chronicles 9:1331. Divide into groups of 3-4 and ask each group to read that passage
and discuss insights they discover from their reading. Be prepared to
share a few insights that are not mentioned by them. After a few minutes ask for reports of what they discussed. Allow time for each group
to respond.
4. Ask this question of the entire group and wait for responses: Throughout
your years of hearing of Solomon, what is your overall impression of him?
You might get answers like: he was the wisest person to ever live; he
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was very wealthy; he pleased God with his request for wisdom and understanding to lead God’s people; he represented God well when visiting
with dignitaries; etc.
5. Now ask the group to turn in their Bibles to 1 Kings 11:1-13. Ask one
person to read verses 1-8. Call for thoughts the class has about what
has been read. Remind the class that we are not here to bash Solomon,
but to discuss how he might have stayed the course instead of drifting
away from the Lord. One professor I had in college used to say of Solomon: He should have asked for God to give him a love for God that ran
deeper than the love he had for himself. We all are tempted to stray
from what we have been taught about living for the Lord. Here is the
point: We must be disciplined to stay the course. Ask class members to
discuss how they have stayed on track with the Lord. Some thoughts
they may share are as follows: 1) faithful to have a personal worship
time; 2) faithful to participate in corporate worship; 3) being faithful
with their resources; 4) sharing their faith. Others? Allow plenty of time
for discussion.
6. Invite someone to read 1 Kings 11:9-13. Remind the class that if we are
not careful to keep ourselves in growing condition so the Lord can help
us move toward spiritual maturity, we may end up just like Solomon did
in these few verses.

Encourage Application
7. Ask the class to spend a few moments in silent meditation with the
Lord. Invite them to list on the back side of the paper some things they
may do this week that would keep them in growing condition with the
Lord. Encourage them to commit to do those things throughout this
next week. You may want to ask for reports next time you meet.
8. Invite someone to close in prayer.

Focal Text

Background

Luke 24:13-35

Mark 16:12-14

lesson 14
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MAIN IDEA

When you travel the road of despair,
Jesus wants to walk with you.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Have my eyes been opened?
TEACHING AIM

To challenge adults to know Jesus will
enter their heart as a guest, but He
wants to become the Host, the Lord,
of their lives

BIBLE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
All of us have experienced discouragement from crushed dreams. After a period of disorientation, and grappling with the loss, we eventually begin to
move forward again, often carrying our doubts, confusion, and pain with us.
The grief process is a muddling experience, as we try our best to make sense
of what happened, while knowing life must go on.
In today’s passage, we find two people in the midst of grief on a sad journey home. However, their lives were suddenly turned around as they encountered the resurrected Jesus. Then filled with joy, they turned around to go out
on the road again, back to Jerusalem.
One theme in Luke is that the activities of God are recognized through
divine revelation, without which they can’t be understood. The Greek word
revelation is a theater term describing an audience unaware of what is happening behind the closed curtain, until the curtain opens and they can see.
Revelation is God opening the curtain to reveal what He is doing behind the
scenes. The theme of people not recognizing or understanding who Jesus the
Messiah really is, occurs frequently in Luke (cf. Luke 1:17-18, 28-29, 31-34,
38; 2:8-20, 25-35, 42-50; 9:45; 18:34; 24:16, 30-32). Today, we are studying
one such account.
“It was necessary” is a key word and theme in Luke (cf. 2:49; 4:43; 13:16,
33; 15:32; 18:1; 19:5; 21:9; 22:7, 37; and 24:7-27, 44). Jesus came to fulfill and carry out God’s will and purposes, many of which were predicted in
O.T. prophecies. In fulfilling His God-given mission, some of these necessary
things were not pleasant.
Another major theme in this passage is that Jesus walks beside us and
teaches us as we journey through life. We travel life’s roads together. Most
of the events in Luke 9:51—19:44 occurred as Jesus and His disciples were
traveling on the way to Jerusalem where Jesus would suffer and die. Then on
the third day He rose again, to live forever in order to travel the roads of life
with those who love Him.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
In Our Discouragement, Jesus Walks Beside Us (24:13-18)
24:13. Two of Jesus’ followers were walking home to Emmaus on Easter
Sunday, a seven mile trip. The travelers had likely spent the entire Passover
week in Jerusalem, thus seeing or hearing about Jesus’ betrayal, arrest, trial,
and crucifixion, as well as reports that His body was no longer in the tomb.
Confused and exhausted, they left Jerusalem.

24:14. On the trip home they discussed what happened. The word discussing means “throwing back and forth.” They tried to make sense of it all.

24:15. In the midst of the discussion, a man approached them. The emphasis in this verse is that “Jesus Himself” joined them. When we need answers
about confusing things, or need hope to go on, Jesus comes to us.

24:16-17. Jesus was walking with them, but they didn’t realize it. The passive verb tense indicates that God prevented them from recognizing Him.
Why? Probably Jesus needed time to explain from Scripture that the Messiah
had to suffer, and to show them how all Scripture pointed to Him.
As Jesus asked what they were discussing, they stopped talking, stood
still, and their faces communicated their sadness and crushed hope.

24:18. Cleopas expressed shock that the man could have been in Jerusalem
during Passover and not known all the things that had happened.

In Our Confusion, Jesus Reveals What God Is Doing
(24:19-27)
24:19-20. When the man asked, “What things?” both disciples poured out
what had happened, focusing on who Jesus was based upon what He did
and taught. He was an anointed spokesman for God, a miracle worker, and
a teacher. They explained how Jesus had been delivered over to the Romans
and crucified.
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Notice the use of the past tense, “was.” For them, Jesus was gone, and
their hope died with Him.

24:21. The people had hoped Jesus was the One who would redeem Israel
from Roman enslavement. Redeem is a word that means to buy a person out
of slavery.
Here is the reason they were feeling sad and hopeless. Jesus had done
what no one else had, or could do, but now He was dead. If Jesus was not the
Messiah, who could ever be? Plus, He had already been dead for three days.
Jewish tradition taught that there is no chance of resuscitation after three
days.

9:22-24. Even more confusing, came the reports that some women attending to the tomb did not find His body, and angels told them that Jesus was
alive. A group of disciples confirmed the report; the tomb was open, but empty.

9:25-26. At this point, the unknown man admonished the two disciples
because they did not understand what the prophets had previously spoken
in Scripture. The followers of Jesus were making tradition their authority
for faith, as we are also prone to do. They expected a Messiah who would be
a physical and political deliverer, reestablishing a geographical kingdom like
David and Solomon had built.
When Jesus suffered and died, then all their hopes were crushed.
This was a turning point in their lives. Often we must come to the end of
our own strength and understanding, before we are open to God showing us
a better way.
Jesus did not call them fools but rather foolish (24:25). They were foolish
because they assumed Jesus couldn’t be the Messiah because He had suffered
and died, thereby not fulfilling their expectations. Jesus asked, “Was it not
necessary for the Christ to suffer these things and to enter into His glory?”
(9:26). It was a way of emphatically saying, It was morally and divinely necessary for the Messiah to suffer and die. Our eternal rescue comes from His
shed blood and resurrection.
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In their deep confusion, Jesus pointed them to the Bible, to God’s inspired Word, for clarity. He does this for us, too.

9:27. This is the biggest small verse in the Bible. Jesus began with Genesis
and went through the whole Old Testament, explaining all the things referring to Himself.
Can you imagine what a mind-blowing experience that was, to have Jesus
open their minds and eyes to truly understand that the Scriptures were really
about Him?
These disciples were probably familiar with these events and Scriptures,
but had not connected it to what the Messiah would accomplish. Later that
day, when they returned to the gathering of the disciples in Jerusalem, they
shared their experience on the road, and surely gave specific examples of
what Jesus had taught them. Jesus’ teachings about the O.T. Scriptures probably became the sources for much New Testament theology and preaching
content in the early church (cf. Acts 2:30; 3:19, 24; 10:43; 26:6-7, 22; Romans
1:2-4; 1 Corinthians 10:4; Galatians 3:16, 25-29; 1 Timothy 3:16; Hebrews
1:1-12; 1 Peter 1:10-12; 2 Peter 1:18-19).

In Our Need, Jesus Feeds Us (24:28-32)
24:28-29. At journey’s end, having accomplished His purpose of explaining
the Scripture, Jesus began to leave and walk on. But the two disciples urged
the man to come in to eat and talk more. He had fed them spiritually; now
they desired to feed Him physically, and learn even more.
Now that Jesus is resurrected, and come to live in each of us, He will
abide with us forever. He is now always available to teach, correct, comfort,
or strengthen us.

24:30. Jesus reclined at the table with them (the tables were low to the
ground, so people sat or reclined on the ground beside the table).
At this point, Jesus switched from guest, to host. As He had done so
many times when sharing a meal with the disciples, He followed a four-step
pattern: He took the bread loaf into His hands, prayed a blessing, broke off
portions, and gave pieces to those present.
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24:31. As Jesus did this, the eyes of the travelers were instantly opened, recognizing Jesus. It had been Jesus all along! They now understood the Messiah had to suffer to fulfill all Scripture, and He really was alive and with them.
Then He instantly was no longer there.
Now they understood Jesus had won after all!

24:32. In their astonishment, they commented to each other about how
their hearts had burned within them as He showed them Himself in all the
Scriptures.
Share With Others the Things Jesus Opened Your Eyes to
Understand (24:33-35)
No longer discouraged, no longer sad, no longer tired, even at a late hour in
the day, they got up and got back on the road again to make the 7-mile return
trip.
They hurried to Jerusalem to tell the other disciples, who were already
discussing how Jesus had risen from the dead and had appeared to Simon.
Then the travelers related their experience of the man teaching them on the
road, how they had recognized Him in the breaking of the bread. Surely, they
shared some of Jesus’ teachings about all the Scriptures that were about Him.
It was a long night of joy, excitement, hope, new possibilities, and prayer and
praise.

Focusing on the Meaning
We all have times of doubts, discouragement, and confusion. We can be confident during those times that Jesus will come walk by our side, as He did the
people on the road to Emmaus.
Jesus used the daily time on the road to help His disciples dialogue,
think, and learn. Much of the content in Luke 9:51—19:44 occurred while
Jesus and His disciples were traveling toward Jerusalem. He taught on the
road, using daily events to teach deeper spiritual truth.
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When we walk with Jesus, what we learn on the journey is as important
as our destination. He teaches us spiritual truth that can only be learned
from our current situation. Jesus takes us to the truth of the Bible. It is God’s
truth that removes confusion, brings clarity and understanding, and gets us
back on the road again.
Whatever you are going through today, seek Jesus and His guidance in
the Bible. As we try to carry on, even when we don’t feel like it, or understand
why something is happening, it sometimes helps to talk things over with
another believer. During this time, never forget that Jesus is walking with us
through whatever we encounter in life. We are not alone.
As with these travelers, when Jesus teaches you new insights and empowers you to get back on the road again, go share with others what Jesus
taught you. They may be going through the same thing and need your encouragement.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read this passage several times to get a handle on the message Luke
was communicating to the readers or listeners of his day.
		 c. Read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion Plan”
for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you need
to do with your class. You may choose to use parts of each plan for
teaching. It may enrich your teaching of your class.
		 d. Enlist someone from the class who will read aloud the summary of
the story, “The Horse and His Boy,” by C.S. Lewis, found in the Introduction of the Study Guide.
		 e. Enlist someone to read the entire focal passage—Luke 24:13-35.
		 f. Write on the white board or chalkboard this passage of Scripture
from Psalms 43:5—“Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are
you in turmoil within me? Hope in God; for I shall again praise him,
my salvation and my God” (ESV).

Guide Bible Study
2. As class members enter the room, direct their attention to the passage
on the board. Ask them to be seated and reflect on the verse and start
thinking about a time they have felt the same way as the psalmist.
3. Using the Study Guide, have the pre-enlisted person read the summary
of C.S. Lewis’ story, “The Horse and His Boy.”
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4. After the person has read this account, ask your class members to respond with accounts of similar feelings in their own lives. Give plenty
of time for them to share times of discouragement, despair, and depression. Do not pressure anyone, but also you may want to use the silence
for them to think more deeply about their own situation. Invite them to
compare their feelings with Lewis’ character and with the Psalmist who
wrote the passage shown on the board.
5. Invite several class members to share why they felt the way they did
during those low times. Encourage other members to discuss similar
feelings. After a few have shared their reasons for being low, remind
the class that the two men on the road to Emmaus were discouraged,
as well, so much they nearly missed the person walking along beside
them. Invite the class, now, to discuss how their own feelings may have
changed once they knew that someone else was walking alongside them
in their grief and despair. For the men on the way to Emmaus, Jesus
was the light of hope. For you, it might be Jesus living through another
person who gives you the light of hope.
6. Ask class members to pair up and discuss what emotions they would
have experienced as an encourager walked with them. Ask each pair to
share insights and scriptural truths they may have gleaned. After a few
moments read Luke 24:33-35. Suggest that when the men got back to
Jerusalem (back on the same road), they were encouraged even more
once they shared their victorious news with some additional people.
7. Have someone read aloud “Spiritual Sight” from the Study Guide. For
just a moment discuss with the class what Jesus did as He came up to
them: 1) He walked with them for a while (verse 15); 2) He began to ask
questions so they could tell the reason for their grief (verses 17-19);
3) He began to instruct them (verses 25-27); and 4) finally, He showed
them Who He was by breaking the bread in a way they would know it
was He (verses 30-31).
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Encourage Application
8. In closing, ask, How were the two disciples different from the time they
walked from Jerusalem and the time they hurried back to Jerusalem? How
are you different from the time you were lonely, discouraged, in despair, and/
or depressed and now that you are aware of Christ’s presence in your life?
9. Close in prayer.

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prior to the session:
		 a. Pray for each of your class members whether they are normally present or not.
		 b. Read this passage several times to get a handle on the message Luke
is communicating to the readers or listeners of his day.
		 c. AND read through both the “Discovery Plan” and the “Discussion
Plan” for this lesson, being sensitive to God’s Spirit about what you
need to do with your class. You may choose to use parts of each plan
for teaching. It may enrich your teaching of your class.
		 d. From the Study Guide print copies of the summary of the story, “The
Horse and His Boy,” by C.S. Lewis, which is found in the “Introduction,” to give to each student. Enlist someone to read the entire focal
passage—Luke 24:13-35.
		 e. Write on the white board or chalkboard this passage of Scripture
from Psalms 43:5—“Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are
you in turmoil within me? Hope in God; for I shall again praise him,
my salvation and my God” (ESV).
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Guide Bible Study
2. As class members come into the room, encourage them to look at the
board where Psalm 43:5 is printed and to reflect on it as they are waiting for everyone to be seated. Invite them to turn to the person next to
them to discuss what that verse actually means. Give them a few minutes to discuss between themselves. Call for a few responses from the
class; then say, Today we are going to discuss how a person finds themselves
in this condition, how they get out of it, and what they do with what they
learn from it.
3. Lead the group in prayer.
			 Ask everyone to read the C.S. Lewis story in the Study Guide. Divide
the class into groups of 3-4 and invite them to discuss their feelings
about this summary. After a few minutes, using the material (3rd and
4th paragraphs under the “Introduction”) from the Study Guide, allow
them to discuss the information you have shared with them.
4. Invite the pre-enlisted person to read Luke 24:13-35. Encourage the
class to read along in their own Bibles or in the Study Guide. As that person reads the story, have the class listen for insights and wisdom that
could be used in their situations to discover the reason for their own
discouragement, learn how to overcome it, and then what to do once
they have discovered the previous two ideas in this sentence. All of that
is included in this passage. Once the reading is concluded, ask the same
groups to discuss the insights they gleaned from this passage.
5. Tell the groups, now that they know how to overcome discouragement
and grief, they should be open to helping others just as Jesus helped
the two on the way to Emmaus. Ask the groups to discuss how they may
help others in similar situations. Call for a report of the discussions,
once they have had time to talk about their plans.
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SOLOMON: No Ordinary Kind of Wisdom

Encourage Application
6. You may have heard this expression, “The Final Step in Learning is Application.” Encourage the people in your class to do just that. Commit
to apply what they have learned in this session. Say, The Holy Spirit will
be leading you this week to someone who needs an encouraging word from
you about their difficult circumstances. You will be Jesus to them when you
decide to help them.
7. Ask someone to close in prayer.
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Prayer for This Study

A Heart of Wisdom
“If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face
and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and I will forgive their sin and
will heal their land” (2 Chronicles 7:14, NIV).
Father,
I humbly come into Your presence, the almighty, powerful, and sovereign God of the universe.
You, oh Lord, are the Creator of the heavens and the earth and all that is within them. Lord,
all things belong to You and come from You. Thank you, Lord, that You have called me out of
darkness and into the light. I am grateful I belong to You. I am Your own possession, part of
Your Kingdom, Your church, which You purchased with Your own blood.
Lord, life is brief, and I am easily deceived. Teach me to number my days and present to You
a heart of wisdom, and like Solomon, I ask for Godly wisdom in my daily life. May I seek
and choose wisdom over the foolishness of this world, and never rely on earthly resources,
but wholly lean on you, and trust You alone. Lord may Your holy Word be the unshakable and
firm foundation of all my decision making. Fill me with the knowledge of Your will with all
spiritual wisdom and understanding (Colossians 1:9).
O God, Your Word says, “The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; a broken and contrite heart,
O God, you will not despise” (Psalm 51:17, ESV). Lord, search the depths of my heart and
reveal any sin deep within me. Help me to see that my sin is against You, and You only, God.
Transform me into Your image in true righteousness and holiness, and may I offer to You, O
God, a blameless heart, fully devoted to You and Your Kingdom’s work, a heart willing to
serve You and submit to You in all things. Give me ears and a heart to hear and discern Your
voice as I seek Your face, O Lord. Your sheep follow You because they know Your voice (John
10:4).
O God, I fear we are living in a time in our nation, where everyone does what is right in their
own eyes. We search for purpose and meaning in all the wrong places and our hearts have
become foolish, despising wisdom. Our nation is in desperate need of a great awakening. We
desperately need You to bring revival to our nation. I pray the Holy Spirit will touch every
heart, every person in our nation, and draw them to salvation in Jesus.
Abba Father, I cry out to You in prayer and I draw a circle around myself. Let revival begin
in my heart and life. Turn my heart of stone into a heart of flesh and may my dry bones come
alive with the power of the Holy Spirit. May I never be stagnant or lukewarm, forgetting my
first love. Lord, I declare that You are my God, my living hope, my defender, and my refuge.
“And let the people say, ‘Amen’ Praise the Lord!” (Psalm 106:48, ESV).
In the strong name of Jesus,
Amen
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$5.00 ___________
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$5.25 ___________

_____________

Grace and Truth (John)—Teaching Guide (BWP001269)

$5.75

___________

_____________

Going Viral: The Birth and Advance of the Church (Acts)—Study Guide (BWP001242)

$5.00 ___________

_____________

Going Viral: The Birth and Advance of the Church (Acts)—Large Print Study Guide
$5.25 ___________

_____________
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$5.75
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_____________

Correction and Counsel (1 & 2 Corinthians)—Study Guide (BWP001262)

$5.00 ___________
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$5.25 ___________
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